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Synopsis

SOA (Service-Oriented Architecture) has a bad reputation in the industry today. On the one

hand, business heads and CIOs hesitate to invest more money into something that was

greatly hyped but failed to deliver to expectations. On the other, some technologists now

tend to believe that REST is the superior way to design and build systems. Others have

evinced interest in a new angle to integration called “API Management”. In business and

technology circles, therefore, SOA seems to have become an untouchable.

Yet everyone with such an opinion has failed to understand what SOA is . All too often,

SOA is seen as a heavyweight approach requiring proficiency in the use and management

of sophisticated and complex  technology products. (A quick glance at SOA job ads will

confirm this prevalent industry bias.)

But SOA was never about products or even technology! SOA is an organising principle, – a

principle  entirely  compatible  with  approaches  such  as  REST  and  API  Management.

Failures of putative SOA projects should not be seen as the failure of SOA, and neither

should the success of putatively rival approaches be seen as a repudiation of SOA.

But then, is SOA such an abstract principle that it cannot be practically useful?

We think that where SOA has failed is in the ability of its proponents to articulate what it

really is, and more importantly, how to apply it in practice. SOA is in fact a very practical,

lightweight design approach, quite simple to understand and to apply, provided one has

the right conceptual model with which to analyse real-world systems and to design building

blocks.  This  white  paper  aims to  inculcate the kind of  thinking that  can make a SOA

practitioner practically effective.

We have found through our own long years of experience that the core concept

underpinning the SOA approach ought to be that of dependencies, specifically the

identification and elimination of unnecessary dependencies between systems, and

the formalisation of legitimate dependencies into well-designed, stable “contracts”.

These two broad sets of actions work to simplify interactions between systems and make

behaviours more predictable, and are therefore responsible for significant improvements in

the agility, cost and risk profile of an organisation, – the holy grail of SOA. Hence what we

call Dependency-Oriented Thinking (or Design) is just SOA done right.
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Has this approach, however valid, come too late to save SOA? Has the train already left?

When designers today say they prefer REST to SOA, what they probably mean is that they

prefer REST to SOAP-based Web Services. As it turns out, Dependency-Oriented Design

applies equally well to both types of systems, and contributes something important to both.

It simplifies SOAP-based systems in a couple of important ways. It counteracts the rigidity

introduced by a static description file for services as required by Web Services technology,

making it more flexible and lightweight. It also addresses the important aspects of interface

stability and service versioning through appropriate levels of abstraction. API Management

(which was always part of SOA!)  is therefore naturally addressed by this method.

Importantly, Dependency-Oriented Thinking also helps to design RESTian systems based

on REST's defining concept of hypermedia constraints, which most designers don't seem

to understand very well. It lifts the practice of “REST” beyond URIs and standard verbs.

The practical framework that we will use to guide Dependency-Oriented Design is based

on the well-known BAIT model1, which views an organisation as being composed of four

distinct layers (Business, Applications, Information and Technology). Specific entities and

relationships at each of these layers are suggested by the TOGAF model. We use TOGAF

to examine entities and their interdependencies at each of the four BAIT layers, based on

an analysis of their inter-dependencies. We also propose some simple principles to tease

out dependencies at each layer and guide design decisions.

A similar dependency-oriented approach makes the tasks of governance and management

much easier, and our companion document2 deals with those topics.

Regardless  of  implementation  style,  simply approaching business processes  and their

component  steps through Dependency-Oriented Design can improve an organisation's

agility, reduce its operating costs and also reduce its operational risk.

1 The BAIT model is normally encountered in Enterprise Architecture circles. Solution Architecture, or the

design of  particular  systems for  specific  programs of  work,  may not  seem a likely  beneficiary  of  an

Enterprise Architecture tool. However, as we will soon discover, dependencies do not respect project or

departmental boundaries, hence even Solution Architects will be forced to think like Enterprise Architects,

i.e., beyond the narrow confines of their project or business unit. Indeed, the notion of dependencies

could be the meeting ground for Enterprise Architecture and Solution Architecture, giving the two groups

of Architects a practical way to cooperate and to influence each other.

2 “Dependency-Oriented Thinking: Vol 2 – Governance and Management (Control Systems Made Simple)”
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Part I – Post-Mortem: Why has SOA been such a Disappointment?

The View of SOA as Technology

The root of all  of  SOA's ills lies in its characterisation as a set of  technologies whose

practice  requires  technology  management  skills.  On  the  contrary,  SOA is  a  generic

organising principle and not a technology at all. There is an important place for technology

in SOA, but it's nowhere near as pervasive as many practitioners seem to think.

“Technology” is a fancy term that simply refers to how business logic is  implemented. It

may seem like a lot of SOA design work deals with technology, but in actual fact, SOA's

technology  decisions  concern  relatively  minor  issues  like  the  choice  of  standards,

component bundling and appropriate use of tooling. All of the crucial analysis and design

work  takes  place  much  before  these  implementation-related  touches are  applied  to  a

solution. The diagram below3 shows where technology really sits in the larger SOA picture.

The  common  IT  industry  approach  deals  in  a  perfunctory  manner  with  the  tasks  of

analysing which functions ought to exist (and to be automated), how best to coordinate

them and group them together, what data they need to exchange and how that data needs

to be organised. These are precisely the areas where the maximum benefits are to be

derived, so rushing through these steps to leap into implementation is suboptimal.

The  recent  trend  of  “ESB-Oriented  Architecture”,  where  all  analysis  and  design  is

performed on the basis of an assumed ESB component at the heart of the environment,

bears a share of the blame for poor outcomes from SOA. However, the basic problem with

SOA practice stems more generally from the industry's  technology bias which overlooks

the power of SOA as an organising principle.

3 This diagram  represents what is called the “BAIT Model”, which we will cover in greater detail presently.
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Technology as Typhoid Mary4

The view of SOA as technology does more harm than one may imagine. Viewed from the

perspective of the business, technology comes with its own extraneous requirements and

constraints, and these start to impact interactions between systems in unforeseen ways.

As soon as a SOA solution is implemented, what usually also happens is that a whole new

set of dependencies tends to be established. These dependencies have nothing to do with

any functional aspect of business processes! They arise primarily from the nature of the

technology used to implement the business solution.

What (if  anything) we may have gained on the design swings, we tend to lose on the

implementation  roundabouts,  and  this  is  a  major  reason  why  SOA has  often  been

considered a failure, or at best a disappointment. When implemented using SOAP-based

Web Services technology in particular, SOA does not fully deliver on the improvements in

agility, cost and risk that it originally promised, because the efficiencies it does deliver are

largely neutralised by the new inefficiencies this technology itself introduces5.

In a later section on the Technology layer, we will examine this phenomenon in greater

detail and show how and why it occurs. For now, just take our word for it that being blind to

dependencies  between  systems  can  lead  to  the  unknowing  introduction  of  fresh  and

unnecessary ones (and dependencies, as we will show with many examples, can reduce

agility, increase operating costs and increase operational risk).

Going by the Wikipedia definition of the term, technology is a Typhoid Mary, because it

introduces new dependencies without anyone realising it, thereby spreading the malaise of

inefficiency and waste. To avoid infection, we need to sustain the discipline of good design

all the way through from the Business layer to the Technology layer, and the core element

of this discipline is the awareness of dependencies.

Isn't this just common sense? How does a whole industry made up of smart people end up

with such a literal, technology-based view of SOA anyway?

4 In the early years of the 20th century, a cook named Mary Mallon worked at a number of establishments in

New York, leaving a trail of typhoid victims wherever she worked. Nicknamed Typhoid Mary, she was one of

the first identified “asymptomatic carriers” of typhoid, i.e., she was personally in good health, which is why it

took  a  very  long  time  to  trace  the  outbreaks  of  typhoid  where  she  worked  back  to  her.  According  to

Wikipedia, “Today, Typhoid Mary is a generic term for anyone who, knowingly or not, spreads something

undesirable.”

5 The culprit, in a word, is WSDL.
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“Service” as a Weasel Word

No matter how often we parrot the mantra “SOA is more than just technology”, we end up

with a technology-only view of SOA while we're looking elsewhere. How does this happen?

Our view is that there is a slippery slope that we embark on when we start to talk in terms

of “services”, because (as we found to our surprise) there is no rigorous definition of this

fundamental term! Multiple fuzzy definitions exist simultaneously, leaving practitioners free

to choose the ones that suit them at the moment. No wonder then that when talk turns to

implementation,  the generic  term is  used in a  deft  sleight-of-hand to  mean something

technology-specific. When “services” and “web services” are used almost interchangeably,

the progression to a technology-only view of SOA is only natural, as illustrated below:

13

“SOA is more than just technology”

“Service-Oriented Architecture is the view of an 
organisation as a collection of reusable services”

“We should expose all business 
functionality through Web Services”

“It's good practice to proxy all Web Services through 
an ESB and use a registry/repository to manage 
them, especially as their numbers start to grow.”

“SOA artifacts can only be developed 
and managed by IT professionals”

“SOA is technology”

Fig. 2 – The slippery slope that leads to the view of SOA as Technology



Discomfort with the term “services” has reached a point where erstwhile SOA practitioners

(and practitioners of REST, who think they are not SOA practitioners!) are now starting to

talk in terms of “APIs6” instead. It seems a peculiar form of escapism, since the term “API”

originated in a very different context (i.e., linkable native language libraries) and still means

something different from what the term “service” can encompass.

We think  there  is  a  legitimate  place  for  the  concept  of  “services”  in  Service-Oriented

Architecture, but the term “service” first needs to be defined much more rigorously than

traditional  industry  practice  does.  We  will  provide  such  a  rigorous  definition 7 in  this

document based on an architectural principle called Cohesion, and show how to derive a

model of “services” logically and systematically. This model will then naturally distinguish

the conceptual aspects of services from their implementation (i.e., technology).

6 Application Programming Interfaces. As an exercise, do a search for the number of occurrences of the

new terms “Web APIs” and “API Management”.

7 For the impatient, here's a sneak preview: A Service is a static grouping of Operations on the basis of a

shared Interface Data Model. For the definitions of “Operation” and “Interface Data Model”, as well as to

understand the emphasis on “static”, the reader will just have to wait until a later section.
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Part II – The Case for “Dependency-Oriented Thinking”

The core thesis of this document is that SOA practice should be solely oriented around the

notion of  dependencies.  While most SOA practitioners do recognise the importance of

dependencies, our position that dependencies are in fact the only relevant SOA concern

may seem to be overstating the case. We hope to convince the sceptics of our position

over the next few sections.

What is a “Dependency” anyway?

“Dependency” is not a fancy technical term. It's just a regular English word. When we say

that a certain entity “A” has a dependency on another entity “B”, we simply mean that A

depends on B in some way.

If we had to illustrate this graphically, we could do it using a dashed arrow8, as  shown

below.

In the figure above, because Entity A has a dependency on Entity B, if an  event occurs

within B, A is affected. But if an event occurs within A, B is not affected. This is because B

has no corresponding dependency on A9.

Dependencies like this are everywhere, and they have profound impacts on everything.

Some dependencies are desirable. When we flick a light switch, we want the light to turn

on or off. If there were no dependencies at all, nothing would ever work.

But not all dependencies are desirable. If your car won't start on cold mornings, it has an

undesirable  dependency  on  the  weather.  Unjustifiable  dependencies  can  complicate

systems, slow activities down, raise costs and increase the risk of nasty surprises.

8 This is the UML notation for a dependency relationship, and will be used throughout this document.

9 In the general case, two entities may have dependencies on each other, but not in this example.
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Dependency-Oriented Thinking is about being sensitive to the desirable and undesirable

effects of dependencies in every situation in life. It is a powerful model of the Universe that

can also help managers and IT professionals in organisations, because these people are

responsible for managing and building  systems of interdependent parts.  Understanding

dependencies makes them much better at their jobs.

Dependencies Impact Everything!

To make the importance of dependencies more tangible, let's look at some examples from

real  life to appreciate the key role dependencies play in our very lives.  Dependencies

impact every situation, from the personal to the geopolitical and everything in between.

At the most innocuous, personal level, if you cannot start a working day without a cup of

coffee or relax at the end of one without a glass of your favourite alcoholic drink, you

should know that you have a dependency10. 

As another personal example, wealth does not automatically mean freedom. A miser is not

free, because he is not the master of his money; money is his master! Similarly, someone

who wants to keep up with the Joneses feels compelled to spend money on things she

does not really need. It is only the freedom from financial obligations (real or imagined)

that makes a person financially free. Again, it's all about dependencies.

One of the principles of creativity is to “drop a constraint”. In other words, you can come up

with creative solutions to problems if you mentally eliminate one or more dependencies.

At the opposite end of the scale in the realm of geopolitics, if the US achieves energy self-

sufficiency in  the next  5-10 years,  it  will  have ended its  long-standing dependency on

Middle  East  oil.  The  elimination  of  this  single  dependency  will  have  far-reaching

implications  for  the  whole  world.  As  just  one  example,  far  from  having  to  protect  its

vulnerable energy routes from the Middle East, the US will gain a strategic lever since it

can threaten the dependency that its rival China has on those same routes!

We can think of  examples like this  at  every level  between these extremes.  Indeed,  it

seems impossible to consider a situation that does not involve dependencies!

History is full of examples of dependencies. Crucial battles have determined the destinies

of nations and even civilisations. Dramatic events have been precipitated by tipping points

caused by gradual changes in social, political, economic and military spheres. Historians

10 As a person without either dependency, the author can be excused for being a little smug. ☺
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go back centuries  to  trace the  root  causes for  various later  events11.  All  of  these are

dependencies.

The Science Fiction sub-genre of Alternative History is all about “what might have been” if

dependencies were either added or removed.

Dependencies feature in mainstream literature too. When Polonius advised Laertes12 to

“neither a borrower nor a lender be”, he was advising against both creating and taking on

dependencies.

And lest dependencies should appear to be a purely worldly concern, the Buddha taught

that  one should  free  oneself  from attachment  to  attain  liberation13,  so he was arguing

against dependencies too.

In the military sphere, Sun Tzu said14 many centuries ago, “Know thyself, know thy enemy

– a thousand battles, a thousand victories.” By “knowing” oneself and one's enemy, he was

really  talking  about  dependencies,  because  strengths  as  well  as  weaknesses  are

dependencies. What is it that makes you and the other guy tick? Fast cavalry? Long range

artillery?  What are the things that can trip you up? Lack of supplies (logistics)? Troops

weakened by dysentery?  What buttons can be pushed to  make you or the other guy

behave in a predictable way? The siege of a prestigious fort? The abduction of a corps

commander's son? All of these are dependencies. All of these relate to “knowing thyself” or

“knowing thy enemy”.

When we turn to civil society, Steven Levitt and John Donohue argue in their famous book

“Freakonomics” that the dramatic drop in crime levels in the US that started in the early

1990s was the result  of  the legalisation of abortion that began with the Roe vs Wade

decision in 1974. Their reasoning is that the unwanted children who tend to turn to crime in

their teens simply stopped being born once abortion was legalised. The validity of this link

is still debated, but it's a very interesting and non-intuitive example of a dependency that

may have affected modern society.

Closer home to us as professionals who work in organisations, a deep understanding of

dependencies makes all the difference between a successful organisation and one that is

11 When asked  for  his  opinion  on  what  influence  the  French  Revolution  might  have  had  on  Western

civilisation, Zhou Enlai famously replied, “It is too soon to tell.”

12 Hamlet, Act 1, Scene 3

13 In other words, getting rid of dependencies is good for the SOA-ul. (Sorry.)

14 In “The Art of War”
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less so.

Managing expectations, which is a technique used to keep stakeholders satisfied as well

as to protect oneself from frustration, is nothing but the reduction of dependency that one's

mental state has on specific future scenarios.

In that classic marketing strategy book of the '80s, “Marketing Warfare”, authors Al Ries

and Jack Trout offer this nugget of wisdom to their clients who are looking for the most

effective way to compete against their rivals - “Don't attack a weakness that is a weakness.

Attack the weakness inherent in a strength.” Their idea is that weaknesses that are purely

weaknesses can be fixed,  but  weaknesses that are an inherent  part  of  a competitor's

strength cannot be fixed without compromising that strength.

As an example, they suggest that any company trying to compete against a giant like

Campbell Soup should attack not the price of the soup (since a larger company can easily

drop its prices long enough to drive a smaller competitor out of business), but something

peripheral like the metal cans in which the giant corporation packages its products. The

enormous investment in metal can packaging is a weakness inherent in the strength of

Campbell Soup's scale of operations, and this investment cannot easily be thrown away. A

competitor positioning themselves as using either environmentally friendlier packaging or

packaging that is less suspect from a health perspective would have a better chance than

one competing on price.

In other words, Trout and Ries suggest attacking dependencies that a competitor cannot

easily rid  themselves of.  That's  how important  dependencies  are  to  the  life-and-death

struggle of companies in the marketplace.
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Case Studies of Dependencies in the Enterprise

Let's now look into some detailed business case studies15, organised by BAIT layer, to gain

a more structured understanding of the types of dependencies that tend to occur at each

layer.

Business Layer Case Study 1 – The Weakest Link of a Supply Chain

The Story: An Australian construction company based in Sydney fabricated aluminium

and timber windows for the building industry. The company was careful to hedge against

currency  fluctuations  as  well  as  the  price  of  aluminium  because  aluminium  was  an

imported material. But no such arrangements were deemed necessary for timber which

was  sourced  from  a  supplier  based  in  the  neighbouring  state  of  Victoria.  What  the

construction company didn't realise was that Chile and Malaysia are the two major sources

of  timber  in  the  world,  and  that  the  Victorian  supplier  was  importing  all  its  timber

exclusively from Chile.

In February 2010, a major earthquake in Chile disrupted the supply of timber, resulting in

worldwide timber shortages and a steep rise in prices. Since the timber supplier in Victoria

could no longer  source timber in  a timely or  cost-effective  manner,  the Sydney-based

construction company in turn could not deliver windows to its builders, resulting in delays,

losses and unhappy customers.

Post-mortem: If the construction company had looked beyond its immediate Australian

supplier and studied the entire supply chain for its products, it would have realised the

critical dependency it had on Chilean timber. Once this was recognised, it could then have

done a number of things to mitigate that dependency, such as hedge against the price of

timber, force its supplier to hold sufficient inventory, or diversify its supplies across Chile

and  Malaysia.  Since  it  neglected  to  understand  and  mitigate  the  effects  of  this

dependency, it paid a heavy price.

Dependency  principle: Domain  Insight,  i.e.,  understand  the  nature  of  your  business

intimately, so you can identify all your dependencies.

15 The examples are authentic but have been anonymised, not so much to protect the guilty as to protect 

the author and his sources from accusations of breach of confidentiality.
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Business Layer Case Study 2 – Take it  or Leave it:  Monopsony 16 and

Choice

The  Story: A  medium-sized  commercial  organisation  in  a  developing  country  was

experiencing  strong  growth,  and  began  hiring  more  staff  to  meet  the  demands  of  its

expanding business. One of its hires was a seasoned manager from another industry, and

his eyes immediately picked up an aspect of his new employer's business that its owners

had been oblivious to.

He was shocked to discover that although the volume of growth was strong, profits were

not growing at all. On the contrary, many of the projects were actually losing money. It took

him very little time to home in on the problem. Almost all of the company's business was

coming from government contracts, which had been its traditional mainstay. Government

contracts had two features that were both very unfavourable to suppliers. One was the

policy of always awarding contracts to the lowest bidder, which squeezed margins to the

bone. The second was the one-sided payment policy, under which the bulk of the payment

for a project would only be released on completion of the work, with a significant amount

withheld for a 12 month warranty period, leaving the supplier with a huge financing gap

while the project was being executed and potential liability for months after completion.

The owners relied exclusively on government contracts because that was how they had

initially grown the company, so they never learnt any other way to do business and never

considered any other options. But the newly hired manager had no such baggage.

He immediately began to implement a strategy to diversify the company's  client  base.

When he approached potential  customers,  he  was able  to  trade in  on  the  company's

reputation and credibility.  He could thus command higher premiums from clients in the

private sector, and was also able, in most cases, to bypass the tender process altogether.

He also concentrated on short delivery cycles and 100% payment on completion. In four

years,  30% of  the  company's  business was from the  non-government  segment.  More

dramatically, 85% of its profits came from this segment too.

Post-mortem: The company had a legitimate dependency on its reputation for quality and

reliability because it was impossible to win contracts without a good track record. However,

it  had developed an unnecessary dependency on government contracts through sheer

history or habit. The new manager, coming from outside the company, had no such mental

blinkers and could see this dependency that the owners weren't even aware of.

16 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monopsony 
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He also  realised he could  turn  a  dependency into  a  competitive  advantage since  his

company  had  a  much  better  track  record  of  project  completion  than  most  of  the

competition.  With  this  strategy,  he was able to  win new business,  and simultaneously

reduced  his  company's  unnecessary  dependency  on  government  contracts  with  their

unfavourable commercial terms. The results were spectacular.

Dependency principles: Minimalism, Traceability and Domain Insight,  i.e.,  understand

what you minimally need to do to meet your business objectives. Challenge assumptions,

re-imagine  the  business  from first  principles  and  avoid  wasting  effort  in  unproductive

directions.

Business Layer Case Study 3 – Culture Shock

The Story: When a new General Manager took over at a company specialising in turnkey

engineering projects, he was immediately struck by the lack of standardised process in his

new organisation. No two projects, however similar, followed the same process. Project

execution was ad hoc and freewheeling, with lower level managers and engineers making

informal decisions in oral negotiations with their counterparts in their client and supplier

organisations. True, the business seemed to be running smoothly, but the lack of process

seemed to be a ticking time-bomb.

The GM came down hard on this laidback culture. He began to insist on standardised

processes  and  timetables  for  all  projects.  Instead  of  informal  agreements  between

operating staff, the company began to send out formal communications of intent, spelling

out what was going to be done and when, and what the other party was expected to do.

Suppliers were kept on a tight leash and offered little room to negotiate on terms.

Within months, dramatic results began to be seen. Project schedules began to slip. Clients

began to complain loudly. Suppliers were less accommodating when plans had to change.

Things became bad so rapidly that the General Manager was fired and replaced with one

of his senior direct reports who was familiar with the old way of doing things. It took many

more months to bring the situation back to normal.

Post-mortem: It  turned out  that  in  the turnkey engineering business,  every client  and

every site is different and requires a different approach. Flexibility is key, because there

are  lots  of  unknowns  and  unexpected  developments  during  the  course  of  a  project's

execution. Two important aspects of managing these changes are sufficient autonomy for

local staff and maintenance of good working relationships between key people, on the
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client side as well as on the supplier side. A one-size-fits-all approach to process does not

work. Neither does a rigid and formal approach to managing external relationships.

In  other  words,  the  company  had  a  unavoidable  dependency on  local  and  individual

conditions  for  every  project.  The  impacts  of  this  dependency could  only  be  mitigated

through flexibility, and this was achieved through a conscious culture of autonomy to staff

“at the coalface”, mutual respect and adjustment between business partners, and regular

and informal communication between key people. The new General Manager wrongly saw

the  informal  agreements  between  people  as  a  failure  to  formalise  dependencies  into

contracts, and he then tried to replace these with more standardised processes and rigid

contractual agreements, but these measures removed the cushion that the company had

developed to shield it from its fundamental dependency on local conditions.

This case study provides a useful contrast with the previous one because what looks like

an  unnecessary  dependency  may  not  in  fact  be  so.  It  takes  astute  observation  to

understand dependencies and to leverage or manage the legitimate ones while eliminating

those that are truly unnecessary.

Dependency principle: Domain Insight, i.e., understand the real dependencies in your

business and don't make assumptions that are invalid in your context.

Application Layer Case Study 1 – Stockmarket Crash

The Story: In the 90s, some months after a major Indian stock exchange had gone live

with its newly computerised trading system, the IT company that developed the system

conducted a scheduled performance test. Over the weekend when the system was not in

use,  two  test  engineers  arrived  on  site  and  began  to  conduct  the  test,  following  the

procedure laid down in their manual.

They first took the production database offline and mounted a test database in its place

before  running  the  millions  of  transactions  in  the  test  suite.  Once  the  test  concluded

successfully, they unmounted the test database, remounted the production database, ran

some checks to ensure that everything was working, and went home.

When the stock exchange opened on Monday, the system ran for just a couple of hours

before crashing.

Post-mortem: Although  the  test  engineers  had  scrupulously  followed  instructions  and

decoupled the production database during the test, there was one aspect of the system's

design that had not been catered for in the test manual. The system's transaction log files
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(not  to  be confused with  transaction records in  the main database)  were stored on a

separate disk, and this disk was not similarly swapped around during the test. The effect of

this omission was that the disk containing production log files was filled up by millions of

test  transactions over the weekend, leaving very little space for regular production log

records. It then took just a couple of hours of operations to overflow the disk and cause the

system to crash.

Dependency principle:  Cohesion, i.e.,  what belongs together should go together.  If  a

logical component (data generated in the course of operations) is stored in more than one

system (database and log files),  then these two systems should go together,  i.e.,  they

should be unmounted and mounted together when doing a test.

Application Layer Case Study 2 – Speaking in Different Voices

The Story: A major Australian bank found during an enterprise-wide inventory check that it

had no fewer than 8 separate interest rate engines in operation at the same time! Different

departments had at different times purchased applications that came with their own rate

engines,  and  these  had  been  integrated  with  the  rest  of  that  department's  systems.

Whenever two different systems were found to be relying on a single set of rates, manual

processes  were  employed  to  update  internal  tables  and  ensure  consistency  between

them.  Needless  to  say,  not  only  was  this  operationally  expensive,  but  the  occasional

inconsistencies that the manual processes failed to catch were also exposed to customers,

causing embarrassment.

Post-mortem: The rate check operation was not seen as a globally reusable process step

to be invoked by multiple business processes owned by different business units. Hence

identical implementations of it were allowed to proliferate.

Dependency  principles: Internals  versus  Interfaces,  Goldilocks  signatures,  i.e.,

implementations  (Variants)  should  not  be  directly  exposed  but  hidden  behind  generic

interfaces that represent the business intent. Routing from interface to internal logic can

initially support multiple Variants and later help to decommission redundant ones.

Application Layer Case Study 3 – Buy a Puppy, Get Two Free

The Story: A major Australian insurance company embarked on implementing an Identity

Management system, based on a product purchased from a reputed vendor. From the

start, the project was plagued by logistical issues.
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The insurer's own employees were unfamiliar with the product,  so they had to rely on

(expensive) vendor consultants to roll out the solution. Although the project management

wanted an incremental roll-out with well-contained risks, this proved impossible to do.

The interceptor component of the Access Management product required the vendor's own

flavour of a “policy server” to function. The policy server in turn would only work with the

vendor's own flavour of an LDAP directory. The protocol used by the product's components

to talk to one another was proprietary. The project was forced to implement three different

components of the vendor product at the same time, for the simple reason that they could

neither be decoupled from each other nor work with similar and existing components from

other  vendors.  Managing  three  teams  of  vendor  consultants  proved  challenging  and

wasteful of time and money. Ultimately, the business unit funding the project grew tired of

the spend and pulled the plug on the Identity Management component, choosing to go with

a simpler, standalone security module.

A year later, a second attempt at an Identity Management solution avoided the vendor

product and consciously designed decoupled components that followed industry standard

protocols.  This approach allowed for incremental rollouts with incremental funding, and

ultimately proved successful.

Post-mortem: The dependencies between the three components of the vendor product

were deliberately designed to lock competitors out, but they created logistical complexities

for  the  customer  organisation,  which  overwhelmed  their  ability  to  roll  out  a  solution.

Functional  decoupling  made  all  the  difference  between  a  successful  project  and  an

unsuccessful one.

Dependency  principles: Cohesion,  Coupling,  Internals  versus  Interfaces,  i.e.,  using

smaller, tightly cohesive components with loose coupling.

Information Layer Case Study 1 – Locked Out: Key Person Risk

The Story: A small value-added, niche-market IT distributor had a sales team of 6 to 7

people headed by a national manager. The company had recently changed owners, and

the  new  owner  had  not  had  enough  time  to  familiarise  himself  with  the  company's

customers.

The national manager was suddenly poached by a competitor. He not only took his entire

sales team with him, but also destroyed all  records at his old company before leaving,

wiping computers clean and removing all business documents.
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The owner was faced with the closure of his new business, since he had no records of any

of his customers. Although his national  manager's betrayal  could have been criminally

prosecuted, he had neither the time nor the resources to pursue litigation.

This story did however end happily. The owner put together a fresh team under a new and

dynamic national manager, and they painstakingly won back all their customers over the

next five years. The predatory competitor went bust.

Post-mortem: The  business  had  a  critical  dependency on  its  customer  relationships,

physically manifested as its database of customers and records of interactions with them.

This  dependency was  not  recognised  and  formalised  as  a  contract,  e.g.,  a  customer

database that was regularly backed up and protected against loss or damage. The owner's

failure to formalise and manage this dependency cost him heavily.

Dependency principle: Data as a First-Class Entity, i.e., dependencies on data are as

real as dependencies on more tangible entities.

Information Layer Case Study 2 – It Goes Without Saying

The Story: At a large bank in the Middle East, a sincere and hard-working British expat

Business Analyst was put in charge of a major branch automation project.  The bank's

tellers  were  using  mainframe  “green  screen”  terminals,  and  these  were  overdue  for

replacement with a more modern interface.

The BA worked hard for many months, interviewing bank staff and management, gathering

requirements,  creating questionnaires for  vendors,  issuing RFIs and RFPs,  conducting

evaluations and negotiations, etc., and finally selected a vendor that seemed superior in

every respect. Although he made presentations from time to time to management to keep

them informed of his progress, he was doing everything virtually single-handed.

Finally, after about a year of hard work, and just before the contract was to be awarded to

the successful vendor, the BA organised a demonstration of the branch automation system

for the bank's senior management and branch heads.

Partway through the impressive demonstration, one of the managers asked, “Does the

system support Arabic?”

The BA was stunned. He turned to the vendor representative, who looked embarrassed.

No, the system did not support Arabic. The commotion and head-shaking that greeted this

admission made it abundantly clear that the deal was dead. The poor BA was later spotted
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sitting at his desk with his head in his hands.

The search for a branch automation system had to resume almost from scratch, at a huge

cost in time and money.

Post-mortem:  Although  the  BA had  taken  great  pains  to  gather  detailed  functional

requirements  from  a  wide  cross-section  of  bank  staff,  Arabic  language  support  was

considered to be such an obvious requirement in the Middle Eastern context that none of

the local staff had thought of spelling it out. Being a recently-arrived expat, the BA hadn't

adequately  considered  the  local  context  either.  And  so  one  of  the  most  obvious  and

important requirements for the system went unmet, ruining a year's worth of work. In other

words, although the content of each service operation was well analysed and documented,

its context was not.

Dependency principle: Content versus Context, i.e., the ability to reason independently

about core business functions and their variants under different circumstances.

Information Layer Case Study 3 – “ASSUME” Makes an ASS of U and

ME

The Story: A multinational systems integrator was engaged to deliver a comprehensive

Corporate Internet Banking solution to a major Australian bank. Most of the functionality of

the application would leverage the bank's mainframe-based product systems, and these

would be exposed as services through middleware. What remained to be sourced was a

suitable  web-friendly  front-end  product  with  the  required  rich  user  interface.  The  SI

evaluated a few packaged products and selected one for its client.

The overall  project was a multi-million dollar  undertaking with about a hundred people

working on the program. There were business analysts,  project managers and a large

number of technical staff working on the mainframe and middleware, along with a smaller

team of front-end designers and developers.

It was known that the selected product had been originally designed to work against data

in a relational database, but the product vendor's architects had assured the SI that it was

relatively easy to graft the front-end onto the middleware services that were being built.

A few months into the project, the SI's front-end designers got their first look at the source

code of the front-end product, and one of them noticed references to a “Row ID” sprinkled

throughout  the  code.  The vendor's  front-end developers  innocently  explained that  this
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referred to the row number in the database. The SI team was aghast. “But there's no

database! You know this has to work against services talking to a mainframe!”

A meeting  of  the  SI's  senior  architects  and project  managers  was  hastily  called.  The

vendor's  senior  architects  were  summoned  from  overseas.  Not  having  a  detailed

knowledge of  the code,  they had not  realised that  the relational  database assumption

would be so deeply rooted in their product's design, and they estimated that it would take a

further 3 months to fix. All knew that a 3 month delay was unacceptable to the client.

Ultimately, the vendor relationship was terminated, the SI's project manager was fired, and

the SI barely salvaged the contract after demonstrating a custom-built working prototype to

the client. The fiasco threatened to  derail a prestigious project and came perilously close

to  rupturing  a  highly  visible,  multi-million  dollar  relationship  between  a  multinational

systems integrator and one of its biggest Australian clients.

Post-mortem: The front-end application had hard-coded its dependency on a relational

database  into  every  element  of  its  user  interface.  The  vendors'  architects  had  not

adequately documented how this dependency should have been isolated, and those who

documented  the  implementation  had  not  adequately  recorded  the  extent  of  the

dependency. Either of these “contracts” would have alerted people to the extent of the

dependency. No wonder even the vendors' architects were blind-sided.

Dependency principle: Identity Association, i.e., avoiding external dependencies on entity

identifiers that are internal to a component.

Technology  Layer  Case  Study  1  –  The  Stress  and  Strain  of  an

Engineer's Life

The Story: A company supplying and installing power generators in buildings encountered

a problem that had not been anticipated or designed for.

A generator installed in the basement of a twelve storey building was hooked up to an

exhaust  pipe to  transport  hot  fumes to  the outside through a shaft  in  the core of  the

building. The metal  exhaust  pipe ran horizontally for  6 metres along the ceiling of the

basement and then turned upwards in a 90-degree L-joint to run a further 40 metres to the

top  of  the  building  through  the  central  shaft.  This  was  the  first  time  the  company's

engineers  had  deployed  a  generator  in  this  configuration,  since  all  their  previous

engagements involved ground-level generators with short exhaust pipes.
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The engineers noticed a problem right after installation. Whenever the generator was in

operation and began to push out hot exhaust fumes, the 40 metre column would expand

with  the  heat,  pushing down on the  L-joint  and forcing  the  horizontal  section  to  arch

downwards almost half a metre. The pipe would return to its position once the generator

stopped  and  the  pipe  cooled,  but  this  repeated  movement  due  to  expansion  and

contraction was a certain recipe for failure of the pipe due to fatigue.

Ultimately, the engineers came up with a solution to replace the rigid L-joint with a much

looser  (though  still  airtight)  bell-shaped  container  into  which  both  the  horizontal  and

vertical sections of the pipe could extend. A system of rollers allowed both sections of the

pipe to expand smoothly into the “bell” and contract equally smoothly out of it, with neither

section's movement impacting the other. Although the company had to spend extra time

and money to implement this solution (which they could have built into the initial design

had  they  anticipated  the  problem),  they  managed  to  avert  a  future,  potentially  more

expensive accident.

Post-mortem: Some  aspects  of  an  implementation  develop  dependencies  on  others

purely because of the way they are bundled together into a solution. The two sections of

the generator's exhaust pipe had an unnecessary dependency on each other's thermal

expansion due to the wholly unnecessary provision of a rigid L-joint between them. Once

this dependency was eliminated through a more loosely-coupled expansion mechanism,

the problem disappeared.

Dependency  principle: Bundling  dependencies,  i.e.,  the  introduction  of  artificial

dependencies between functional components because of the method of implementation.

Technology Layer Case Study 2 – Paying for Trouble

The Story: A large bank embarking on SOA decided to do it “by the book”. They consulted

a top analyst group to identify the top SOA vendors, and also hired a Big Four consultant

to guide the procurement of products and the establishment of a SOA capability. Following

the  advice  of  the  consultant,  they  established  a  SOA Governance  capability  early  on

through a body they called the Integration Competency Centre (ICC).

The vendor  selection  process went  smoothly,  and the  flagship purchase was an ESB

(Enterprise Service Bus). This was a fairly expensive component with licence and support

costs adding up to almost half a million dollars a year. The ICC took its role seriously,

ensuring that the ESB's purchase paid for itself by forcing all business projects to use it to
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mediate service requests between consumers and providers.

Within a couple of years, the volume of traffic driven through the ESB had made it both a

performance bottleneck and a “single point of failure”, posing a risk to several business-

critical systems that were using it. To address these problems, the bank then initiated a

project to provide High Availability to the ESB solution. A second ESB node was then

deployed, and a load-balancing/failover solution was implemented with the vendor's help,

using a combination of hardware and software. (The HA project cost more than the original

ESB did.)

A few years after SOA was considered to be a mature and established capability at the

bank, it was found that it cost more and took longer to develop a new service than when

the  bank  was  using  an  older  “EAI”  model  with  simple  message  queues  and  custom

transformation logic.

Post-mortem: An ESB component  is  functionally a  “broker”,  which  mediates between

systems, and routes and transforms messages between them. There is nothing in the

broker's feature set that restricts it to a single component – except cost, as in this case.

The entirely artificial dependency that arose due to the high cost of the ESB component

led to its overloading as well as the unnecessary “scale up” solution that was put in place

to remedy it,  in contrast to a more effective “scale out”  strategy that could have been

followed  had  the  ESB been  much  cheaper.  “Best  practice  SOA”  led  to  a  higher-cost

organisation that was also less agile.

Dependency principle: Extraneous constraints, i.e., economic considerations dictated a

tightly-coupled architectural solution with adverse effects on ...economics.

Technology  Layer  Case  Study  3  –  What  Makes  a  Good  Technology

Platform?

The Story: To round out this section, let's end with a generic example from the realm of

technology – the notion of a “platform”.

A platform is a technology environment that provides all the necessary run-time support for

applications. These could be virtual machines, interpreters, dynamically linkable libraries,

etc. Let's look at five platforms that have been popular over the last decade and a half.

i. The Windows operating system is a platform for native Windows applications. While
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its ubiquity was attractive to Independent Software Vendors (ISVs), there were a

few problems with this platform. One was the shift from 16-bit to 32-bit around 1995,

which rendered quite  a few third-party applications unable to  run on the newer

version.  Another  persistent  problem  was  known  as  “DLL hell”,  because  of  the

dependencies  of  applications  on  versions  of  dynamically  linked  libraries.  An

upgrade to an underlying system library could and often did break dozens of third-

party  apps.  A third  issue was that  Microsoft  exploited  “undocumented Windows

APIs” in its own applications that rival app vendors could not use, and so it was not

a level playing field.

ii. Linux  (like  any  Unix  variant)  has  the  notion  of  symbolic  links  that  it  uses  to

advantage to manage its dynamically linked libraries (called “shared object files”).

Shared  object  files  have  major  version  numbers  and  minor  version  numbers.

Changes in minor version numbers represent changes that do not break the API.

Changes  in  major  version  numbers  represent  changes  that  do  break  the  API.

Symbolic links are used to hide changes in minor version numbers but not in major

version numbers, so applications that declare their dependencies in terms of the

symbolic links will be shielded from irrelevant changes but rightly impacted when

the API changes. Also, old and new versions of files can simultaneously exist to

support old and new versions of applications.

Shared

Object

Symbolic

link

Description

libxxx.so.2.1 libxxx.so.2 Original version that applications are dependent on.

libxxx.so.2.2 libxxx.so.2

(unchanged,

but  points  to

new object)

A change in the shared object's minor version number does
not  necessitate  a  new  symbolic  link,  so  dependent
applications are (correctly) not impacted.
Both shared object files can exist  simultaneously,  but only
one is “active” because the symbolic link can only point to
one at a time (the latest minor version).

libxxx.so.3.1 libxxx.so.3

(new link that

points to new

object)

A  change  in  the  shared  object's  major version  number
necessitates a new symbolic link. Older applications cannot
use the new shared object file. Only new ones can.
The two shared object files and the two symbolic links can
exist simultaneously. The two symbolic links support old and
new versions of applications.

Table 1 – Linux and the use of symbolic links to abstract insignificant version changes

iii. The Java Virtual Machine is a platform that runs Java bytecode. The Java language
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has undergone numerous version revisions, but the JVM has hardly changed in 15

years.  Compiled  bytecode from 15 years  ago runs on the  JVM just  as well  as

compiled bytecode from the latest version of Java.

iv. The  browser  is  a  platform  too.  In  the  mid-  to  late-nineties,  developers  were

discouraged  from  writing  applications  that  relied  on  Javascript  running  on  the

browser, because there were at least two broad variants of browser platforms –

Netscape's and Microsoft's – and even the versions of each browser implemented

different versions of the HTML and JavaScript standards (if there were standards at

all). It is only since very recently that the browser can be relied upon as a platform

that  will  run  applications  in  a  predictable  and  consistent  way,  independent  of

browser vendor.

v. Apple's products have a reputation for ease of use, but they are also highly 'closed'.

Standard input/output mechanisms like USB ports have not always been supported,

and very little can be achieved by a device without integration to iTunes, iCloud or

both.  For  users  who  don't  mind the  restrictions  that  the  Apple  platform places,

everything “just works”. The competing Android platform is more open, but also a bit

more chaotic in terms of multiple versions and multiple implementations by device

vendors.

Post-mortem: For a platform to be considered a good one, applications must, above all,

be able to rely on consistent and stable behaviour. Irrelevant changes must not be allowed

to  impact  applications.  There  must  be  considerable  latitude  in  the  definition  of  what

constitutes a change, so that the bulk of changes within the platform can be “absorbed”

without  exposing  applications  to  them.  The  five  examples  above  showed  various

approaches to the construction of a stable platform, with varying degrees of success. We

can see that the notion of “dependencies” underlies all of them.

Dependency  principles: Internals  versus  Interfaces,  Goldilocks  Signatures,  Bundling

Dependencies.

Case Study Summary

We  have  now  seen  several  dramatic  examples  of  how  unappreciated  dependencies

caused, or threatened to cause, problems of reduced agility, increased cost and increased

risk to organisations. Not all of these have to do with technology, much less with “SOA
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technology”, and the choice of examples has been deliberate in that regard. Yet the failure

to understand the potential  impact of dependencies is the common thread in all  these

stories. A basic level of dependency-oriented analysis, involving application of dependency

principles at the four BAIT layers, could have highlighted issues in each of these cases,

saving the concerned organisations significant amounts of time, money and risk.

Having therefore established the crucial importance of dependencies to an organisation's

viability and success, let us see how we can approach the analysis of dependencies in a

systematic way.
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Fig. 4 – A system with inter-dependent components. The challenge is to move one of them to 
a different location without disturbing any of the others.

move

Current Practice Relating to Dependencies

Blindness or Wilful Blindness

Let  us illustrate the management of  dependencies in an organisation using a tangible

model. Simply imagine an organisation's systems as blocks connected by spaghetti-like

links (diagram below). The  curved dashed lines represent links that are real but not readily

seen.

If  we take this physical model as an allegory for an organisation, the blocks represent

systems (and these need not be restricted to  computer systems) and the links between

them  represent  dependencies  of  various  kinds  (with  the  dashed  lines  standing  for

dependencies  that  are  unknown  or  undocumented).  Moving  a  block  corresponds  to

making a change to a system, and the requirement not to disturb other blocks means that

other organisational systems should not be affected by this change.

If  we are asked to  move the orange coloured block to  its new location shown by the

dashed rectangle  without disturbing any of the other blocks, we can readily see that the

task is hard. That's because of the many links connecting this block to others, and the

links from those blocks to yet others in turn. Unthinkingly moving the orange block with no

concern for the links will disturb not only the blocks it is directly connected to, but those

that they are in turn connected to. This is a concrete example of dependencies in action.

The only way to accomplish the task is to painstakingly “unlink” the block from those it is

connected to, move it to its new location, then set up new links to replace the old ones.
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Fig. 5 – A system with fewer inter-dependencies, and all clearly visible. Moving a block to a 
different location without disturbing any of the others is a much easier proposition now.

move

The tasks  of  unlinking,  moving and re-linking  in  an  organisational  context  are  usually

expensive  and  time-consuming.  They  are  also  fraught  with  risk,  since  a  neglected

dependency  (an  invisible  link  that  is  consequently  overlooked)  could  result  in  an

undesirable disturbance to another system when the move occurs. This is why projects are

so expensive,  and why organisations prefer  to  work  around dependencies rather  than

address them head-on. In the process, they often create fresh dependencies that pose an

even bigger problem in future.

Imagine how much easier  (i.e.,  less expensive,  less time-consuming and less risky)  it

would be to move a block if there were fewer links connecting blocks together, and if all the

links were clearly visible, as in the diagram below.

Whether stated as such or not, this is the goal of SOA – to bring about an ecosystem with

fewer dependencies between systems, and with all of those dependencies clearly visible.

That's why SOA is sold as a way to bring about greater business agility, lower operating

costs and lower operational risk. If SOA hasn't delivered on that promise, it can only mean

that the way it is practised doesn't really reduce the dependencies between systems or

make them more visible. Whether this is due to blindness or wilful blindness is a matter of

opinion.

If we are to do SOA right, we must tackle the root problem, which is the management of

dependencies. Yet this is easier said than done...
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Fig. 8 – A point-to-point connection preceded by a lookup is in fact mediated

Directory / DNS

Look up location of System B

Access System B

1

2

Fooled by Subtlety – Why Surrogate Principles Don't Work

The IT function in most organisations is made up of well-meaning and fairly competent

people. Many of the lessons pertaining to good design have been learnt and an honest

attempt is made to apply them. However,  some of these lessons are too subtle to be

translated into simple dos and don'ts, which is what often occurs.

One of the principles we have often heard repeated in the organisations we have worked

in is some variant of this: “Point-to-point connections are bad”. This is unfortunately one of

those “four legs good, two legs bad17” kind of slogans that have been “dumbed down” for

the sheeple, and that then serve to mislead them into creating bad designs as well as

cause them to avoid some perfectly good ones.

Let's prove the point with a couple of simple examples.

However, things may not be as they seem. The point-to-point connection could come after

a location lookup, in which case the access is mediated after all.

17 From George Orwell's “Animal Farm”, where the target audience was, quite literally, the sheep.
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Fig. 6 – A naïve example of a “bad” point-to-point connection

System X System Y

Fig. 7 – A naïve example of a “good” mediated connection

Mediator



System A System B

Fig. 10 – A lookup-mediated point-to-point connection. System A has no dependency on 
the physical location of System B.

Directory / DNS

The rationale for opposing point-to-point connections is to avoid location dependencies.

However, the principle is stated in terms of connections, because they're more tangible

than dependencies, and hence more readily recognised. Unfortunately, connections are a

poor surrogate for dependencies. The focus on connections prevents practitioners from

recognising when location dependency has in fact been broken, e.g., through a lookup.

Let's see what these configurations look like when we explicitly model the dependencies

that exist between systems.

Dependency diagrams show far more clearly than flow diagrams when access is mediated

and when it is not. 

[A good example  that  distinguishes between these two  seemingly similar  situations is

where System A holds the IP Address of System B, as opposed to its host name. In both

cases, System A holds a reference to System B, and the actual communication is point-to-

point. However, it is only in the first case that communication is affected if System B's IP

Address changes. In the second case, changing the mapping of System B's hostname to

its new IP Address in the DNS will shield System A from the change.]

In  other  words,  an  understanding  of  dependencies can  help  one  readily  distinguish

between  a  point-to-point  connection  with  a  hard-coded  location  dependency  and  one

where  there  is  no  such  dependency.  The  literal  injunction  against  point-to-point

connections turns out to have missed the (ahem) point.
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Fig. 9 – A true point-to-point connection – System A has a dependency on the physical 
location of System B



System X System Y

Fig. 11 – A mediated connection may in fact be tightly coupled
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exposes an 
internal data 
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transformation
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dependency on System 

X's internals

System X System YMediator

Fig. 12 – Dependencies can exist in spite of physical mediation

Conversely, what appears at first to be decoupled or mediated access may turn out to be

tightly coupled. In the diagram below, if System X exposes an internal data element, and

this  is  simply passed through a mediator  to  System Y,  then System Y can potentially

develop a dependency on it.

If System X makes a change to its internal data model at some later stage, it could end up

affecting System Y, perhaps because some element of System Y's computation relies on

this  element.  Clearly,  the  exposure  of  System  X's  internal  data  element  is  what  has

created this dependency between the two systems. But without a focus on dependencies

per se, one could be fooled by the mere presence of a mediator into believing that the two

systems X and Y are decoupled.

Once again, a dependency diagram shows what is not obvious from a flow diagram.

It's clear from these simple examples that the notion of dependencies is as subtle as it is

critical, and cannot be reduced to simplistic rules-of-thumb such as “avoid point-to-point

connections”. A lot of what passes for “service-oriented design” in many organisations is of

this literal-minded, undiscerning kind. Design reviews do not pick up such errors because

even reviewers are of the same mindset. Unsurprisingly, these organisations then do not

get the benefits of SOA.

This document will  introduce practitioners to  a more formal  method developed directly

around the core concept of  dependencies,  not around surrogate principles that may or

may not apply. It should hence yield greater success than traditional approaches to SOA.
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Part III – Evolving a Dependency-Oriented Design Method

Our arguments so far, supported by examples as well  as real-life case studies, should

have convinced the reader that the aspect of  an organisation's systems 18 that  has the

greatest impact on agility,  cost and risk is the existence of  dependencies.  It  therefore

follows that the practice of SOA should focus on dependencies. But we also know from

these examples that dependencies are too subtle to be reliably managed either through

surrogate rules of thumb or by adopting an informal, seat-of-the-pants approach. We have

to elevate our awareness and sensitivity around dependencies to a formal method.

Ideally, such a method should not be a set of general, high-level guidelines but specified in

relatively precise and imperative terms. Its logic should be verifiable rather than axiomatic.

Most importantly, it should be applicable in a variety of situations and capable of being

followed by different practitioners but with results of consistent quality.

That's an ambitious set of goals, but here goes.

The BAIT Model as a Framework for Dependency-Oriented Design

The first step in evolving a formal method is to start with a suitable model. The BAIT model

of an organisation, which we described earlier, is a simple and understandable one that

lets us address entities systematically at every layer, so it seems reasonable to use this,

with minor tweaks, as the basic framework for Dependency-Oriented Design.

We briefly saw what the BAIT model looked like. BAIT breaks an organisation down into

four layers as below, each of which deals with a specific set of entities or concepts:

• Business Layer – Business Rationale and the Processes that follow from it

• Application Layer – Organisation of Capabilities and Functions

• Information (Data) Layer – Data Models (Internal and Interface)

• Technology Layer – Implementation of Logic – Standards, Bundling, Tooling

BAIT has the right idea about layers, but it is traditionally used to identify the entities that

exist at each layer and the relationships between those entities19. BAIT-based models do

not inherently emphasise dependencies, even when dealing with relationships. When we

adopt the BAIT model, we obviously have to adapt it suitably to focus on dependencies.

18 Not just computer systems but systems in a general sense

19 Frameworks like TOGAF build upon the BAIT model to describe entities and their relationships in detail.
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How to View BAIT's Application Layer

Let's address an important issue with BAIT right away. Many architects fail to exploit the

conceptual power of this model because they interpret the Application layer too literally

and only consider the systems that they can see and touch, so to speak. I.e., they tend to

identify only tangible software-based systems as “applications”, as illustrated below.

The correct  (and much more  powerful)  use of  the  BAIT model,  however,  is  to  define

applications at a more logical, functional level, and represent their implementation-related

aspects such as software programs at the Technology layer. A superposition of the two

layers can then provide many insights, as the following diagram illustrates.

In our Dependency-Oriented method, we will follow the latter approach of modelling logical

capabilities at the Application layer and physical implementations at the Technology layer.
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Fig. 13 – An indicative example of an Application layer diagram drawn by a rather literal-
minded architect. Note that all the “applications” here are tangible software systems.
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Fig. 15 – The sequence of design steps when using the BAIT Model
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How to Navigate the Layers of the BAIT Model

We have also found in our own practice that the Application and Information layers of BAIT

are not neatly separable20. A designer has to move back and forth between these two since

the bulk of application design deals with the organisation of logic as well as data, and

these influence each other. The following diagram shows how the BAIT layers are actually

traversed as we progress towards a complete solution design.

Keeping this practical wrinkle of non-linearity in mind, we will continue to show the four

layers as separate and independent for notational convenience.

Now, how do we adapt the BAIT model to deal explicitly with dependencies?

20 This is why architectural frameworks like TOGAF combine data and applications design into a single 

phase called Information Systems architecture (Phase C).
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Application and Information (Data) 
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these two layers
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    Technology Layer

    Business Layer

    Application Layer

    Information Layer

Business “Intent”

Internal Cohesion

Interfaces and Integration

Implementation

Fig. 16 – The “Four I” Model of SOA

BAIT as a Model of Dependency Types

The most basic perspective comes from asking what  type of dependency each layer is

responsible for, and this then leads to what we will call the “Four I” model shown below.

From this viewpoint, we could postulate that each layer covers one of four “I”s, referring

respectively to the

• Intent, i.e., dependencies arising as a natural consequence of what the business wants

to do (also known as “functional” dependencies),

• Internal Cohesion, i.e.,  dependencies that dictate how related units of functionality

coalesce into discrete logical components,

• Interfaces/Integration,  i.e.,  dependencies  between such logical  components  (to  be

kept to the minimum), and

• Implementation, i.e., dependencies arising (or more importantly, not arising!) from how

logical components are physically implemented21.

Following this approach, the designer focuses on one aspect of the design at a time until it

is complete.

But this is not the only useful way to look at the BAIT model.

21 The word “Implementation” here means the design of how the system will be implemented, not the task of

implementation itself.  In other words, the activities at this layer will  concern themselves with defining

specific standards, protocols, data formats, deployment bundles, description bundles, tooling components

and the like. When this implementation design is handed over to a development team, they can follow the

instructions in it and actually build the system.
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Fig. 17 – SOA as “Operation-Oriented Architecture”

BAIT as a Model of “Operations”

Another  way  of  looking  at  the  BAIT  model  is  how  it  relates  to  the  core  notion  of

“Operations” (i.e., Process Steps). We will look at Operations very soon, but take our word

for it right now that they are the building blocks of SOA. We will explain how and why later.

In this view, each layer of the BAIT model performs a different function with respect to

Operations. The  Business layer is where Operations are first identified or determined,

based on what the business wants to do and the high-level processes that are required to

support those goals. The Business layer therefore also determines the dynamic grouping

of Operations (Process Steps) into Processes as a natural consequence of its analysis.

The  Application layer  determines  the  static grouping of  Operations into  (what  else?)

Applications, based on factors that cause them to “belong” together. We will see two types

of Applications that differ only in the criteria used for such grouping.

The Information layer determines the most “stable” (i.e., robust in the face of change) way

to expose Operations to other systems, by identifying the simplest interface data model

that defines the essence of the Operation and abstracts the many flavours or variants it

may need to support. A stable interface also reduces the need for frequent versioning.

The Technology layer groups Operations into deployment bundles and has tooling to host

these bundles of Operations and execute the business logic inside each. At this layer,

there are also description bundles that show other systems how to invoke Operations.

There is also tooling for processes that can coordinate Operations exposed in this way. All

of these are done in accordance with well-understood and accepted standards22.

We will use elements of both the above views of BAIT in our approach.

22 Ideally, no new dependencies are introduced in the course of implementation.
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TOGAF – A Ready-made, Comprehensive Model of the Enterprise

The BAIT model by itself is just an empty framework. Although the structure it provides is

immensely useful in getting practitioners to think of an organisation in terms of four layers

with distinct characteristics, it does not say anything about the actual entities of interest

within those layers and the relationships between them, much less the dependencies that

exist between them.

This conceptual gap is largely filled by architectural frameworks like TOGAF that build on

BAIT  and  take  it  further  with  a  comprehensive  model  of  all  the  entities  in  a  typical

organisation and their inter-relationships.

TOGAF  is  a  boon  to  us  as  we  embark  upon  the  daunting  task  of  developing  a

comprehensive  design  method  for  the  enterprise,  because  a  lot  of  the  hard  work  of

enumerating, categorising and modelling the entities of interest at the four BAIT layers has

already been done, and what's more, the results have been validated by many practising

professionals over more than a decade, so this is an excellent model to use.

TOGAF defines the  core  entities  at  the  four  layers  and  lists  out  many important  and

standardised  documents  (“viewpoints”  in  the  TOGAF  terminology)  that  provide  useful

information about these entities and their interactions. TOGAF uses the term “catalog” to

refer to any list. It uses the term “matrix” for tables that show the relationship between

exactly two entities, and “diagram” for any depiction of how more than two entities are

related.
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Fig. 18 – (a) a TOGAF “catalog”, or list of entities; (b) a TOGAF “matrix”, or table of two-
entity relationships; (c) a TOGAF “diagram”, or a depiction of multi-entity relationships.



Mining for Dependency Gems within the TOGAF Model

Unfortunately, TOGAF does not talk about dependencies at all! That would have been too

easy. However, if we squint at “relationships” to the point where we can start to discern

dependencies that arise from them, then matrices become two-entity dependencies and

diagrams become multi-entity dependencies.

To cut to the chase, what we are going to do here is extract the key entities and their

dependencies at each BAIT layer as defined by TOGAF and evolve a method to design

those entities in a way that minimises those dependencies. Not all of these entities and

dependencies will be of interest to designers. [We are more interested in design artifacts in

this document. In our companion document on governance and management23,  we will

consider the full set of entities and dependencies.]

To do this, we first collate the various TOGAF-defined matrices and diagrams at each BAIT

layer into a single omnibus diagram that  shows all  the entities pertaining to that layer

together  with  all  of  their  relationships.  This  will  allow us  to  identify  the  dependencies

implicit in these relationships and to select the entities and dependencies that a designer

would be interested in.

We also classify subsets of these diagrams as “dependency groups”, based on concepts

that belong together. Admittedly, this aspect may not be very useful to a designer. Such a

classification is more likely to assist the governance and management functions within an

organisation in setting up focused committees. The companion document to this one will

cover those aspects in greater detail.

In this document, which is aimed at designers, we distil the comprehensive TOGAF model

into a more compact set of design elements. It is this limited set of design elements that

will be the focus of the dependency-oriented design method we describe later.

The  next  few sections  will  briefly  describe  the  entities  and  relationships  identified  by

TOGAF at the four BAIT layers.

23 “Dependency-Oriented Thinking: Vol 2 – Governance and Management (Control Systems Made Simple)”
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Fundamental Enterprise Dependencies

Although the Business layer is the highest of the BAIT layers, there is a case to split the

“enterprise” from even the business layer, because most organisations are highly silo-ed at

the business unit level (from immediately below the CEO). Enterprise concerns therefore

need to be addressed at a level higher than those of business units.

Here is the picture we have aggregated based on the various representative catalogues,

matrices and diagrams provided by TOGAF.

We have also identified four “dependency groups” into which the dependencies at this

level can be categorised.
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Fig. 19 – Dependencies and Dependency Groups at the Enterprise level (TOGAF)



In terms of dependency groups,

1. The Statement of Purpose associates the enterprise with its goals through vision and

mission statements. The vision is the enterprise's opinion of what its Utopia would look

like. The mission defines the role the enterprise asserts for itself to bring about that vision

of Utopia.

2. The  Value Chain describes the dependencies between the enterprise and important

external entities.

3.  Core  Roles describe  how  responsibilities  are  assigned  to  stakeholders  within  the

enterprise, usually through a RACI/RASCI24 model.

4. The  Policy Framework defines a set of principles or values that will guide how the

enterprise will set about meeting its goals. These cover both business principles (e.g., “we

will never create a conflict between our distributor network and our direct sales channels”)

and architectural principles (e.g., “Our policy towards acquiring new capability is to reuse

before we buy, and to buy before we build”).

Before we start to extract the set of design artifacts from this diagram, let us also study the

closely-related Business layer entities and their “dependency groups”.

24 RASCI – R(esponsible), A(ccountable), S(upports)/S(ponsors), C(onsulted), I(nformed). This is a model of

responsibility assignment that usually takes the form of a matrix and visually displays the coverage of 

responsibilities across roles. There are many variants of this.
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Business Layer Dependencies

Our synthesis of TOGAF's Business layer entities and relationships is shown below.
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Our analysis of the dependency groups at the Business layer is as follows:

1.  The  Business  Footprint is  a  related  set  of  entity  dependencies  that  acts  as  a

traceability tool to map how the enterprise achieves its goals through every layer from the

business down to technology. It  describes the responsibility of  each organisational unit

towards  achieving  the  vision  of  the  enterprise,  and  the  organisational  unit's  business

functions that are derived from its vision statement. It also follows the business functions

through to the level of processes and the logical steps (operations) that these processes

coordinate.

[At  the  lowest  levels,  a  fully  fleshed-out  business  footprint  diagram shows  what  data

elements are involved in an operation and what technology components implement these

functions and process/store this data. However, at the Business layer, this level of detail is

neither available nor necessary to consider. Work needs to be done at the Information and

Technology layers to flesh out these aspects of the business footprint diagram.]

2.  Organisational  Decomposition shows  how  organisational  units  are  distributed  in

various geographical locations. It decouples identity from behaviour through its definition of

actors  and  roles,  and  shows  how  roles  relate  to  business  functions  as  well  as  to

organisational units and locations.

3.  Use Cases and Process Flows describe how processes and services interact with

roles as well as with events.
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Fig. 21 – Artifacts of Dependency-Oriented Design at the Business layer
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Business Layer Design Artifacts

When we distil the core set of artifacts of interest to a designer, the aspect that leaps out at

us is the logical chain of entities starting from Goal to Process Step. Logical Business

Functions are a part of this chain.

Business and Architectural principles can also be thought of as elements of Strategy, or as

constraints upon Strategy. But Strategy itself is an independent input that the executive

function supplies, which isn't modelled in TOGAF.

External entities and stakeholders, physical (geographical) locations, organisational units

and organisational  roles are not  a  major  consideration for  a  designer.  They are  more

relevant from a governance or management perspective.

The  design  artifacts  that  then  emerge  at  the  Business  layer  are  fairly  simple  and

straightforward. The tangible elements that make up an organisation's Goal are its Vision

and Mission statements. The Strategies that the organisation adopts to achieve its Goals

dictate the shape of its Business Functions and the Processes that those Functions are

responsible for. A Process begins with an Event Trigger and comprises multiple Process

Steps that it coordinates.

The way the Process coordinates its constituent Process Steps is also important. One can

imagine a style in which the Process Steps are all relatively independent and unaware of

one  another's  existence.  The  Process  then  has  all  coordination  logic  within  itself.  An

alternative style is where Process Steps have some knowledge of related ones, and can

guide or at least constrain the Process to move only in certain directions. These two styles

are known as orchestration and choreography, respectively. We will look into both these

styles in due course.
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Application Layer Dependencies

TOGAF's Application layer relationships involve some entities that belong at the Business

layer. That should not be surprising. The capabilities that the Application layer represents

ought to follow from business objectives.

The core TOGAF entities at  the Application layer  are Logical  and Physical  Application

Components. (We think Physical components belong at the Technology layer, and we will

correct for this in our set of design artifacts.)
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Fig. 22 – Dependencies and Dependency Groups at the Application Layer (TOGAF)



The Application layer dependency groups in the previous diagram are described below.

1. The Functional Model picks up the business footprint model from the business layer

and applies domain cohesion to determine which business functions belong together as

logical application components (products and services). It then defines the ownership and

usage relationship of these logical application components to actors/roles as well as to

organisational  units.  Logical  application  components  may  also  interact  and  have

dependencies on one another.

2.  The  Application  Portfolio shows  the  “physical”  implementations  of  products  and

systems that exist (or should exist) in the enterprise. As mentioned, this is strictly speaking

a Technology Layer  Dependency Group, but it  may make logistical  sense to have the

same  governance  and  management  committees  look  at  both  the  logical  cohesion  of

business operations as well as their ultimate physical implementation. Physical application

components are a realisation of their logical counterparts and execute processes and their

constituent steps. Physical application components are distributed geographically among

various locations and are used by various actors and roles.

It's clear from the TOGAF model of Applications that while logical and physical aspects of

applications are distinguished, they are both still modelled as Application layer entities. We

would like to  be a little  more rigorous in  our  method,  hence we will  treat  all  physical

implementations  as  elements  of  the  Technology  layer.  What  remains  is  a  “functional

model”, since the physical “application portfolio” is not a true Application layer concern.

As before, Actors, Roles and Organisational Units are less important to a designer, so

what  requires to  be done is  a further analysis  of  the Business Function,  Process and

Process Step entities.
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The high-level analysis of the types of logical groups of Operations (Process Steps) that

are commonly encountered leads to the following model. Two types of Applications are

known.  Services  are  groups  of  Operations  that  are  exposed  and  coordinated  into

Processes.  Products  are  groups  of  Operations  that  are  internally  coordinated  into

Processes that are accessed through Native User Interfaces. The Data Models for both

Products and Services tend to conform to Data Dictionaries. Obviously, some of these are

Information (Data) layer entities, but as we know, the Application and Information layers

are heavily intertwined and cannot be dealt with in isolation.
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Fig. 24 – Artifacts of Dependency-Oriented Design at the Application layer

Application Layer Design Artifacts

When we distil this model into a simpler set of design artifacts at the Application layer, we

arrive at the following diagram.

The Operation is the fundamental building block at the Application layer. There are two

ways of grouping Operations. One way results in Applications called Services. The other

way  results  in  Applications  called  Products.  Products  may  also  have  shared  internal

business logic.

Although we know from the previous diagram that the Internal and Interface Data Models

are responsible for grouping Operations into Products and Services, respectively, we will

not show data elements at the Application layer. These belong at the Information (Data)

layer.
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Information (Data) Layer Dependencies

TOGAF  goes  into  a  fair  level  of  detail  in  its  analysis  of  Information  layer  entities.

Disappointingly  however,  TOGAF makes  no  distinction  between  Interface  and  Internal

Data Entities. We have included this critical distinction into our model since it has a major

impact  on the design of  Services and Products.  (And as before,  physical  components

belong at the Technology layer.)
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The Information layer dependency groups in the previous diagram are described below.

1. Internal Data Dependencies deal with how an Application's internal data is organised.

Class hierarchies, Entity-Relationship diagrams, replication models, etc., are examples of

such organisation. But from a SOA designer's perspective, which is concerned with the

dependencies between systems rather than the dependencies within a given system, the

Internal Data Model is less important in the larger scheme of things.

2. External Data Dependencies are thus more critical. “Interface data entities” are loosely

associated with  “internal  data entities”  through the application components that  realise

services. Interface data entities are exposed as inputs and outputs of operations.

3.  Data  Ownership  and  Dissemination traces  how  data  entities  are  related  to

organisational  units  and  processes  through  business  functions  and  application

components. From a designer's perspective, these are of moderate importance.
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Fig. 26 – Artifacts of Dependency-Oriented Design at the Information (Data) layer
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Information (Data) Layer Design Artifacts

When we distil the above TOGAF-derived model into a set of design artifacts, we arrive at

the following simple diagram.

We have Internal and Interface Data Models, with some Common Data elements. We may

also have to think about  versions of data models at this layer, because the visibility of

changes  to  data  is  crucial  from a  dependency angle.  Internal  Data  Models  and  their

versions are invisible to other systems. Interface Data Models and their versions are very

visible. From a dependency perspective, some of the changes to Interface Data Models

from version  to  version may impact  these dependencies  (incompatible  versions)  while

some may not (compatible versions).
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Technology Layer Dependencies

The TOGAF model of the Technology layer is somewhat anaemic, because many of the

implementation-related aspects of higher layers are not modelled here. Here is the set of

entities modelled by TOGAF, and organised by us into “dependency groups”.

The dependency groups in this diagram are described below.

1.  The  Technology  Portfolio traces  how  logical  application  components  such  as

processes, applications and operations and logical data elements such as elements of the

internal data model are ultimately implemented in technology through physical application

components. This can be used for a gap analysis of target state and current state.

2.  Technology Distribution shows how various technologies are deployed at different

locations.

3.  Technology Dependencies enumerate the various dependencies that exist between

technology components themselves.

As before, we are less concerned as designers with the physical locations of Technology

artifacts, but we do care about implementation of higher level entities.
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Fig. 28 – Artifacts of Dependency-Oriented Design at the Technology layer
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With these deletions and additions to the TOGAF-derived model above, we arrive at the

following diagram that shows the set of design artifacts at the Technology layer.

Broadly, the kinds of design artifacts that we are concerned about at the Technology layer

are Standards, Tooling and Logic Bundles.
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Fig. 29 – Artifacts of Dependency-Oriented Design at each BAIT layer
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The  following  diagram is  a  comprehensive  picture  of  all  the  entities  that  need  to  be

designed, categorised by BAIT layer. The coming sections will discuss them in detail.
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Fig. 30 – Dependency-Oriented Design Principles and their Interplay
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In  order  to  be able to  determine the above entities in  a  systematic  manner,  we have

collated some fairly well-known, common sense dependency-oriented design principles

that apply within and across these layers, all validated by years of industry experience.

Happily, these principles also turn out to be  mutually reinforcing25. Our method therefore

applies these principles in combination rather than independently. 

We will cover all the principles illustrated below, in detail, in the coming sections.

25 There are dependencies between Dependency-oriented Principles, one could say.
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Part IV – Dependency-Oriented Design in Practice

Approach to Design

The Dependency-Oriented approach to design is just common sense, but it  requires a

change in thinking. We will try to make this as painless as possible.

Over the next four sections, we will go down the four layers of the BAIT model and follow

these consistent steps:

• An introduction of the key design artifacts that are produced at each layer

• An overview of the dependency principles that apply to each set of design artifacts

• A description of how the dependency principles are actually applied during design

The first step in our analysis is thus the Business layer.
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Fig. 32 – Key design artifacts at the Business layer
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The Business Layer

Key Design Artifacts

The Business layer is where we specify the “intent” of the organisation and the rationale

for everything that is done thereafter. This is really where the shape of the organisation is

decided, in a manner of speaking. After all, once the “business architecture” is decided, the

rest is just a matter of placing related logic and data together, housing them somewhere

and executing this logic. That's really all there is to it, although all the Sturm und Drang in

the organisation's IT division happens at these lower layers!

Before we look at the dependency principles to apply at the Business layer, let us re-

acquaint ourselves with the concepts or entities at this layer. The following diagram shows

the design artifacts we derived from TOGAF.

The fundamental notions at the Business layer are those of the organisation's Vision and

Mission.  A suitable  Strategy  to  achieve  these  then  dictates  the  Business  Functions,

Processes and Process Steps (Operations) that will need to be implemented.

Vision

The Vision is the organisation's view of what constitutes Utopia. Enterprise A might have a

Vision of “A world free of hunger and poverty”. Enterprise B might see a Vision of a world

in  which  “Families  will  be  able  to  eat  inexpensive,  tasty  and  healthy  dinners  without

cooking”. Enterprise C may have a Vision of “A world where everyone is educated”. 

Mission

The Mission is  the role that the organisation assigns to itself to bring about that Utopia.

Enterprise A might see its Mission as being “to develop programs and raise funding for
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sustainable development of communities”. Enterprise B may see itself with a Mission “to

develop and market instant food packets”. Enterprise C might state its Mission “to bring

University-level education within the reach of every person in the world”.

Strategy

The  Strategy  is  the  approach that  an  organisation  believes  is  the  best  way  to  be

successful  in  its  Mission.  Enterprise  A may think  their  best  Strategy lies  in  “lobbying

governments and corporations to fund our programs”. Enterprise B may decide on a low-

cost,  high-volume  Strategy  of  “economical  family-sized  packets  distributed  through

supermarkets”. Enterprise C may choose a MOOCs26 Strategy to deliver free or affordable

educational courseware to anyone with a computer and an Internet connection. More than

one Strategy may be pursued in parallel by an organisation to further its Mission.

Some organisations  have  combined  Vision  and  Mission  statements.  One  of  the  best-

known is Microsoft's (“A computer on every desk and in every home, all running Microsoft

software”). This describes the Utopian27 world Microsoft wants to see, as well as hints at

the role and strategy for Microsoft to bring about that vision, i.e., to develop and market

high-volume, low-margin software for the office and home markets.

Business Function

The Business Function is the part of the organisation that is set up to execute the Strategy.

It's  more  than  just  a  box  on  an  organisation  chart,  however.  It's  the  combination  of

organisational  units  and  control  systems  that  are  together  responsible  for  executing

Strategy in pursuit of a Mission. Once an organisation is clear about the goal (Vision) it

wants to achieve and the role (Mission) it will play in achieving that goal, it then works out

more  detailed  Strategies  to  achieve  that  goal.  These  Strategies  then  translate  into

Business Functions.

An organisation whose role is to raise funding and whose Strategy is corporate lobbying

will have, at the very least, a large communications and/or lobbying division as well as a

planning or marketing division, and these are its core Business Functions. If the Strategy

later  changes  from  corporate  lobbying  to  public  donations,  the  Business  Function  of

communications will probably remain but change its Business Processes to cater to the

new target.

26 Massive Open Online Course

27 Some would consider this a dystopia
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Similarly, an organisation whose Mission is to manufacture and market instant food under

a  low-cost,  high-volume  Strategy  will  almost  certainly  have  divisions  for  product

management, manufacturing and sales/distribution. If the strategy ever changes to target a

higher-margin, health-conscious segment, these Business Functions may still remain but

implement different Business Processes.

These concepts are illustrated in the following diagrams.

There  may be  support  functions  in  all  these  organisations  such  as  HR,  Finance  and

Accounting and Legal. Regardless of what the divisions in an organisation are actually

called, the Business Functions they represent are usually fairly clear and virtually dictated

by the Mission statement,  which in turn is heavily influenced by the Vision statement.

Business Processes change with the Strategy.

Business Process

Business Processes are composed of Process Steps that are initiated by specific Event

Triggers.  It  is  these  Process  Steps  that  are  the  fundamental  building  blocks  of  an

organisation, because they are the atomic units that are combined in multiple ways to

create Processes that are then executed in pursuance of an organisation's goals (its Vision

and Mission).

Process Step

At lower levels of the BAIT stack, Process Steps are called Operations. Operations will be
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the focus of most of this document. As we saw during our study of the BAIT model, one

way of considering the four layers sees them as determining,  grouping, exposing and

coordinating/executing Operations.
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An Overview of Business Layer Dependency Principles

Certain key dependency principles at the Business layer determine the most appropriate

set of Operations that lower layers will then group, expose and coordinate/execute. The

two basic ones are Traceability and Minimalism, with  Domain Insight  playing a crucial

enlightening role. Process Coordination Style impacts the layers below.

Traceability (Existential Dependencies)

This  common sense  principle  states  that  the  Mission  statement  should  align  with  the

Vision, the Strategy should align with the Mission, the Business Functions should align

with the Strategy, the Processes should align with the respective Function, and that each

Process Step should form a logical link in the chain of a Process.

Every  Business  layer  entity  should  thus  be  able  to  justify  its  existence  through  an

existential dependency on a higher-level entity. Any entity that is not so aligned should

trigger governance questions,  and should result  in either an elimination of a Function,

Process or Step that is unjustifiable, or a reworking of the Vision, Mission and/or Strategy

to incorporate an overlooked element. Adherence to the Traceability principle rationalises

business processes and eliminates unnecessary downstream dependencies.
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Minimalism

Minimalism is in a sense the opposite principle to Traceability. Traceability demands that

any business entity have  at least one dependency upon a higher-level entity in order to

justify its existence. It thus ensures a  lower bound on the number of dependencies per

entity. The Minimalism principle demands an upper bound. It says there should be no more

dependencies  than  justified.  In  other  words,  the  simplest  means  should  be  found  to

implement the next level of Business entity, e.g., the Mission should be no more elaborate

that what is strictly required to achieve the Vision, and so on.

Minimalism as a principle is extremely useful in eliminating unjustifiable constraints and

challenging invalid assumptions, since these have the effect of needlessly complicating

what needs to be done by introducing unwarranted dependencies. As we know, simplicity

is a powerful force in favour of agility, economy and predictability.

Domain Insight 

The Domain Insight principle supports the first two by letting one see with clarity how each

level of Business Entity relates to higher levels, and which constraints and assumptions

should be challenged. Many dependencies are inherent in traditional ways of thinking, and

only a fresh look at the business, unencumbered by legacy baggage, can identify them.

Domain  Insight  includes  a  generous  dollop  of  lateral  thinking  and  creativity.  Without

Domain  Insight,  organisations  can  blunder  blindly  along  conventional  paths,

indistinguishable from their  competitors instead of being insightful  and original.  This  is

probably the one dependency principle that is more art than science.

A famous example is  how a McDonalds executive,  Harry Sonneborn,  understood and

exploited real estate to fuel the expansion of the fast food franchise28.

28 See http://bit.ly/1aeNulK
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Business Process Coordination Style

At the lowest level of the Business layer, the dependency of Process Steps on Processes

involves another factor – the style of coordination.

Generally speaking,  smaller,  simpler  and more  localised processes are more naturally

modelled using an  orchestration style  where a single processing “node” makes all  the

decisions about which step follows which.

Distributed, long-running processes with multiple autonomous participants generally do not

lend themselves well to an orchestration style.  Choreography is a more feasible style in

such cases, where the business process is not predefined in specific terms but emerges

as a result of interaction between players that operate based on local constraints and

respond  to  the  behaviour  of  other  nodes  in  such  constrained  ways.  Choreographed

processes  are  less  intuitive  to  grasp  and  their  realisability  is  harder  to  prove  in  a

computational sense, but they can also be quite robust and scalable. Besides, there are

situations where only choreography will work.

Given  the  dependency of  coordination  style  upon  the  type  of  business  process,  it  is

possible that the same organisation might require an orchestration style for some of its

processes and a choreography style for others. However, an extraneous constraint may

force the organisation to choose one style over the other and to stick with that style for all

its  business  processes.  This  extraneous constraint  is  often  technology.  At  the  time of

writing, there is only one specific implementation technology that works well with each of

these two styles29, and it is logistically simpler for the organisation to stick to one or the

other rather than support both.

The choice of coordination style is a crucial one. Although technology is an extraneous

constraint  that influences this choice, it  is not a decision that should be taken only by

technologists, or put off till  the logical design is ready to be implemented. The decision

should be made early and with forethought, because it will  influence every subsequent

aspect of design at the Application, Information and Technology layers.

29 The most popular industry standard for orchestrating business processes is WS-BPEL, which is part of

the SOAP-based family of technology standards. In theory, the SOAP family of standards supports the

choreography style as well, but adoption of the analogous WS-CDL standard has never taken off, and the

support  for  the  choreography  model  of  BPMN  2.0  is  also  not  widespread.  The  competing  REST

architectural style is philosophically opposed to orchestration and instead uses a model of choreography

known as “hypermedia constraints”, which is the one we will use in this document.
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Applying Dependency Principles

From the What to the How

The Vision and Mission relate to “What” the organisation wants to do. The Strategy and

Business Function relate to “How” it intends to go about it. But it is the Process that is the

most detailed specification of the “How”.

Getting from the “What” to the “How” is the stuff of corporate strategy, and also the process

that business architects are heavily involved in. This may not sound like it has anything to

do  with  SOA,  but  is  in  fact  the  most  important  part  of  SOA –  the  determination  of

Processes and their constituent Process Steps. None of the steps in the layers below the

Business layer can be initiated without these entities being determined.

The following diagram illustrates the logic flow that should be followed by a designer.
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Dependencies arising from Orchestration and Choreography

Orchestration and choreography create very different dependency relationships between

the entities coordinating and being coordinated.

Orchestration is by far the more straightforward style, as the figures below illustrate. The

dependency  relationships  mirror  the  control  relationships.  A Process  invokes  multiple

Operations and has dependencies on all of them (because it needs to know about them in

order to invoke them). The Operations have no dependencies on the Process or on each

other (because they are designed to be independent of any Process that may invoke them,

or any other Operation that may exist).

In practice, this creates a tree of dependencies from Process to Operations.

When  a  Process  or  Operation  changes,  there  is  no  impact  to  any  other  Operation,

because Operations have no dependencies on Processes or other Operations. This is a

strength of the orchestration style. However, when any one Operation changes, there is an

impact to all Processes that may invoke it, because Processes have a dependency on

every one of the Operations they coordinate. This is a weakness of the orchestration style.

At the Application and Information layers, we will discuss dependency principles such as

Low Coupling, Goldilocks Signatures, Isolation of Context from Content, Type Hierarchy

and Late Binding to reduce the impact to Processes from changes to Operations when

using the orchestration style of coordination. 
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The choreography style of hypermedia constraints is subtly different from orchestration,

because although a single “node”  appears  to  be in  charge of  the  entire  Process and

performs  all  the  Operation  invocations,  the  dependency  relationships  are  drastically

different. The figures below illustrate both this superficial similarity and intrinsic difference.

With the choreography style, Processes only know about a subset of the Operations they

coordinate (e.g., the first Operation in the Process). Operations know nothing about the

Processes  that  coordinate  them,  but  what  makes  choreography  different  from

orchestration is that each Operation knows about those that could feasibly follow it and

how they must be called. They use this knowledge to guide (more correctly, constrain) the

Process, by returning the details of all feasible subsequent steps as part of their response.

In  practice,  this  creates  a  web  of  dependencies between  Operations,  with  a  single

dependency from the Process to the “first” Operation in this web.

Changes to any Operation other than the “first” one in the Process will have no impact on

the Process. This is a strength of the choreography style. However, changes to Operations

could impact all Operations that logically precede it, because they need to adapt and be

able to guide the Process to use these changed Operations. This is a weakness of the

choreography style.

In the Application and Information layers,  we will  discuss the dependency principles of

High  Cohesion  and  Shared  Semantics  in  addition  to  all  the  principles  applicable  to

orchestration. These will reduce the impact of changes within Operations upon Processes

and other Operations when using the choreography style of coordination.
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Fig. 39 –  Logic flow and dependency relationships in a Choreographed Process
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Fig. 40 – A simple process
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Fig. 41 – A generic process
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Fig. 42 – When waiting for an Event Trigger, resources can be better employed performing 
other tasks instead of idly waiting to move to the next step.
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The Generic Model of a Business Process

Regardless of coordination style, the simplest logical model of a Business Process is as

we have illustrated before.

According to this model, a Business Process is initiated by some Event Trigger, which sets

off a sequence of Process Steps that proceed rapidly and in order. When the last Step

completes,  the  Process  terminates.  The  Event  trigger  could  be  an  invocation  by  the

coordinating  Process  or  even  a  system  event  like  a  deadline.  While  such  simple

Processes are quite common, they are by no means the only kind of Business Process

that we may encounter. The generic model of a logical Process looks more like this.

In other words, the initial Event Trigger sets off a sequence of Process Steps, but this does

not continue to completion. The Process is often  suspended until a fresh Event Trigger

causes it to resume. After a few more steps, the Process may be suspended again, and

yet another Event Trigger is required to progress it further. This is how many real-world

Business Processes work.

At the Technology layer, we will see that this generic model can also represent Processes

requiring manual interaction.
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Fig. 43 – Implementing a generic process involving human actors
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Including Human Actors into Processes

Manual processing is an important part of a generic Business Process. The way to include

human actors into a Business Process is through in-boxes or queues, with an event-driven

or polling mechanism to trigger the next step in the Process.

We  have  modelled  Processes  as  sequences  of  Process  Steps  punctuated  by  Event

Triggers. When these Processes are implemented, what that means is that the last step in

each sequence places some data in a human actor's “inbox”, and the Process is then

“suspended”. In other words, the automated system diverts its resources towards other

running Processes and does not actively wait or “block” on the response from the human

actor. The state of the Process is however persisted in a way that can be retrieved when

the Process is resumed.

When the human actor completes their work (which could typically take minutes to days),

they re-initiate the Process by invoking an Operation, and this forms another Event Trigger.

Although  Operations  themselves  are  stateless,  there  is  enough  data  (“Context”)

accompanying each such invocation of an intermediate Operation to enable the Process to

retrieve  whatever  state had earlier  been saved and thereby maintain  continuity of  the

business logic.

While manual processing is often an unavoidable part of Business Processes, the more

interesting aspect of implementation pertains to computer-based systems.
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Operations – The Building Blocks of the Enterprise

We have seen that each Business Function has various Processes under it that make up

what it actually does on a day-to-day basis. For example, Product Management may have

Market Research, Competitor Intelligence, Product Development, Test Marketing, etc., as

Processes. 

Processes in turn have Process Steps. E.g., Product Development may have steps such

as Idea Generation, Idea Screening, Feature Specification, Development and Lab Testing.

Some Process Steps are  manual,  while  some may be automated.  Processes are  the

means  by  which  manual  and  automated  steps  are  coordinated.  Intermediate  Event

Triggers are used for coordination, as shown in the diagram above. Processes can be

either quick or long-running.

Processes are initiated by Event  Triggers.  Sometimes,  the Event  Trigger is an explicit

invocation of the first  Operation (step)  in  the Process.  At  other times,  it  is  an internal

business event such as a calendar event (the 1st of the month, Monday morning, etc.) In

either case, the Process is initiated and thereafter continues according to logic defined as

part of the Process, with Operations invoked in the appropriate sequence.

A Process  Step  has  a  few  visible  parts  that  we  will  explore  in  greater  detail  at  the

Application layer when we examine the “signature” of an Operation. For now, these are:

• The “predicate”, i.e., the “verb” and the “object” of the Operation, or what action is to
be performed on what entity30

• The version of the interface31

• Any input data associated with the invocation of the Operation

• Any output data associated with the completion of the Operation

• Any exception conditions that are reported

Their  role  as  the  smallest  units  of  every  Business  Process  makes  Operations  the

fundamental building blocks of the enterprise.

30 At the Technology layer, the two parts of the predicate fuse together into the Operation's name in SOAP

(e.g., getCustomerDetails). They remain separate as a verb and an object (resource URI) in REST (e.g.,

GET  /Customers/{id}), because the verbs in REST are drawn from a standard set. It is useful to think in

terms of a “predicate” as this provides a common way to discuss Operations that is not impacted by the

superficial difference in naming format between SOAP and REST.

31 Changes to the interface can impact consumers, hence they must know which version they're invoking.
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“Orchestrable” versus “Choreographable” Operations

From our analysis of Process coordination styles, it is obvious that the responsibilities of

Operations  are  different  in  the  two  styles.  Operations  in  the  orchestration  style  (i.e.,

“orchestrable” Operations) are oblivious to the existence of other Operations. In contrast,

Operations in the choreography style (i.e., “choreographable” Operations) must be aware

of  the Operations that  could logically follow them. They must  possess sufficient  detail

about the “signatures” of those subsequent Operations in order to be able to describe to

their coordinating Processes how exactly to invoke them and under what circumstances

each  of  them may be  relevant.  Processes  in  the  choreography model  have  no  prior

knowledge of any Operation other than the first, and must receive their information about

Operations from previously invoked ones, in a just-in-time manner.

The  following  diagram  illustrates  the  responsibilities  of  orchestrable Operations  and

choreographable Operations.

This difference is an important one to bear in mind when designing the interface of an

Operation32.

32 We will  see later that  in spite of  the significant  difference between the two types of  Operations,  the

interface data models for both types can be identical at the highest level. This is because of the notion of

a “Context” that is relevant to all Operations. Context is used in all cases to distinguish between Variants

of an Operation. It can also be used to communicate information about related Operations. The use of the

Context data element will become clear when we discuss Variants of Operations at the Application layer

and Type Hierarchy at the Information layer.
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Operations than an orchestrable one, which only has to perform its own function and 

nothing more.



Reuse of Operations – Hype versus Reality

One of the much-ballyhooed benefits of SOA is the notion of “reuse”, although you will

notice that  we have been very understated about it  here. True,  we have talked about

improved agility and reduced operating cost,  both of which are well-served if  business

logic  can  be  reused  rather  than  reinvented.  But  reuse  of  Process  Steps  by  different

Business Processes is a function of the type of business an organisation is in, and so

there is no a priori degree of reuse that we can expect simply by “doing SOA”.

Besides, reuse itself is not a first-class benefit. It is a  means to an end (i.e., improved

agility and cost) rather than an end in itself. We need to understand the nature of reuse

and the limits to which we can reasonably expect to reuse Operations, because traditional

SOA practice has created unrealistic expectations about reuse that are often belied.

The Business Layer is where the potential for reuse of Operations first suggests itself. The

determination of the right Processes to support defined Business Functions and the further

decomposition of Processes into Steps or Operations will often yield sets of Operations

that are remarkably similar in their function. Common sense would suggest reusing such

Operations rather than implementing multiple instances of essentially the same Operation.

However,  this  suggestion  is  based  on  very  high-level  contours  of  the  Operations  in

question. The potential for reuse needs to be assessed more critically at the Application

Layer and Information (Data) Layer before it can be turned into implementation reality at

the Technology Layer.

The reason for our seeming pessimism is that reuse as it is commonly understood pertains

to the internals of an Operation and not to its interface. This will become clearer when we

discuss the Application and Information layers. Different Variants of an Operations may be

abstracted behind a common interface,  and while  reuse of  an interface confers some

benefits33, reuse of an Operation's internal logic, with the attendant savings in development

and testing costs, is what many stakeholders have been (unrealistically) promised. For a

specific  implementation of an Operation to be reusable, it must be identically suitable in

different contexts, and this does not occur that often. So although we have seen a fair

degree of functional reuse in our own experience, it is best not to burden an initiative with

overly high expectations. Reuse is not a guaranteeable metric.

The following diagrams illustrate this situation.

33 Reusable, abstract interfaces can simplify the service ecosystem and reduce version churn.
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Operation Reuse – Not every business process step is reusable, even if it appears to be

Fig. 45 – An analysis of the Operations (Process Steps) that follow from the identification

of the organisation's Vision, Mission and Business Functions at the Business Layer may

suggest candidates for reuse. However, this is only a tentative identification.

Fig. 46 – After analysis at the Application and Information (Data) Layers, some of these

Operations may be confirmed to be reusable, while others, in spite of superficial interface

similarities, turn out to require different internal logic. There is no reuse in such cases.
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The Application Layer

Key Design Artifacts

The Business layer that we just considered identifies the business intent – the enterprise's

Vision,  Mission  and  Strategy  –  and  the  resulting  high-level  Business  Functions,  their

constituent Processes, and the individual Process Steps that make up these Processes.

Operation

The Process Step that is part of a Business Process is also called an Operation at the

layers below the Business layer.

Application

However,  Processes  and  Process  Steps  (Operations)  cannot  float  disembodied  in  an

organisational function “soup”! They need to be classified and categorised into appropriate

groups,  and managed on that basis.  Operations are usually grouped by some kind of

functional “domain” at the Application Layer and these “domains” are decided based on an

analysis that is done at the Information layer. Once the grouping of Operations is done,

each group is housed in an appropriate “container” at the Technology Layer. Without such

organisation, Processes and Operations will become logistically unmanageable.

The Application and Information layers do not always get the attention they deserve. As we

discussed in an earlier section on how to interpret BAIT's Application layer, we tend to be

distracted by the much more tangible  containers for business logic and data.  In  other

words, the Technology Layer crowds out the Application and Information (Data) Layers in

our  minds.  We  intuitively  understand  organisational  units  (“HR”  and  “Marketing”),

functional  systems  (“the  data  warehouse”),  application-specific  servers  (“the  partner

portal”)  or  specific  vendor  products  (“SAP”).  Also,  when  we  draw  up  the  “As-Is”

architecture of an organisation, we tend to fuse these three important layers into monolithic

technology-based entities, because these are what we can see and touch, so to speak.

But to be successful in SOA thinking, we need to suspend for a while our awareness of the

physical landscape of hardware and software, i.e., how business logic and business data

are implemented, and step back to first see how they should be organised for the optimal

functioning of the enterprise. This is one of the key aspects of architectural thinking that

can turn seemingly complex environments into more easily understood patterns, and a skill

that we can develop through a focus on dependencies. To use a Google Maps analogy,
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Fig. 47 – Key design artifacts at the Application layer

    Business Layer

Vision  Mission  Process  Business Function  

Process Step   Process Step   Process Step   Event Trigger   

Strategy  

coordination styles

switching from Street View to Map View tells us where we are and where we need to go.

Our focus at the Application and Information (Data) Layers will  be on how to  logically

organise business logic and business data, respectively. Our focus when we get to the

Technology Layer will then be on how to implement the logic and data that have been so

organised. What are traditionally called “applications” are really only Technology artifacts.

“Application” is in fact the generic name for a static grouping of related Operations, which

is why this is called the Application layer, but “Application” is a relatively abstract term.

There are two more specific (yet still logical) types of Application that we usually need to

deal with. They are “Products” and “Services”.

The following diagram illustrates how the Operations that correspond to Process Steps at

the Business layer are then grouped into Products and Services at the Application layer34.

34 While Products and Services may seem to be Technology layer entities, the logical organisation (i.e., the

grouping) of their business logic is what defines their behaviour and boundaries, and this organisation is

done at the Application Layer. Hence they are more correctly viewed as Application layer entities.
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Service

As the lower  part  of  the above diagram shows,  when Operations are grouped in  one

particular way, they form Services.

Product

When Operations are grouped in another way (and optionally share some business logic),

they're called Products.

What are these two ways of grouping Operations, why should we group them in either of

these ways, and what criteria do we use to group them? These are the critical concepts at

the Application and Information layers, and the following sections will make them clear.
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An Overview of Application Layer Dependency Principles

High Cohesion, or “Belonging”

As the previous diagram shows, Operations “clump” together in different combinations to

form  Products, Services or both. They do this based on different  cohesion criteria, i.e.,

based on a notion of what “belongs” together. Cohesion is a “good” kind of dependency

that helps to turn a myriad of seemingly unrelated Operations into a more understandable

and manageable set of related ones.

Cohesion (and the related concept of Coupling) are core dependency principles.

Decoupling of Interfaces from Internals

An Operation has two parts. One part is the business logic that it executes and the data

that it works on. We could call these the “internals” of the Operation. The other part is what

an external system sees when it invokes the Operation. The external system needs to see

a minimal set of elements in order to get its work done. This is called the “interface” of the

Operation. We will see that reducing the dependency of the internals and interfaces on

each other leads to agile, cost-effective and low-risk systems.

“Goldilocks” Signatures

The interface of an Operation can be defined by its “signature”, i.e., the predicate (verb

and object) of the Operation, its version, the description of input and output data, and the

exceptions that may result. Service consumers develop dependencies on the interfaces of

Operations (not their internals) because this is what they can see. To avoid impacts to

Service Consumers, it's important to maintain the  stability of the Operation's signature.

The more general the signature, the more stable it will be. On the other hand, an overly

general signature may not be able to distinguish a given Operation from one that has a

completely different business intent. Hence the opposing requirement of an interface is

precision. A designer's job is to trade off stability and precision to arrive at a signature that

is “just right”, i.e., a “Goldilocks”35 signature.

A Goldilocks signature can support Variants of an Operation as well as Versions of it36,

without impact to Service Consumers.

35 Papa and Mama Bear's possessions had extreme and opposite qualities, but Baby Bear's were “just 

right”.

36 The difference between Variants and Versions will soon be explained.
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Shared Semantics, or Negotiation of Intent and Content

Let's  say  we  want  to  build  a  Business  Process  by  putting  together  Process  Steps

(Operations)  in  a  coordinated  way.  We  can  see  that  the  signatures  of  all  available

Operations have been specified precisely. But what do these Operations really do? When

and why would we use one Operation over a similar-looking one? The very  intent of an

Operation is often not clear, even from its signature. If we're faced with this sort of problem

at  design-time,  we're  in  luck.  We  can  simply  ask  the  designers  of  the  Operation  in

question, obtain clarification of our doubts, and proceed with the design of our Process.

Actually, that's a bit simplistic. It's not just the intent of an Operation that could be opaque.

There's no such thing as a “precise signature” either. The signature, however well-defined,

always maintains a degree of separation from the real world, and this is referred to as the

“semantic gap”. So it is never clear what any term actually “means”. To pick some random

examples of steps in business Processes,  what might “endorse a ticket”  really mean?

What is a “customer”, and is this different from “client”? What is the difference between a

“pending  payment”  and  a  “future-dated  payment”?  These  are  all  terms that  require  a

human mind to process and interpret, so the signature of an Operation is not always clear.

As we said, this is not a big issue at design-time, since human designers are inherently

capable of bridging the semantic gap. In the case of orchestration, for example, Processes

have to  know about  Operations at  design-time,  and the designers of  Processes have

sufficient opportunity to discuss with owners or custodians of Operations to understand

both the intent and the signatures of every Operation. The resulting Process definition

implicitly incorporates the understanding of its human designers.

The problem arises with choreographed Processes, where a Process is expected to learn

about  Operations  from  other  Operations  at  run-time,  and  to  determine  the  most

appropriate one to invoke next when a certain objective is to be met. How can both the

intent and the signature of an Operation be described such that an automated system can

“understand” exactly what each term means and when it is appropriate to invoke it?

The problem is often solved by establishing a shared set of well-understood terms for the

business domain in question. These terms can then be used to describe Operations in a

way that Processes can interpret unambiguously. With time, it is possible that more and

more  domain-specific  terms  will  be  standardised  to  a  degree  that  they  become

unambiguous, but there will always be cases when the semantic gap cannot be bridged in

real-time. Some design-time negotiation will be required in such cases.
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Applying Dependency Principles

The Importance of Cohesion and Coupling

The terms “Cohesion” and “Coupling” were first introduced and defined in a 1974 paper37. 

Let's start with Cohesion. Here's a simple definition:

“Cohesion refers to how closely all the routines in a class or all the code in a routine

support a central purpose” - Steve McConnell

In other words,  things that “belong” together should go together.  “Belonging” is a very

powerful kind of dependency. Related functions (to use the term loosely) often  need to

share data and/or logic, and legitimately so. Being part of a common unit facilitates such

sharing. High cohesion is hence a desirable feature, but as we will see, there are multiple

criteria to determine how functions are grouped. A well-designed Application layer contains

Operations that are grouped together using sensible cohesion criteria.

In practice, given that many organisations and architects take a rather technology-centric

view of “applications”, functional granularity is determined at the level of Products and the

cohesion of the Operations they represent is not as high as it should be.

This is either (1) because the functional boundaries of off-the-shelf Products from different

sources do not cleanly mesh together within the organisation's ecosystem, or (2) because

Products  and  Services  built  in-house  are  not  architected  with  a  consistent  vision  of

functional boundaries and data models. This leads to functional overlaps as well as gaps.

To put it  bluntly,  the IT landscape of many organisations is a mess because decision-

makers have traditionally seen themselves as procuring or developing software products

(a Technology layer view) and not as filling capability gaps (a true Application layer view).

This “mess”, i.e., the gap between the ideal situation and the actual is what needs to be

remediated. SOA practitioners don't always see this as their job, but it is.

Remediation physically occurs at the Technology Layer, but it requires an Application layer

understanding of what belongs together. The Application layer view is similar to the Map

View  of  Google  Maps  (the  Technology  layer  is  like  the  Street  View).  It  shows  how

capabilities are organised, makes the functional gaps and overlaps in the Operations of

Products and Services apparent, and this understanding then dictates the changes that

have to be made at the Technology layer. This is what makes Cohesion so important. 

37 W. Stevens, G. Myers, L. Constantine, “Structured Design”, IBM Systems Journal, 13 (2), 115-139, 1974 

http://bit.ly/1dnN4tH 
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Fig. 48 – The Application layer makes the Technology layer comprehensible by turning a confusing maze into an understandable map.



 Fig. 49 – Key design artifacts at the Application and Information layers
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The concept of “Coupling” is related to Cohesion. We will  look at it briefly now but will

cover it in detail in the next section when we look at the Information layer.

Here's a simple definition of Coupling:

"If  two  modules  communicate,  they  should  exchange  as  little  information  as

possible" - Bertrand Meyer

The  perceptive  will  note  that  this  is  a  prescription  for  minimal  Information  layer

dependencies between two systems. When that is ensured, the systems are said to have

low coupling. As we know from our extensive case studies on dependencies, low coupling

is  a  highly  desirable  feature,  just  like  high  cohesion,  and  the  two  concepts  are

complementary.  That's why the design of the Application Layer and Information (Data)

Layer often go together, as the dashed lines in the diagram below illustrate.

We have characterised Cohesion as an Application layer concern and Coupling as an

Information layer concern. However,  in practical terms, these two principles impact the

design of entities at the Application, Information and Technology layers.
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Technology Layer

Fig. 50 – The interplay of dependency principles Cohesion and Coupling at the Application, 
Information and Technology layers

Application Layer

Information Layer

External Focus
(Coupling)

Internal Focus
(Cohesion)

The following diagram illustrates how Cohesion and Coupling influence designs relating to

Operations at lower layers.

Restricting ourselves for now to the Application and Information layers, we see that the

dependency  principle  that  follows  from  Cohesion  and  Coupling  is  the  separation  of

internals from interfaces. Every Operation implements some logic and operates on some

internal data. But it also exposes itself to other systems through its “signature”.

The internals of an Operation are related to the high Cohesion principle. The interface of

the Operation is related to the low Coupling principle.

And now, to internalise the crucial concept of Cohesion, let's do some fun exercises!
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Cohesion Exercise 1

Using rough rectangles, divide these children into two groups so they can play games that are appropriate to them
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Fig. 51 – A scattering of children to be neatly grouped
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Fig. 52 – An age-wise grouping
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Fig. 53 – A gender-wise grouping



Cohesion Exercise 2

Separate these Pacific islands into distinct groups

Fig. 54 – Group these Pacific islands into appropriate collections!
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Grouping with questionable criteria

Fig. 55 – An arbitrary, random and whimsical attempt to group these islands with no rigorous basis at all
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Grouping with ethno-cultural criteria

Fig. 56 – A cultural basis for grouping the islands, resulting in groups that are each internally cohesive and distinct from the others.

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Pacific_Culture_Areas.jpg
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Grouping with geopolitical criteria

Fig. 57 – A possible geopolitical basis for grouping islands (circa 2030?). Such a classification could coexist with the cultural one.
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Cohesion Exercise 3
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get-CustomerName
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Fig. 58 – A set of Operations to be grouped into Services

Group these Operations within appropriate Services based on what their predicates (verb-object pairs) suggest
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Grouping with functional domain criteria – SOAP style
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Fig. 59 – A Functional Domain-based approach to grouping Operations
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Grouping with access method criteria

Fig. 60 – An Access Method-based approach to grouping Operations
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The  key takeaway from these  exercises  is  that  the  criteria for  cohesion  are  critically

important  in  determining  the  groups  that  subsequently  emerge.  These  groupings  are

radically different, so we should understand which criteria are appropriate given the nature

of our business. More importantly, we should try and evolve some  standard criteria that

can always be applied.

Standard Criteria for Cohesion

Let's  start  with  a  familiar  example  from  our  everyday  professional  lives.  A  matrix

organisation  groups people  in  two different  ways  at  the  same time.  The functional  or

“straight  line”  reporting  teams  define  their  job  roles,  and  this  is  a  static criterion  for

cohesion. But on projects, multi-disciplinary teams need to be put together, with one or a

few individuals from each of these functional groups. Project teams are united for a period

of time in their pursuit of a common goal, and team members have “dotted lines” reporting

to the project owner until the project completes, the team is disbanded and members are

reassigned to other projects. Hence project goal is a dynamic criterion for cohesion.

In similar fashion, when we apply the Cohesion principle to group Operations, we may get

one or more static groups and one or more dynamic groups.
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The Business layer  has already applied a goal-oriented,  dynamic cohesion criterion to

group Operations (Process Steps) into  entities called Processes. But it is also possible to

group Operations according to a more static cohesion criterion to create “Applications”. In

fact, there is more than one static criterion that can group Operations into Applications.

The criteria to group Operations into Applications are some form of shared Data Model38.

For  now,  it  is  sufficient  to  say that  Operations grouped together  statically based on a

shared  Interface  Data Model form  Services.  Operations grouped by a shared  Internal

Data  Model form  Products. The  latter  grouping  also  creates  Technology  layer

“deployment bundles” for Services. We will explore these topics in coming sections.

Importantly, we now have a formal definition of a Service in Service-Oriented Architecture:

A Service  is  a  static  grouping  of  Operations  based  on  a  shared  Interface  Data

Model.

38 There  may  seem to  be  a  major  difference  between  orchestrable  Operations  and  choreographable

Operations, but the difference between them is actually minor (an extra context element in the output

data structure). Hence we will treat both types of Operations the same way for now and deal with their

distinct features when we come to them.
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Operation 2

Operation 3

Products and Services – The Cohesion of Internals and Interfaces

Let's look at the process of determining Products and Services in greater detail.

Products

A shared Internal Data Model is the sole criterion to group Operations into Products.

In the diagram above, the internals of Operations 1 and 2 share a data model. Hence, they

tend to coalesce into a single Product X. These two Operations may also share some

reusable business logic. In contrast, the internals of Operation 3 do not share a data model

with those of Operation 1 or 2, hence Operation 3 forms an independent Product Y.

Typically, the Operations of Products X and Y are not directly exposed to external systems,

so there is no  Interface Data Model. They are only exposed  indirectly, by being part of

internal processes that are then exposed through native interfaces for human users.

Commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) Products are typical of this hood-welded-shut approach.

They are usually available as an executable program that has to be installed, and this

program contains all of the required functions expressed through suitable user interfaces.

The internal Processes, Operations and Data Model are well hidden.

Home-grown Products are also often designed and built in this fashion, but we will shortly

describe a superior design for home-grown Products that enables them to play well with

other systems and share their capabilities without the overlaps and gaps that come from a

purely Product-based view. For this, we need to understand the notion of Services.
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Operation 1

Operation 2

Operation 3

Services

The following diagram illustrates a different way of grouping Operations.

The same three Operations that  we saw before coalesce into very different  groups of

Applications (Services) when their  interfaces (rather than their internals) are examined.

Now, it is Operations 2 and 3 that have much in common (the Cohesion principle). They

therefore group together into Service B. The interface of Operation 1 does not share a

data model with those of Operations 2 or 3, so it belongs to a different Service (Service A).

It's important to understand why we would want to use the concept of Services.

First of all, aren't Products good enough?

The answer  should  be obvious when we  approach capability from the  Business layer

down. Business Processes are core entities, and they are built up through the coordination

of  Process Steps,  or  Operations.  If  Operations are  hidden behind Processes that  are

internal to Products, then they cannot stay aligned to the changing Strategies, Business

Functions,  Mission  and  Vision  of  the  organisation.  The  dependency  principles  of

Traceability and Minimalism are potentially violated. This is why closed Products increase

rigidity, not flexibility.

All right, so Operations must not be hidden away but exposed so that they may be flexibly

coordinated into up-to-date Processes to align with the Strategies, Business Functions,

Mission  and Vision  of  an  organisation  at  any given point  in  time.  But  can't  individual

Operations be exposed independently? Why group them into entities called Services?

This is a valid question, and for choreographable Operations, it would seem that Service
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entities are not required, since only the first Operation in a Process is exposed to start

with. In the case of orchestrable Operations, we have seen that all Operation signatures

need to be known to coordinating Processes in advance, and the most efficient way to

describe a group of related Operations is to group them on the basis of a shared Interface

Data Model. In other words, a Service is not only an Application, it is a unit of description.

At the Technology layer, we will see that each Service manifests itself as a “description

bundle”.

Even for choreographable Operations, although coordinating Processes may not need to

know about any but the first logical Operation, Operations themselves need to know about

their peers. The Service is a convenient descriptive unit that brings discipline to the way

related Operations are designed39.

Hybrid Applications

Of late, some off-the-shelf Products have begun to expose a subset of their Operations to

external systems the way Services do, so these represent a hybrid between the classic

Service and Product models. In other words, the main difference between a Service and a

(modern)  Product  is  in  the  extent  of  visibility  and  composability  of  its  constituent

Operations40.

This brings us to the way home-grown Applications ought to be designed today. Rather

than build  native user  interfaces on top of  a Product's  internal  Processes that  in  turn

coordinate  internal  Operations  in  an  opaque  manner,  it  is  far  better  to  expose  these

Operations  and  group  them  into  Services  based  on  shared  Interface  Data  Models.

Processes can coordinate these Operations without regard to Product boundaries. User

Interfaces can sit above both Operations and Processes. The capabilities represented by

Operations are then broadly available, which improves the organisation's flexibility.

39 The design methods of RESTian systems are usually silent about how changes to the interface of a single

Operation impact the design of all Operations that logically precede it. Their hypermedia constraints (e.g.,

“link  annotation  controls”)  will  obviously  change,  and  a  certain  discipline  is  required  to  track  these

changes and the dependencies that other Operations have on them. Services are therefore a useful

grouping even for choreographable Operations.

40  Even if Operations of COTS Products are exposed as Services, their Internal Data Model may not strictly

conform to any domain data dictionary that the procuring enterprise recognises. There may be no formal

Interface Data Model to speak of. When we discuss the Technology layer, we will see how Products that

do not conform to an organisation's data dictionary may still  expose their Operations as consumable

Services.  Sneak preview – the Technology  layer  component  that  can  perform this  transformation  is

generically called a “Broker”.
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The following diagram illustrates this approach41.

Why Cohesion?

Why is Cohesion such a core dependency concern? Well, the deployment as well as the

consumption of Operations by external parties is made either easier or harder depending

on the degree of thought that has gone into selecting Cohesion criteria. Hence Cohesion

has a major impact on agility and cost.

The task of the SOA practitioner at the Application layer is therefore to take the set of

Operations identified at the Business layer and group them in the most sensible manner.

Cohesion is  a  necessary and not  an  undesirable kind of  dependency that  guides the

practitioner in this grouping task.

When  Operation  interfaces that  belong together  are  described together,  it  makes

interfaces more stable.

Why does Cohesion make interfaces more stable? The answer is that a shared interface

data model, especially one with a well-designed type hierarchy, makes changes to related

Operations  “chunky”  and  far-between  rather  than  a  constant  drip  feed,  which  would

impose an ongoing burden on external parties.

Doing this requires a thorough understanding of Variants and Versions. Let's now look at

these important concepts.

41 SOFEA (Service-Oriented Front-End Architecture) is a design style for building application front-ends,

where user interfaces are layered on top of services. Read the white paper “Life above the Service Tier”.
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Demystifying “Service Versioning”

One of the most vexing aspects of SOA in practice is the proliferation of Service versions

(more correctly, versions of  Operations which then impact the versions of Services that

contain  them).  Is  there  a  way to  reduce  “version  churn”  by  handling  these  inevitable

changes in a more robust way? In other words, is there a science to version design? Yes,

there  is,  and  once  again,  this  is  based  on  Cohesion,  specifically  on  a  unifying  Type

Hierarchy for interface data, which is a dependency principle at the Information layer.

Before we get into the details of this Type Hierarchy, let us address the issue that "Service

Versioning" tends to conflate a number of distinct aspects that need to be teased apart. 

Services versus Operations

We know that Services are groups of related Operations, yet it is the Operation that is the

fundamental  building block of SOA, so our primary focus needs to  be the versions of

Operations rather than of Services. Obviously, the version of a Service is impacted when

any given Operation within it changes, so versions of Services are more “sensitive” and

faster-changing compared to those of any given Operation.

Variants versus Versions 

Variant:

A “Variant” is a specific flavour of an Operation.

Two or more Variants of  an Operation may be in use at the same time, and apply to

different contexts or use cases. 

E.g., a payment Operation may have two Variants, one that uses a credit card and one

that uses Paypal. Both are current and valid, but they apply in different situations, e.g.,

based on a customer's preference. 
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Version:

A “Version” of an Operation is one that applies at a particular point or period in time. 

A new Version is implied to supersede or deprecate older Versions. Older Versions may be

supported for a while, but usually only for operational or logistical reasons (e.g., difficulty of

upgrading legacy clients). Ideally, only the latest Version of an Operation should ever be in

use. 

E.g.,  before  PCI-DSS42,  the  implementation  of  the  credit  card  Variant  of  the  payment

Operation may have been recording the card number in full. With PCI-DSS compliance,

the new Version of the credit  card Variant only records the last four digits of  the card

number. The older Version becomes deprecated. In this case, its use is to be discontinued

immediately. 

Importantly,  the Paypal  Variant  of  the payment  Operation need not  upgrade to  a new

Version just because the credit card Variant does43.

When creating a new "Version" of an operation, it is important to determine if this is a

genuinely new Version that deprecates the current one or merely a Variant necessitated by

a slightly different context or use case, which doesn't deprecate existing Variants. As the

above example shows, the treatment of Versions and Variants differs significantly. 

42 Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard

43 Unless their common interface changes as a result of the upgrade. We will revisit this point later on. [Of

course, in this example, the interface doesn't change. Only internal logic does.]
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Interfaces versus Internals 

A Service consumer sees and interacts with an Operation through its Interface, also called

its "signature". As we have seen before, an Operation's signature consists of the following:

• the predicate (verb and object) of the Operation (and the name of the Service of which
it is a part)

• the version of the Operation (and that of the Service of which it is a part)

• its input data structure

• its output data structure

• its exceptions/status codes44

Service consumers only see the Service Interface, never Service Internals, but Internals

(also  called  the  “Implementation”)  are  where  the  business logic  actually lives.  A good

Service  Interface  is  abstract  enough  to  support  a  number  of  implementation  Variants

without exposing them directly to Service consumers. 

When more than one Service Implementation (or Variant) can be abstracted by a single

Service Interface, the interface is more stable. Stable interfaces are good, because service

consumers have dependencies on interfaces and don't want them to change, as far as

possible.

A Service Interface can be bound, or routed, to a particular Service Implementation at run-

time, based on various criteria (e.g., depending on the context of the invocation). 

44 Some would include qualities and conditions of service as aspects of a “contract” that are outside of the 

Service Interface, but we will describe a mechanism to cater to Context as part of the Service Interface, 

which will cover most, if not all, of these aspects.
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The Impact of Changes to Interfaces

The crucial aspect of an Operation's interface is the  dependency that consumers of the

Operation develop on it.  The greater the dependency,  the greater the impact to these

consumers when some aspect of the interface changes.

Let's study in greater detail the changes that could occur in an Operation's interface and

their impact on consumers. 

Breaking Changes to an Interface

Some  kinds  of  changes  to  a  Service's  interface  (or  signature)  will  render  a  Service

Consumer unable to work with it. These are listed below.

Services and Operations Input and Output Documents

1 The name of the Service has changed 1 A new mandatory input attribute has been

added

2 The predicate of an Operation within the

Service has changed

2 An optional input attribute has been made

mandatory

3 An existing Operation within the Service

has been dropped

3 The name of an input attribute has been

changed

4 An  input  document  is  now  expected

when it was previously not required

4 The  type  of  an  input  attribute  has  been

made more restrictive

5 An  output  document  which  was

previously returned will no longer be.

5 A  mandatory  output  attribute  has  been

dropped

6 A new exception or fault (not a sub-type

of any existing one) will now be thrown

6 A  mandatory  output  attribute  has  been

made optional

7 An existing exception or fault has been

renamed

7 The name of an output attribute has been

changed

8 The type of an output attribute has been

made less restrictive

Table 2 – Breaking changes to an Interface

Note that many of these changes relate to data elements, hence a discussion of these

belongs  in  the  Information  layer.  However,  the  notion  of  breaking  and  non-breaking

changes to interfaces impacts the design of Applications, hence this is an example of how

the two layers are intertwined.
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Non-Breaking Changes to an Interface

Other kinds of changes to a Service's interface (or signature) will  still  allow an  existing

Service Consumer to work with it. These are listed below.

Services and Operations Input and Output Documents

1 A new Operation has been added to the

Service

1 A new optional  input  attribute  has  been

added

2 An input document that was previously

expected  is  now  not  required  (it  is

assumed that  the  service  provider  will

ignore any superfluous input document

that is provided)

2 A  mandatory  input  attribute  has  been

made optional

3 An output document that was previously

not  returned  is  now  produced  (it  is

assumed that the service consumer will

ignore any superfluous output document

that is provided)

3 The  type  of  an  input  attribute  has  been

made less restrictive

4 An existing fault or exception has been

dropped

4 An  optional  output  attribute  has  been

made mandatory

5 A new fault or exception is a sub-type of

an existing one

5 The type of an output attribute has been

made more restrictive

Table 3 – Non-breaking changes to an Interface

Obviously, changes to implementations that result in no change at all to the interface are

also non-breaking changes.

To reduce the effect of dependencies (i.e., the Service Consumer's dependency on the

Service Interface), the interface needs to be stable. Therefore, we need to find ways to

ensure that changes to Operations (or Services) are non-breaking to the maximum extent

possible, and ideally invisible.

The following are some dependency strategies that could be used.
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Dependency Reduction Strategies in the Face of Change

Breaking changes can be avoided by using a number of dependency-reduction techniques

as shown below.

Services and Operations Input and Output Documents

1 The name of the Service has changed

If the cohesion criterion for the interface

data model has been well  chosen, the

name of the Service will correctly reflect

that  criterion  and  should  not  require

modification.

1 A new mandatory input attribute has been

added

Adherence to the business intent  should

have identified  all  core  attributes,  hence

the likelihood of a new one is low. Often,

new attributes will pertain to Context, so a

Variant of the Operation with a sub-type of

Context that caters to this will not impact

the generic interface.

2 The predicate of an Operation within the

Service has changed

If  the business intent is being faithfully

executed  through  an  application  of

Traceability  and  Minimalism principles,

the  predicate  of  the  Operation  will

correctly  reflect  what  is  being

attempted,  and  should  not  require

modification.

2 An optional input attribute has been made

mandatory

As above.

3 An existing Operation within the Service

has been dropped

The  likelihood  of  this  is  low  if  the

principles of Traceability and Cohesion

have  been  adhered  to.  Genuine

changes in business intent will and must

have an impact.

3 The name of an input attribute has been

changed

A  well-designed  Type  Hierarchy  will

ensure  that  attributes  are  generically

named  and  can  cater  to  more  precisely

named  sub-types  without  breaking  the

interface.
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Services and Operations Input and Output Documents

4 An  input  document  is  now  expected

when it was previously not required

Unlikely  if  Operations  have  followed

Traceability  and  Minimalism principles,

unless the business intent has changed,

in which case an impact is justified.

4 The  type  of  an  input  attribute  has  been

made more restrictive

A  well-designed  Type  Hierarchy  will

ensure  that  interface  attribute  types  are

looser,  while  those  of  Variants  are  as

precise as required.

5 An output  document  will  no  longer  be

produced when it was previously being

returned

As above.

5 A  mandatory  output  attribute  has  been

dropped

This can often be catered for by a Variant,

especially  if  it  is  a  Context  attribute.

Content  attributes,  when  determined

through  Traceability,  Minimalism  and  a

Type Hierarchy, are typically more stable.

6 A new exception or fault (not a sub-type

of any existing one) will now be thrown

As above.

6 A  mandatory  output  attribute  has  been

made optional

As above.

7 An existing exception or fault has been

renamed

A  Type  Hierarchy  for  exceptions  will

ensure  that  this  can  be  catered  for

without changes to the interface.

7 The name of an output attribute has been

changed

As above.

8 The type of an output attribute has been

made less restrictive

A Type Hierarchy and support for Variants

can  support  this  without  change  to  the

interface.

Table 4 – Mitigating the impact of beaking changes to an Interface
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Non-breaking  changes  can  also  see  their  impact  greatly  reduced  or  even  eliminated

through the use of the following dependency-reduction strategies.

Services and Operations Input and Output Documents

1 A new Operation has been added to the

Service

A new minor Version of the Service is

still  abstracted  by  the  same  major

Version,  aided by Late Binding,  hence

the  change  is  invisible  to  Service

Consumers.

1 A new optional  input  attribute  has  been

added

A new minor Version of the Operation is

abstracted  by  the  same  major  Version,

aided by Late Binding, hence the change

is invisible to Service Consumers.

2 An input document that was previously

expected is now not required

As above.

2 A  mandatory  input  attribute  has  been

made optional

As above.

3 An output document that was previously

not returned is now produced 

As above.

3 The  type  of  an  input  attribute  has  been

made less restrictive

As above.

4 An existing fault or exception has been

dropped

As above.

4 An  optional  output  attribute  has  been

made mandatory

As above.

5 A new fault or exception is a sub-type of

an existing one

The interface does not change, since it

only specifies super-types.

5 The type of an output attribute has been

made more restrictive

The interface only specifies less restrictive

super-types, and a new Variant with more

restrictive sub-types is abstracted behind

the  same  interface  with  no  visible

changes.

Table 5 – Mitigating the impact of non-breaking changes to an Interface

The following sections will explain how these strategies are applied. 
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Version changes Service Consumers

Versioning

A Convention for Version Numbering

In the absence of any other consideration, Version numbers could be purely sequential, to

simply indicate which Version supersedes which. However,  the important consideration

that we just discussed is the impact of  a Version change on the Service interface, so

something more than a simple sequence number may be required. 

• It is possible that a change in the internals of an Operation may not be externally visible

at  all,  i.e.,  the  Interface  may  remain  unchanged  and  therefore  not  impact  Service

consumers. 

• It is equally possible that a change in the internals of an Operation may be reflected in

its signature (i.e., its input data structure, output data structure and exceptions). 

• Sometimes, this visible change in the Service Interface may not have a  practical

impact, i.e., existing Service clients can continue to use it in spite of the change 45. In

other words, this is a non-breaking change.

• At other times, such a visible change may be a breaking change and cause it to

become unusable by existing Service clients. 

45 SOA author JJ Dubray says, “In SOA (and in the real world too) reuse works the other way around: it is

not a  new consumer who is reusing an  old service; it is almost exclusively a  new version of a service

(changed to support new consumers) which can be reused by old consumers without breaking them.”
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Version changes Service Consumers

There are thus three types of Version changes, depending on the severity of the impact to

service consumers46. 

This suggests a three-part numbering scheme to identify Versions (E.g., x.y.z, where x, y

and z are numbers that are each incremented sequentially.) 

x - major Version number (indicates changes to the Service interface in ways that impact

existing clients, i.e., the “breaking” changes we discussed earlier) 

y  -  minor  Version number (indicates an extension to  the API in  ways that  continue to

support existing clients, i.e., “non-breaking” changes) 

z - implementation Version number (indicates a change to the implementation logic that

does not change the interface at all, i.e., “invisible” changes) 

(To avoid confusion, each of these values should start from 1, not zero.) 

46 Note that this classification of versions is entirely independent of whether the change is due to a feature

upgrade or a bug fix. Our concern here is about dependencies, and these are independent of the reasons

for a change. Some people refer to a change of implementation version number as a “bug fix version”. We

would not recommend that terminology because it ignores dependency impacts. If the bug fix is invisible

at the interface level, then it should just increment the implementation version number. If the bug fix is

visible  at  the interface  level,  then  it  should  increment  either  the  minor  or  major  version  number  as

applicable.
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In terms of dependencies,

• Service  consumers  have  a  total dependency  on  the  major  version  number  of  an

Operation. Any change to the major version number will break them.

• Service  consumers  have  a  partial dependency on  the  minor  version  number  of  an

Operation, i.e., older Service consumers can consume newer versions of Operations

without change (i.e., newer Operations are designed to be backward compatible with

existing consumers), but newer consumers cannot in general consume older versions

of Operations (i.e., Operations are not designed to be forward compatible with arbitrary

future consumers).

• They have no dependency at all on implementation version numbers of Operations, so

these can change freely without impacting Service consumers.

Using the above numbering scheme in an example, the following can be inferred: 

A change from Version 5.3.4 to 5.3.5 will not change the interface at all and will not affect

Service consumers. 
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A change  from  Version  5.3.4  to  5.4.1  will  be  reflected  in  the  interface,  but  Service

consumers that used to invoke 5.3.4 may invoke 5.4.1 without any problem (i.e., a non-

breaking change). Later Service consumers built specifically for Version 5.4.1 will not, in

general, be able to invoke 5.3.4, so compatibility is in one direction only.

A change from Version 5.3.4 to 6.1.1 will be reflected in the interface. Service consumers

that used to invoke 5.3.4 will not be able to invoke 6.1.1 (i.e., a breaking change). They will

need to upgrade their own logic to be able to invoke 6.1.1. Later Service consumers built

specifically for Version 6.1.1 will not be able to invoke 5.3.4 either.
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Fig. 72 - Although the Operation's interface has now changed, an old service consumer 
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when routed to the new interface (i.e., the Operation is backward compatible). A new 
service consumer is routed to the new interface and this also works (of course). But the 
new service consumer should not be routed to the old interface because that may not 

work (i.e., Operations are not forward-compatible).

V 5.3.4

V 6.1.1

V 5 client V 5.3 (interface)

V 6.1 (interface)

Fig. 73 - The interface has changed in an incompatible way (“breaking change”). Either the 
service consumer will have to upgrade, or the service provider will have to support both 

the old and the new versions of the Operation's interface for a while.

V 6 client



A Convention for Binding or Routing Version Numbers

Note that since incrementation of the third value (z) has no impact on the service interface,

the  Version  of  Service  Interfaces need  only  be  of  the  form x.y.  This  is  why interface

versions are more coarse-grained than implementation versions. Recall our case study of

technology platforms where we described the way Linux uses symbolic links to classify

versions of shared libraries. This is exactly the same principle. 

It is possible to take this idea further to make interface versions even more coarse-grained

and hence more stable. The major Version x can be viewed as an abstraction for all minor

Versions x.1 to x.n, but always implying the latest minor Version. 

With this assumption, we can impose a best practice guideline that  Service consumers

must only reference the major Version number of an Operation.

If Service consumers follow the convention of only referring to the major Version of an

Operation,  they  will  always  be  routed  (or  bound)  to  the  latest minor  Version  of  the
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Fig. 74 - The minor Version number (the number y of the interface Version x.y) always 
refers to the latest implementation (x.y.26 in this case).

V x.y.26
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V x.16V x

latest

even more 
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Fig. 75 - The major Version number (the number x) should always to routed or bound to 
the latest minor Version (x.17 in this case).

V x.17

deprecated



Operation. Given that any new minor Version is a non-breaking change that will continue

to  support  legacy  clients  (by  the  very  definition  of  the  term  'minor  Version'),  Service

consumers do not need to be informed of changes to minor Versions, and older minor

Versions can be decommissioned without disruption. A large part of the benefits of SOA

come from such agility.

A minor Version will be routed (or bound) to the latest implementation Version, since the

interfaces  for  all  implementation  Versions  under  a  minor  Version  are  identical.  Older

implementation versions can also be decommissioned without disruption,  and this is a

further source of agility.

We  will  shortly  illustrate  this  process  with  examples,  but  we  first  need  to  cover  the

Information  (Data)  layer.  The  ability  to  migrate  minor  Versions  seamlessly  is  crucially

dependent on the sound design of the Interface Data Model, especially on well thought-out

Type Hierarchies.
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Versioning Exercise

Here's a quick exercise to fix the above concept in your mind. Draw arrows to show which

Implementation Version is executed when Major Version 5 is invoked.
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Fig. 76 – Version routing exercise



The solution to the Version routing exercise is shown below.

The  following  diagrams  illustrate  Service  versioning  (or  more  correctly,  Operation

versioning), first without the complication of Variants and then with Variants included.
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Fig. 77 – Routing or binding is always to the latest version, hence Version 5 implies 
Version 5.14, which implies Version 5.14.3. The mappings for Version 4 and Version 6 

are exactly analogous and are shown with dashed lines.
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Fig. 78 – Operation Versioning with no Variants (Service consumers are shielded from all but major Version changes)
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The Version “Lockstep Dependency” of Variants

There is only one complication with this versioning scheme when multiple Variants exist.

This is due to the requirement for the interface (major + minor Version numbers) to route

or bind to the latest Version of each Variant as applicable (major + minor + implementation

Version numbers). If one of the Variants undergoes an API extension, i.e., a change to its

minor Version number47, then the minor Version number of the interface must also change,

and this  in  turn forces the minor  Version numbers of  all Variants of  that  Operation to

change.

One could argue that this is an artificial and unnecessary dependency, and that would be

true. However,  there is a pay-off  to accepting this dependency,  and that is a dramatic

reduction in Version churn. Since Service consumers will not be practically affected by a

change to minor Version number, its effects are restricted to the service implementation.

There  are  two  practical  strategies  to  deal  with  forced  changes  to  the  minor  Version

numbers of unaffected Variants. One is to issue new implementations as copies of the old

(with a change of minor Version number) and with no change at all to either their interface

or their internals. The other is to create new façade Operations with the new minor Version

number and with no internal logic. These façade Operations merely act as proxies to the

earlier Version. One or the other strategy (copy or façade) should be chosen and used

consistently to keep the minor Version numbers of Operation Variants in sync.

47 An exactly analogous logic applies to major version numbers.
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Fig. 80 – Two strategies (copy or façade) to deal with the problem of “minor Version 
lockstep dependency” of Variants



Stability versus Precision of an Interface

There is necessarily a trade-off between the stability and the precision of an Operation's

interface (signature).

It can be operationally disruptive and expensive if an Operation's interface changes every

time an implementation Version changes, especially if these interface changes are of the

type that impact Service Consumers.  Stability of the interface is therefore an important

consideration. On the other hand, it would be meaningless for the Operation's interface to

be so generic that virtually any implementation change is invisible at the interface. There

would then be no difference between one Operation and another! Business logic would be

obfuscated and the system as a whole would become less maintainable.  Precision in

terms of defining the core function of an Operation is therefore the opposing consideration.

The following diagram illustrates this graphically.

The required balance between stability and precision is obtained through the use of a data

model that covers all the nouns and verbs of the business domain as seen by Service

consumers. If Operations can be expressed in a fairly generic form relating to their core

purpose or business intent, yet are sufficiently specific so as to distinguish them from other

Operations that have a different purpose or intent, then a signature with input and output

data definitions corresponding to these generic, yet purpose-specific, entities can provide
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so generic as to be meaningless

Extremely precise interfaces, but 
so specific as to be unusable 
outside their original contexts
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Fig. 81 – The happy medium between an interface that is stable (but uselessly generic) 
and one that is precise (but fragile in the face of change) is called a Goldilocks Signature. 

This depends on sound data model design, particularly a “Type Hierarchy”.

Predicate verb: Execute
Predicate object: Anything
Input: Anything
Output: Anything
Exceptions: Anything



the capability to support Variants as well as Versions with a minimum of disruption. After

all, unless the core purpose of an Operation changes (and this only happens if there are

wrenching changes to the business model), its signature should not have to change. All

changes to an Operation (Variants as well as Versions) can then be considered a matter of

detail. These can be catered for by specialised implementations and abstracted away by

an interface that continues to be valid. 

The following diagram illustrates this concept.
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The Information (Data) Layer

Over the last two sections, we have analysed not only the business intent and all  the

Processes and Operations that arise as a consequence, but also the set of dependencies

characterised  as  Cohesion that  suggest  how  best  to  clump  Operations  together  into

“Applications”.

We also saw some aspects of how these Applications interact, in terms of the interfaces of

their Operations, their Variants and their Versions. It's now time to look more closely into

how  Applications  interact  through  those  interfaces,  specifically  how  they  exchange

information. And this brings us to the dependency principles at the Information layer.

Key Design Artifacts

Internal Data Model

Both Services and Products have internal logic that operates on data. The way this internal

data is defined and organised is called the Internal Data Model.

Interface Data Model

Services are comprised of Operations, and Operations are exposed to service consumers

through  signatures.  An  Operation's  predicate  (verb  and  object),  its  input  and  output

documents,  and  its  exceptions  are  what  external  systems  see,  and  the  way  these

elements are defined and organised is referred to as the Interface Data Model. 

An Overview of Information Layer Dependency Principles

Decoupling of Interface Data from Internal Data

While the Information layer of BAIT deals with data entities, the model does not inherently

distinguish between data  within a system (which relates to Cohesion) and data that is

exposed  through  its  interface  and  transferred between  systems (which  relates  to

Coupling).  This distinction,  made most  eloquently by Pat  Helland in his seminal  paper

(“Data on the Outside vs. Data on the Inside”)48, is crucial. “Data on the Outside” is the

Interface Data Model that is explicitly meant to be exposed to other systems, and this is

therefore the source of all data dependencies between systems. “Data on the Inside” is the

Internal Data Model of a system that is not exposed externally, so there is no opportunity

for  other  systems  to  develop  a  dependency  on  it.  From  a  SOA (i.e.,  dependency)

48 “Data on the Outside vs. Data on the Inside”, Pat Helland (http://bit.ly/RHj7dp)
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Fig. 83 – Key design artifacts at the Information (Data) layer
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perspective,  “Data on the Outside”  is  clearly much more important  than “Data on the

Inside”49. 

Obviously, if the internal and interface data models of a given Operation are themselves

tightly coupled to each other, then service consumers will will-nilly develop a undesirable

dependency on that Operation's internals, because of “leakage” of internal data through

the interface.  While they may have common elements,  decoupling interface data from

internal data is the foremost dependency principle at the Information layer.

These ideas are illustrated below.

Low External Coupling, or the “Need to Know”

“If  two  modules  communicate,  they  should  exchange  as  little  information  as

possible” - Bertrand Meyer

The Low External Coupling principle is a kind of minimalism. We applied it earlier when we

exposed  service  consumers  to  just  major  Version  numbers  through  the  Operation's

Interface, but there's much more to the Interface (signature) than just its Version number.

There's data. From a dependency perspective, data is virulently infectious! If you can even

see a piece of data, you've potentially developed a dependency on it50. Ridding systems of

unnecessary data dependencies calls for a range of techniques, the most basic being the

“need to know” principle, i.e., don't expose a piece of data if it doesn't need to be seen.

49 Of course, some data elements may be common to both these models.

50 Data is like Medusa, a direct look at whom can turn one to stone. Perseus took care to only look at

Medusa's  reflection in his  shield  when he fought  her.  In similar  fashion,  the more external  data  that

systems see, the more rigid they become. Fortunately, there are indirect ways of looking at external data,

e.g., through association or mapping.
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Identity Association

An Application's Internal Data Model deals with various Entities, and its Operations may

allow Service Consumers to refer to these Entities through the Interface Data Model. This

is a situation where internal data could potentially “leak” through the interface. A crucial

example that is largely ignored by designers is when the unique identifier for an Entity

within the Application is visible through the interface. When this happens, external systems

that “see” it  can develop a dependency on the internals of the Application, and this is

sufficient to couple them tightly to the Application!

Allowing the leakage of internal identifiers is one of the most common mistakes committed

by designers, and a large part of the rigidity of real-world systems is because of identifier

coupling.

To prevent such subtle dependencies from developing in the first place, we must apply the

dependency principle of  Identity Association. Any identifier  for  the representation of an

Entity in the Interface Data Model should be a specially-created “external identifier” that is

mapped to or  associated with the internal identifier of the Entity within the Application. It

should not be the internal identifier itself. When an Application receives a reference to an

external  Entity identifier  from a Service Consumer,  it  should use the reverse mapping

between external and internal identifiers to determine which internal Entity instance that

identity reference pertains to.

This association of identifiers is a key aspect of loose coupling at the Data Layer, because

any visibility of internal identifiers externally creates a dependency that should not exist51.

51 This is one of “50 Data Principles for Loosely-Coupled Identity Management” (http://slidesha.re/14uo3YY)
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Type Hierarchy

We discussed Variant  abstraction at  the  Application  layer.  How we achieve that  is  by

describing Operation interfaces in more general or abstract terms, such that the same

interface  represents  multiple  “internals”.  But  since  each  of  these  internal  pieces  of

business logic deals with concrete data types and not abstractions, we need a discipline to

associate abstract data elements with more concrete ones. That's called a Type Hierarchy.

A lot  of the variety in Operations that are roughly similar comes about not because of

differences in business intent but due to relatively minor details. A payment Operation that

uses a credit  card does not  differ  in  its intent from one that  uses PayPal.  A common

interface with an abstract “payment method” type can map to both these concrete Variants.
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Isolation of Context from Content

Now,  consider  a  straightforward  payment  Operation  versus  one  that  also  includes  a

discount voucher. The two Variants are identical except for one parameter that does not

change the business intent.  How can a common abstract  interface map to  both these

Variants  in  a straightforward way when the number of  parameters is  different? A new

element – an optional, abstract “Context” at the interface level – can map to the discount

voucher element only for the second Variant, and can be omitted in the first case where it

is not applicable. See diagram below.

The business intent defines the Content part of the data in the Operation's interface. The

rest of the data is Context. Context does not alter the business intent of the Operation.

Both  Content  and  Context  can  have  abstract  and  concrete  types,  i.e.,  they  have

independent Type Hierarchies. The sub-types of Context don't have to be simple fields like

DiscountVoucher. They can be arbitrarily complex, nested data structures.

The major insight we gain here is that it's a good idea to model every input and output data

structure of  every Operation's  interface with  an optional,  abstract  “Context”  element in

addition to all its abstract “Content” elements. You never know when you'll need it!
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Fig. 85 – An abstract Interface Data Model with an optional Context element maps to 
concrete interfaces corresponding to two Variants of the same “payment” Operation
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Applying Dependency Principles

The Application layer principle of Goldilocks Signatures that applies to the interface of an

Operation  obviously  affects  the  input  and output  data  elements  that  form part  of  that

signature. Remember that the signature of an Operation should be as abstract and generic

as possible so as to provide a stable interface to all Variants and to all Version changes

(except major Version changes). At the same time, it should be as specific as necessary to

distinguish the business intent of one Operation from that of another. The result is a Type

Hierarchy that we will soon discuss.

What Low Coupling Looks Like

Other elements of an Operation's interface data design follow in a straightforward way

from an application of the Information layer dependency principles. The Low Coupling (or

“Need to Know”) principle dictates that Operations only expose the data elements that are

absolutely essential for Service Consumers to invoke them. “Need to Know” is another

kind of minimalism.
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Fig. 86 – The Low Coupling, or “Need to Know” dependency principle means that 
Operations must not expose any more data through their interface than absolutely 

necessary, whether this is input or output data.



What Links Data on the Inside with Data on the Outside?

The next dependency principle to apply is the notion of “Decoupling of Interface Data from

Internal Data”. We'll need to peek inside an Operation to understand this.

Too many system designs implicitly assume that an Application's Interface Data Model can

be generated from the Internal Data Model, or worse, that the two models are one and the

same! In the first case, the Interface Data Model has a total dependency on the Internal

Data Model. In the second, the two models have a total dependency on each other. 

A good way to recognise when such assumptions are being made is to examine if external

systems are likely to be impacted when an Application's Internal Data Model changes. If

they are, then it means the Application's Interface Data Model has dependencies on its

Internal Data Model.

To break this dependency, we need to introduce some mediating entity between the two

data models. As we saw from our earlier discussion on the subtlety of dependencies, this

mediating entity need not be a physical component.

Mediating between the Interface and Internal Data Models requires a Technology layer

component that transforms data, and a “data dictionary” that facilitates such transformation

by defining common data elements and types52. The Internal Data Model and the Interface

Data Model should be defined independently, using elements found in the common data

dictionary, and data should be transformed when transferred between them53.

52 The data dictionary tends to contain terms that are cohesive around a specific business “domain”. The

scope of this domain (its “granularity”) should neither be too wide nor too narrow, as we will caution in a later

section on “boiling the ocean to make a cup of tea”.
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The following diagram shows the relationship between the two data models and the data

dictionary that they rely on for their data type and common element definitions.

It's time to analyse the structure of the data dictionary, the interface data model and the

internal  data  model.  For  good  measure,  we  will  also  study the  structure  of  a  typical

message  that  goes  over  the  wire  between  a  service  consumer  and  an  Operation's

interface.

53 The two models aren't decoupled, merely loosely-coupled, because they do share data definitions.
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The Domain-specific Data Dictionary and the Type Hierarchy

This point is worth repeating: The Interface Data Model and the Internal Data Model are

not the same, but they're not completely independent either. That's why they're said to be

“loosely-coupled”. What links them together is a common Data Dictionary54, and the main

type of link to the Data Dictionary is an inheritance chain called the Type Hierarchy.

Every domain has a data dictionary, i.e., a model that describes the data of that domain in

a comprehensive, consistent and definitive way. The loose coupling between a domain's

Internal Data Model and its Interface Data Model stems from the fact that both of these are

based on the same Data Dictionary and share some data structures, but nothing more55.

54 The section on “boiling the ocean” talks about quick, pragmatic ways to define a Data Dictionary.

55 This approach is an application of the Venetian Blind pattern (http://bit.ly/UXFqL2), with types defined in 

the data dictionary and elements conforming to those types defined in the internal and interface data 

models.
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A data dictionary defines types and a few commonly-used instances of those types. There

are two fundamental types – Entities and Value Objects56. Entities are persistent and have

identifiers. Value Objects are anonymous. They have structure but no identity, and their

existence  as  a  single  unit  makes  it  possible  to  refer  to  and  pass  around  a  set  of

independent elements. They are only persisted when they form part of an Entity.

A data  dictionary  defines  type  hierarchies  (super-types  and  sub-types),  relationships

between  types  (composition  and  aggregation),  and  some  commonly-encountered

instances of  types (realisation),  which are then used by an application's  Internal  Data

Model and its Interface Data Model to define the data elements that they need (as shown

in the diagram below).

The Data Dictionary normally only contains type definitions, but data elements (instances

or realisations of types) that are common to both models may also be placed in it to aid

their consistency. The Interface and Internal Data Models define specialised instances of

these types as required. However, although they may also define specialised types and

type relationships of their own, there is no need to place these specialised definitions in

the domain's data dictionary unless they are common to both.

56 As follows from the Domain-Driven Design approach.
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Fig. 90 – The Interface Data Model and Internal Data Model both define their elements in 
terms of “types” defined in the Data Dictionary and organised in an inheritance hierarchy.
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Nouns:

Account
Amount
Date

Verbs:

debit
credit
getBalance
getTransactions

Nouns:

Interest Rate

Verbs:

calculateInterest

Nouns:

From Account
To Account
From Date
To Date

Verbs:

transfer

Interface 
Data Model

Internal 
Data Model

Common Data

The following diagram shows data elements (not types) in the Interface and Internal Data

Models. The common ones may be placed in the Data Dictionary.
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Fig. 91 – Internal and Interface Data Models and their Data Elements, including those that 
are shared. It may help to define the shared elements in the Data Dictionary.



The  Type  Hierarchy  is  useful  in  executing  the  separation  of  Interface  from  Internals.

Variants of an Operation can be modelled as “internals” that sit behind a common Interface

for the Operation. The Type Hierarchy can be used to reconcile the different data elements

they work with by defining the Interface Data Model in terms of abstract super-types. The

Variants are then seen to require concrete elements that are compatible sub-types of the

super-types found in the common Interface Data Model.

When  an  Operation  is  actually  invoked,  the  logic  in  the  correct  Variant  needs  to  be

executed. Late Binding is responsible for routing the request to the correct Variant,  by

ascertaining the sub-type of the Interface Data Model that matches the Operation request.

A Technology layer component57 can perform this Late Binding.

57 A “broker”
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Fig. 92 – The Type Hierarchy principle supports the Interface/Internals principle that hides 
Variants behind a generic interface, and is in turn supported by the Late Binding principle 

that makes the approach feasible.
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Integration in Practice – Why Interface Contracts alone are Insufficient

The above model looks fairly elegant at  first  glance, but there is one big and obvious

question that should immediately be asked:

If  the  interface  contract  only  talks  about  abstract  super-types  while  the  actual

message must  consist  of  instances of sub-types,  how will  the service consumer

know,  just  by  looking  at  the  interface  contract,  which  particular  combination  of

element  sub-types  is  the  appropriate  one  to  use?  The  service  contract  doesn't

provide sufficient detail to design a specific client!

Answering  this  very  valid  question  requires  us  to  acknowledge  a  dirty  secret  about

interface contracts as they are used today.

The original  vision for  SOAP,  WSDL and UDDI hypothesised58 that  service consumers

would scour  the network  in  search of  an Operation that  met their  requirements.  They

would look up multiple UDDI repositories as part of this search. Once they found a suitable

Operation in a repository, they would download the WSDL file for its Service from that

repository. This WSDL file would contain sufficient detail within itself to enable the service

consumer  to  dynamically construct  a  request  message  to  the  Operation  and  to

dynamically interpret the response message that came back from it.

Today, we know how far that vision was from reality. The UDDI idea turned out to be too

utopian, and the standard is now defunct. Even the idea that a service consumer could

begin to communicate with a service provider given no other information than a WSDL file,

turned out to be unworkable59. Even in the most disciplined organisations where the quality

of service documentation is strictly monitored, no new service consumer is ever designed

without some joint design sessions between designers/developers on the service provider

and service consumer sides. Usually, service providers make available sample message

formats in addition to the interface contract (WSDL and schema files) for a Service.

In other words, the dirty little secret of interface design is that interface contracts alone are

insufficient documentation for service consumers and service providers to interoperate. We

need more detailed documentation,  and some face-to-face discussion between human

designers.

58 In hindsight, “fantasised” may be a more apt description.

59 Tools like SOAPUI show that the mechanics of invoking a SOAP Web Service given just a WSDL file are 

relatively trivial. However, no tool can understand what an Operation actually does, nor what a particular 

data element means. This semantic gap can only by bridged by humans.
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Let's examine the dependencies between human players and their areas of responsibility

when service providers and consumers try to interoperate. This will  suggest a practical

approach to designing the integration solution.

The actual implementation of an Operation usually exists already, as a legacy component

that  expects  and  produces  detailed  and  specific  data  elements.  This  is  of  course  an

Operation Variant. When considered from the viewpoint of the business intent, the Variant

conforms to a more generic interface. This generic interface (the Operation's “signature”) is

defined by referencing a data dictionary, which in turn is created by modelling a Type

Hierarchy that positions the detailed data elements of the Variant as sub-types of more

generic super-types that broadly reflect the business intent.

The following diagram shows the dependencies that exist between actors when an existing

implementation of an Operation is to be exposed through a generic interface.
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Fig. 93 – Existing Variant modelled as a special case of an abstract interface
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Now consider a new service consumer whose business intent suggests that a particular

Operation would be the appropriate one to invoke.

The simplest case is when an existing Variant of that Operation is sufficient to meet the

detailed requirements of the new service consumer, without modification.

The dependencies between actors in this case are illustrated in the diagram below.

Here, the designer of the Service consumer has an interface to conform to, and may need

to discuss with the custodian of the interface to confirm that the Operation meets their

business intent.  They will  also need to  have a conversation with  the custodian of  the

Operation Variant to ensure that the detailed data elements exchanged between service

consumer and Operation Variant are each acceptable to the other party.

The service consumer designer then designs suitable request messages for the Variant,

taking  care  to  conform to  the  generic  interface,  and gears  up to  handle  the  Variant's

responses.
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The design process is somewhat different when an existing Variant does not exactly fit the

requirements of a new service consumer. A new Variant of the Operation will  therefore

need to be created to meet its specialised requirements, but since the business intent is

identical, the existing interface should be reused.

The following diagram shows the dependencies that exist between actors in this scenario.

The roles are now reversed in a sense. It is now the new Operation Variant that needs to

ensure that its detailed data elements conform to those used by the service consumer.

This has to be done in a disciplined way. The data dictionary needs to be enhanced to

accommodate the new, required sub-types of elements within its Type Hierarchy60.  The

service consumer needs to ensure that the data elements it uses in its request messages

conform to the generic interface. Likewise, the Operation Variant needs to ensure that the

data elements it uses in its response messages conform to the generic interface.

The interface itself does not change, and this is where agility and low cost come from.

60 If the new data elements cannot be modelled as sub-types of existing super-types, then it changes the 

signature of the Operation (the major Version of the interface).
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The Internal Data Model (“Data on the Inside”)

The Internal Data Model for an application leverages the domain-specific Data Dictionary

and  models  the  various  relationships  between  entities.  Some  specialised  inheritance

relationships peculiar to the application may also be modelled.

[In terms of its Technology Layer implementation, the Internal Data Model could be object-

oriented or relational (the most common), but its elements should conform to the domain

Data Dictionary.]
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Fig. 96 – Internal Data Model (Entity Association, Aggregation and Realisation). The 
Internal Data Model can also define its own entities with further relationships for 

specialised requirements, and does not need to push these into the Domain Data 
Dictionary.
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The  Internal  Data  Model  of  an  application  is  the  one  that  defines  how entities  hang

together and what their relationships are. “Glass box” applications (Services) built in-house

by an organisation would benefit  from using an agreed Data Dictionary for the domain

when they manipulate data.

However, “black box” applications (Products) work on an Internal Data Model that may or

may not relate to a domain's Data Dictionary, because they could very likely be off-the-

shelf software packages that come with their own view of the domain. In other words, the

data dictionaries of COTS products do not always match the data dictionary used by a

customer organisation,  so integration of  the  COTS product  into  the environment  must

address the mapping of terms between the dictionaries61.

61 A Technology layer component (a “broker”) may physically perform the mapping from one dictionary to the

other at run-time, but determining this mapping to start with is an Information (Data) layer task.
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The Interface Data Model (“Data on the Outside”)

The Interface Data Model is an altogether different beast from the Internal Data Model. It is

not a “model” of any system at all! It is just a loose collection of data elements that need to

form part of a message passed between applications62. To use an analogy from C++, the

Internal Data Model is like a set of classes; the Interface Data Model is like a set of

structs, because a  struct is just a collection of data elements that could be completely

unrelated to one another63. An important constraint to remember is that  interfaces must

balance the need for precision with the need for stability. The Type Hierarchy and the Late

Binding between Interfaces and Internals is the system that ensures this balance.

The Interface Data Model must only contain value types and not entity types, even though

many of the attributes of entities may be found within a message. This is because what is

passed between applications is not a “live” entity instance or even a reference to one, but

merely an immutable representation (a tailored copy) of it.

Fortunately, the data dictionary models even entity types as aggregations of value types,

so these value types can be reused within the Interface Data Model without reference to

entity types. 

62 The  predicate of an Operation is part of its signature, and benefits from being considered part of the

Interface Data Model, with more generic predicates used at the interface level and more specific ones

used for implementation Variants.

63 At the Technology Layer, the Interface Data Model tends to be implemented either as an XML schema or

JSON schema document.
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+------+----------------+
|CustID|Other attributes|
|------|----------------|
|1111  |...             |
|2222  |...             |
|3333  |...             |
|4444  |...             |
+------+----------------+

URI = /Customers/2222

“Interface”

“Internals”

Fig. 98 – Internal entity identifiers leak out through a poorly-designed interface, causing 
service consumers to develop a dependency on the internals of a given system.

+------+----------------+
|CustID|Other attributes|
|------|----------------|
|1111  |...             |
|2222  |...             |
|3333  |...             |
|4444  |...             |
+------+----------------+URI = /Customers/f676d588c0f7

“Interface”

Fig. 99 – Internal entity identifiers are mapped to external identifiers that are specially 
created to be exposed through the interface. Thanks to such mediation, service consumers 

have no dependency on the system's internals. Internal identifiers can be changed, 
merged or split, and the mapping hides these operations from service consumers.

+------------+------+
|External ID |CustID|
|------------|------|
|349fb21f88a1|1111  |
|f676d588c0f7|2222  |
|a730b789d0b7|3333  |
|51ff9c170906|4444  |
+------------+------+

“Internals”

Mapping

Designing Identity Abstraction

Entity  identifiers  don't  make  sense  across  domains,  because  identity  tends  to  be

contextual. Let's see how to implement the dependency principle of Identifier Association

by  starting  with  a  fairly  common  anti-pattern as  illustrated  below  (assuming  a  REST

implementation).

The identifier mapping pattern shown below breaks this dependency64.

64 Read the details  of  this  and  other  techniques in  the  eBook “Identity  Management  on  a  Shoestring”

(http://bit.ly/ZLv3i9)  and  the  related  white  paper  “50  Data  Principles  for  Loosely-Coupled  Identity

Management”  (http://slidesha.re/14uo3YY).  These  techniques  are  part  of  an  approach  called  LIMA

(Lightweight/Low-cost/Loosely-coupled Identity Management Architecture”.
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Extremely stable interface, but 
so generic as to be meaningless

Extremely precise interfaces, but 
so specific as to be unusable 
outside their original contexts

“Goldilocks” (just right) 
balance of stability 

and precision

Fig. 100 – The happy medium between an interface that is stable (but uselessly generic) 
and one that is precise (but fragile in the face of change) is called a Goldilocks 

Signature. This depends on sound data model design, particularly a “Type Hierarchy”.

Predicate verb: Execute
Predicate object: Anything
Input: Anything
Output: Anything
Exceptions: Anything

Message Data “on the wire”

The  Interface  Data  Model  defines  messages  that  flow  between  applications  when

Operations  are  invoked,  so  the  main  element  is  a  message  type.  Various  types  of

messages can be defined, and each of these is defined as an aggregation of other value

types, all of which are abstract super-types. Why should value types be abstract super-

types rather than concrete sub-types? The dictionary defines both super-types and sub-

types, so wouldn't a sub-type be a better fit?

Let's  recall  our  earlier  diagram on  the  trade-off  between  stability  and  precision  of  an

Operation's interface.

Consider the data that applications actually exchange “over the wire” when they interact.

For this,  we need to skip ahead to the Technology Layer  for a moment to look at an

implementation, e.g., an XML document. An XML document is expected to conform to an

XML schema that describes it., but how well (i.e., how tightly) should the schema describe

the document? How do we trade off stability and precision? In other words, what does our

“Goldilocks” schema look like?

Let's  start  with  a  bias  towards  precision.  Let's  postulate  an  interface data  model  that

precisely describes a message, e.g., an XML schema that is highly tailored to the XML

document that goes over the wire.

There are two drawbacks to doing this.
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1. Any two Variants of a similar Interface Data Model, however minor their differences, will

require two distinct definitions, even if they share common super-types.

2. Specialised sub-types, while providing tighter definition, are more sensitive to change.

The degree of dependency between applications is higher. Any change to a sub-type will

necessitate a change to the Interface Data Model and impact other applications.

In  contrast,  a  schema  containing  abstract  super-types  of  data  elements  is  likely  to

describe a number of  similar  (though not  identical)  messages.  We gain a measure of

stability through the use of more abstract interfaces.

In other words,  proliferation of services and high levels of version churn are the natural

consequences of tight coupling to an overly detailed interface definition. This might sound

familiar to large “SOA shops”!

The message data model for any message document exchanged between applications

should therefore look like this. Keep in mind that this is just a 'struct” with value elements.

It does not model any domain. It does not contain “entities” either, only representations of

entities with suitably mapped identifiers.
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Fig. 101 – Message Data Model (Instantiation of Value Sub-types)
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The  individual  value  elements  (instances)  contained  within  the  message  element

(instance) are realisations of sub-types. These sub-types inherit from the abstract super-

types that are aggregated into the message type. There may be more than one level of

sub-type  between  the  super-type  and  the  actual  (instance)  elements  of  the  message

document.

Recall that the data dictionary defines the type hierarchy (super-types and sub-types) for

all  the data elements in the domain but may not define the elements themselves. This

approach not only allows abstraction of multiple Variants but also allows the binding of

abstract types to concrete message elements to be deferred to as late a stage in the

design process as possible. Late Binding is a very useful dependency principle, both at

design time and at run time.

We can balance the need for precision with the need for stability by defining interfaces in

terms  of  super-types  that  pertain  to  the  business  intent.  This  gives  us  the  ability  to

describe an interaction meaningfully but also withstand minor changes to the data that is

exchanged, which is why the Interface Data Model shown earlier used super-types for

values rather than specialised sub-types. The message document therefore  conforms to

the interface data model without being tightly bound to any one specialised interface.
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Extensible Interfaces and Controlled Extensibility

To eliminate or reduce the dependency of service consumers on Operations, we need to

make their  interfaces as stable as possible in the face of inevitable change. We have

found that two Information layer dependency principles are extremely helpful in achieving

this – (1) a “Type Hierarchy” and (2) the separation of the notion of a “Context” from the

core functional elements of the Operation (the “Content”).

Type Hierarchy – From Abstract to Concrete

When tasked with making a schema extensible or future-proof, with the constraint that the

nature of future requirements is not at all clear, what do designers commonly do? They

tend to append an optional and highly generic element (e.g., the “any” element of XML

Schema) to the end of the schema. This allows future versions of the message document

to add arbitrary numbers of extra attributes without technically violating the schema.

The following XML Schema example from W3Schools65 illustrates this approach:

<xs:element name="person"> 

  <xs:complexType> 

    <xs:sequence> 

      <xs:element name="firstname" type="xs:string"/> 

      <xs:element name="lastname" type="xs:string"/> 

      <xs:any minOccurs="0"/> 

    </xs:sequence> 

  </xs:complexType> 

</xs:element>

In the above example, there is a document called “person” that has two mandatory string-

typed  elements  (“firstname”  and  “lastname”).  But  it  also  has  a  generic  and  optional

element after these two (“any”), allowing for any arbitrary documents to be accepted by the

schema as long as the first two elements are “firstname” and “lastname”!

While this schema is “extensible”, the approach opens the door to a steady degradation of

quality, since the schema will specify less and less of the message document as time goes

by and arbitrarily complex new versions keep exploiting the schema in this fashion.

There is a much more controlled way to make a schema extensible, without compromising

on strictness or quality. It relies on  types rather than elements, with a fairly unchanging

super-type, and one or more specialised sub-types as required.

65 To be fair to W3Schools, they don't actually recommend this technique. Their example is just to illustrate 

the use of the <xs:any> tag: http://bit.ly/1asryiU  but designers tend to misuse it all the same.
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In the following example, we define elements indirectly, in terms of types. A person element

is of type “persontype”, and it is the type that defines the elements contained in it, not the

element itself (unlike in the W3Schools example). When we need to extend a schema, we

do it  through two mechanisms – “extensions” and “substitution groups”. So rather than

creating an open-ended schema that will allow any attribute to follow the defined ones, we

create new sub-types that contain only the extensions that are required at each stage,

then  define  new elements  in  terms  of  these  sub-types  and  specify  that  they  can  be

substituted for elements of the base type.

<!-- Base type “person type” with two elements

     “first name” and “last name” --> 

<xs:complexType name="persontype"> 

  <xs:sequence> 

    <xs:element name="firstname" type="xs:string"/> 

    <xs:element name="lastname" type="xs:string"/> 

  </xs:sequence> 

</xs:complexType> 

<!-- Sub-type “customer type” with exactly one extra, 

     defined element “customer id” --> 

<xs:complexType name="customertype"> 

  <xs:complexContent> 

    <xs:extension base="persontype"> 

      <xs:element name="customerid" type="xs:string"/> 

    </xs:extension> 

  </xs:complexContent> 

</xs:complexType> 

<!-- Element “person” of base type “person type” --> 

<xs:element name="person" type="persontype"/> 

<!-- Element “customer” of sub-type “customer type”, 

     which can be used in place of “person” -->

<xs:element name="customer" type="customertype" substitutionGroup="person"/> 

All schema validation is done against the base type (“persontype”). Now a document with a

“customer” element can also be used where only “person” used to be accepted before,

without opening the door to arbitrary extensions. This is an example using XML Schema,

but the principles can be more broadly applied even with other technologies.
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Service interface (consolidated):
All elements are at the same level.
Any change impacts the interface.

Service interface (content):
Changes infrequently and only when 
the core business intent changes.

Service interface (context):
Can change frequently, but only creates 
implementation Variants and does not 
impact the interface. This is because the 
interface hides the Context hierarchy 
behind a single optional super-type.

Operation Context and its Hierarchy

The second core element of our proposed technique is the separation of an Operation's

“Context” from its “Content”, where Context also exploits a Type Hierarchy.

Differences in Context tend to manifest themselves in different Variants of an Operation

that cater to the specifics of each. The core “Content” (the generic super-types) in all these

Variants tends to be the same, otherwise it would not be the same Operation! This follows

from the Traceability principle at the Business layer.

As an example, if a payment mechanism needs to support a discount voucher later on (but

this future requirement is not known at the time the Operation's input schema is being

designed),  how can  we  ensure  controlled  extensibility?  With  this  approach,  we  would

always  cater  explicitly  for  an  optional  attribute  that  is  an  abstract  super-type  called

“Context”.  Initially,  payment  Operations will  accept  input  documents  without  a  Context

element (acceptable because Context is optional). However, when the discount voucher

requirement becomes known, we can see that it  qualifies the payment function but does

not change its basic character. Hence it is not a change to the Content of the payment but

to its  Context. This is good news, because this means we don't need a new Operation

interface but just a new Variant that can be supported by the existing interface.
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Fig. 102 – Separation of the Content of an Operation's interface from its Context



This is the standard 
abstract base type for 
all Context elements. It 
is always present in 
any interface document 
schema (input or 
output), but is defined 
as optional.

Expects standard payment 
parameters and an optional 

Context element

We treat Context in exactly the same way that we treat Content, i.e., we define a hierarchy

of types, as follows:

If the discount voucher is now sent as a new element and the schemas show that it is of

type  “discount-voucher-type”,  which  is  a  sub-type  of  “context-type”,  and  the  element

“discount-voucher” is defined as a “substitution group” for “context”, then it continues to

conform to the existing schema. A Technology layer component will route or bind this input

document to the newly created Variant in preference to the older, simpler Variant. Existing

Service consumers are unaffected. There is no change, however minor, to the interface.

Hence by separating Context from Content and modelling a hierarchy of Context types,

new qualifying attributes can be supported by Operation implementations (Variants), all the

while maintaining a stable Operation interface.
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Fig. 103 – A suggested hierarchy of Context types to support a “discount voucher” 
qualification to a payment Operation
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Context for Choreographable Operations

Context  is  relevant  to  output  data  as well  as to  input  data.  We saw that  the Context

element in an input data structure can provide important information for routing or binding

to the appropriate Variant of an Operation. The Context element in an output data structure

can be used to aid choreography, among other things. Here's how.

In the diagram, Context is treated separately from Content in both input and output data

structures.  The  input  Context  helps  to  route  or  bind  the  access  to  the  appropriate

implementation Variant. The output Context can be used by choreographable Operations

to return a set of options representing possible next steps. Not only is each such option

described in terms of the signature of the Operation that needs to be invoked, but it is also

annotated with its business intent, so that the service consumer will understand not only

how to invoke this Operation but also when it is appropriate to do so. Obviously, to bridge

the semantic gap in a run-time situation, both intent and signatures must be expressed in

terms of Shared Semantics.

When we come to the Technology layer, we will look at ways to bridge the semantic gap

relating to intent and signatures in RESTian systems.
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Fig. 105 – The Context element of an Operation's output data structure can be used to 
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What is a “Contract”?

A contract,  which  in  SOA is  the  means by which  dependencies between systems are

formally  documented,  can  now be  seen  as  the  formal  specification  of  an  Operation's

Goldilocks Signature:

• The predicate of the Operation (most abstract and generic verb and object that describe

the business intent)

• The schema of the input document that references abstract super-types for separately

defined “Content” and “Context” elements

• The schema of the output document that references abstract super-types for separately

defined “Content” and “Context” elements

• A list  of  exceptions  or  faults  that  are  as  specific  as  necessary  and  as  abstract  as

possible

Such a  contract  is  reasonably specific,  because it  will  not  match  Operations that  are

different in their business intent, but it is also reasonably generic because it  will match

Variants of the core Operation that share a business intent. It is also stable because it can

cater  to  newer  Variants  and  compatible  Versions  (minor  Versions)  without  having  to

change.

Service consumers that target their compliance to such a contract will  find themselves

shielded from most changes to the internals of Operations. They  will see changes that

result  in  a  new major  Version number.  In  these cases,  more than one Version of  the

interface (and the internals behind them) may need to be supported.

By focusing on the dependencies that really matter, and reducing the impact of those that

are less relevant, we have been able to define contracts that ensure low coupling between

systems, and have therefore gained significant agility and cost advantages.

Schema Validation

Schema validation is usually never done in practice for performance reasons, but turning it

off is an invitation to gradual quality degradation. We suggest keeping schema validation

turned on in order to ensure adherence to service interfaces (as a means of ensuring

quality) and if necessary to implement it through hardware devices at the Technology layer

to improve its performance.
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Content, Context, State and Identity Association

Although it may seem clear-cut, the line between Content and Context is arbitrary and up

to the designer to define. Context is a notional data element that optimises aspects of

design, and it can be tailored to fit more than one use case.

We have already seen that Context may be viewed as a set of data elements that qualify

the core business intent of a given Operation and imply different Variants of it. This use of

Context allows us to expose stable Operation interfaces for existing service consumers

while supporting newer service consumers through context-dependent Variants.

Context is a useful notion in another use case too. When multiple Operations are strung

together into a Process, we may observe a set of Content data elements that are common

to all those Operations. E.g., if a Process is dealing with a given customer, then the data

relating to that customer may be required by many or all of the Operations in that Process.

It may make sense to treat such customer data as a sort of Context for the Process as a

whole, even if it is content for each Operation.

While  this  may  seem  confusing  and  potentially  in  violation  of  the  Content/Context

dichotomy we just explored, there is a simple way to resolve the issue, as we will shortly

describe.

Consider  a  Service Consumer invoking a single Operation with  a set  of  Content  data

relating to a customer, as illustrated below.
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Service Consumer Operation

Fig. 106 – A Service Consumer invokes a single Operation, passing in a set of 
Content data elements.
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If the same content information needs to be passed to multiple Operations within the same

Process, it can often be optimised in two steps.

The first step is to view the set of Content data elements as a common Context for the

Process as a whole, because that  entire thread of processing is dealing with a single

customer, and the set of customer data is common to all Operations in the Process. This

design step is illustrated below.

This is only an intermediate step, which we can think of as the transfer of Context  by

value. As can be imagined, it is inefficient to have to send all of this data repeatedly to

every Operation in a Process. It would make better sense to have the first Operation in the

Process receive and store this data somewhere and allow the Service Consumer to simply

refer to it when invoking each subsequent Operation in the Process.

This latter design can be thought of as the transfer of Context by reference. It requires the

first Operation in the Process returning an externally visible identifier for the common data

that forms a context to a Process, and having the service consumer use only this identifier

in all subsequent Operation invocations. This is illustrated in the following figures.

The principle of Identifier Association applies, so the identifier that is exposed should not

be an internal entity identifier. 
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Service Consumer Operation

Fig. 107 – Content becomes Context: Common content data that forms a Context for 
the Process can be sent to each Operation in the Context part of the invocation 

request.
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Data Store

Service Consumer Operation

Fig. 109 – Context by reference: The service consumer thereafter only sends the 
reference to this common context with each subsequent Operation invocation. The 
Operation retrieves the actual data from wherever it is stored before proceeding.
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Data Store

At the Technology layer,  we will  see that the storage of Context that is transferred by

reference is called State. There are design choices around the location of the data store

where Context is stored, and these choices come with their own consequences.
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Service Consumer Operation

Fig. 108 – Context by reference: The first Operation in the Process stores the common 
context somewhere and returns a reference identifier to the service consumer.
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Adopt-an-animal
v1.4

Adopt-a-dolphin
v1.5.6

Adopt-a-panda
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v1.5.3

Adopt-an-animal
v1.5

Adopt-an-elephant
v1.5.4

Adopt-a-panda
v1.5.2

Adopt-a-dolphin
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Adopt-an-animal
v1

Fig. 110 – Application layer: The interplay of Interfaces and Variants – and their 
Versions

Determine latest minor 
Version of generic Interface Route to latest 

implementation 
Version of specific 

Variant

Putting the Application and Information Layer Principles to Work

We've  discussed  Goldilocks  Signatures,  Decoupling  of  Interfaces  from Internals,  Type

Hierarchy and Late Binding, but how do they all actually work together?

Consider an organisation with the Vision of “a world filled with happy animals” and the

Mission they have set for themselves, i.e., to “seek out and redress the causes of animal

unhappiness”. A Strategy of “intervention” results in the Business Function of “The Animal

Orphanage”, with a core Business Process to “Adopt, Shelter and Rehabilitate Orphaned

Animals”.  The  first  Step  in  this  Process  is  “Adopt  an  Animal”,  which  becomes  an

Operation.

The business intent of the “Adopt an Animal” Operation is quite clear, but there are special

considerations to be taken care of when adopting, respectively,  elephants, pandas and

dolphins. Nevertheless, these are only details that do not change the business intent, so

they are just Variants.

Clients only see the major Version number of  the Operation. The latest minor Version

number of the Schema is used to validate the request, the appropriate Variant is identified,

the request is then routed to the latest implementation Version number of that Variant.
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Generic Super-type
“Animal”

Concrete Sub-type
“Elephant”

Concrete Sub-type
“Panda”

Concrete Sub-type
“Dolphin”

Type Hierarchy

Fig. 111 – Information (Data) layer: The Type Hierarchy that facilitates Late Binding

The Interface of the “Adopt-an-Animal”  Operation uses the generic schema for Animal

rather than the concrete schemas for Elephant, Panda or Dolphin. Each of these animals

requires a  specialised Variant  that  caters  to  its  special  requirements,  but  the Schema

abstracts these out, through Context attributes if necessary.

Our Type Hierarchy looks like this.

The next  two diagrams illustrate  (1)  how schema validation against  generic  interfaces

validates alignment to business intent, and (2) how the service consumer's invocation of a

stable  and  generic  interface  is  progressively  mapped  and  routed  to  a  specific

implementation of business logic that is most appropriate.
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Operation “Adopt-an-animal v1.5”
(Interface)

Schema 
validationWhat Service Consumer wants:

“Adopt-a-highway”

What Service Consumer invokes:
“Adopt-an-animal v1”,

passing a “Highway” attribute

Schema validation fails 
(A highway is not an animal *)

Generic 
Schema 

(“Animal”)

Schema validation error “Not an animal”

Schema validation – The first line of defence (validates alignment to business intent)

* It's a horse of a different colour
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Fig. 112 – The relationship between schema validation, minor Version and Operation Interface



Operation “Adopt-an-animal v1.5”
(Interface)

Bind to latest minor Version of 
Interface, i.e., “Adopt-an-animal v1.5”

More detailed validation is 
done here

What Service Consumer wants:
“Adopt-a-panda”

Operation “Adopt-a-panda v1.5.2”
(Implementation Variant and Version)
Existing Service Consumers are still 
supported as this evolves, unless the 

major Version changes.

What Service Consumer invokes:
“Adopt-an-animal v1”,

passing a “Panda” attribute
(Visibility is only to the generic 
“animal” interface and its major 

Version)

Route to latest Version 
of Variant, i.e., v1.5.2

Route to Variant “Adopt-
a-panda v1.5”

(Attribute conforms to the 
Panda sub-type)

Routing/Binding to an Implementation Variant and Version (ensures tailored execution)

1
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Interface
What Service Consumer invokes:

“Adopt-an-animal v1”

Internals
What gets invoked:

“Adopt-a-panda v1.5.2”

Fig. 113 – The process by which a service consumer's request for a generic Operation Interface using specific parameters is routed or bound 
to the correct Variant



Fig. 115 – Artifacts of Dependency-Oriented Design at the Technology layer

    Technology Layer

Deployment Bundles Description Bundles

Tooling that
exposes logic

(Service Containers)

Tooling that mediates, 
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(Brokers)

Tooling that
coordinates

(Process Coordinators)

Standards

    Technology Layer

    Business Layer

    Application Layer

    Information Layer

Process Design

Functional Grouping Design

Interface Design

Standards

Fig. 114 – Design tasks at the Technology layer compared to higher layers

Tooling

Logical Design

Implementation 
Design

Bundling

The Technology Layer

It has taken a while to finally arrive at what is often considered the only aspect of SOA that

matters, i.e., Technology! Let's remind ourselves that the higher layers of the enterprise

are where the logical design of a solution takes place. The Technology layer is where this

design is  implemented.  But since implementation is also a discipline requiring detailed

planning,  it's  more  correct  to  say  that  the  Technology  layer  is  where  the  design  of

implementation-related aspects of a solution takes place.

Key Design Artifacts

The key design artifacts at the Technology layer, as we saw from our earlier analysis,

pertain to Standards, Tooling and Logic Bundles.
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Standards

The standards that apply to a design pertain to data encoding, data formats, message

protocols,  etc.  However,  the  decision  on  which  standards  to  adopt  is  simplified  (or

constrained!) by the fact that there are just two major families of standards to choose from

when building systems in the large. When dealing with large-scale systems, functional

components  tend to  be  distributed,  of  varying  vintage  and  technology,  and  under  the

control of autonomous business entities. They nevertheless have to interoperate without

placing too many constraints on one another. The standards families that have arisen to

address  integration  at  this  scale  and  complexity  are  SOAP-based  Web Services  and

REST66. There are many subordinate standards that follow from this choice.

Tooling

When viewed from the perspective of Business Processes and Operations that are hosted

somewhere and coordinated to form Processes, there are just three types of tooling that

are necessary to enable this model. A Service Container hosts business logic and exposes

it as a set of Operations that can be invoked by external systems. A Broker is a mediator

that  does not  host business logic  but  brings service providers and service consumers

together  by  performing  all  of  the  mediation  (routing),  data  transformation  and  native

protocol translation required. A Process Coordinator is a dedicated node that runs process

orchestration  logic.  There  are  supporting  components  that  may be considered part  of

tooling, but these are the most important ones.

Logic Bundles

Two types of bundling are important, those of interfaces and those of internals. These may

be  referred  to  as  “description  bundles”  and  “deployment  bundles”  because  of  their

purpose.  Description  bundles  are  meant  to  provide  service  consumers  a  convenient

means  of  understanding  the  signatures  (and  often  the  intent  as  well)  of  Operations.

Deployment bundles contain the internals (the actual business logic) of Operations, and

are meant to be deployed onto tooling components. Bundling is a form of cohesion closely

related  to  functional  cohesion  but  not  necessarily  the  same.  For  example,  a  logically

cohesive  set  of  Operations  may be  physically  deployed  in  a  distributed  manner  over

several “nodes”, or instances of tooling.

66 REST is strictly speaking an architectural  style rather than a set of  technology standards,  but  for all

practical purposes, a RESTian design involves the use of HTTP and related hyperlinking technologies

such as HTML and XLink, so the term has become shorthand for a group of related technology standards.
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An Overview of Technology Layer Dependency Principles

The technology layer is where the rubber meets the road, so decisions have to be taken

on  the  placement  of  components,  e.g.,  which  logical components  should  be  placed

together, which logical components should be associated with which physical components,

and how physical components must be organised with respect to one another.

When taking such decisions, some components that don't quite belong together may end

up being associated for extraneous reasons, creating artificial dependencies that impact

agility, cost and risk just as effectively as any dependency at higher layers. In other words,

after  painstakingly removing dependencies at  the three higher  layers based on purely

functional  considerations,  we  may  unwittingly  introduce  fresh  dependencies  at  the

Technology layer by tying components (whether physical or logical) together when they

don't belong together (“tight coupling”).

A designer needs to be alert to every practical manifestation of a logical design, whether

explicit  or  implied,  since new dependencies can be subtly created even by seemingly

innocuous decisions. The following dependency principles help to identify and manage

Technology layer dependencies.

Extraneous Constraints

A number of idealistic assumptions tend to be made during logical  design. But design

should also be feasible to implement in the real world. Financial or budget constraints are

an example. A number of extraneous considerations such as financials tend to influence

design, and these must be explicitly noted before designs are modified in any way. 

An extraneous constraint does not automatically justify the introduction of dependencies.
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Fig. 116 – Implementation of business logic implies deployment of data and 
logic onto physical Tooling components, and this involves bundling decisions



As always, a cost-benefit analysis must be done, and designers must evaluate the short-

term and long-term impacts of addressing extraneous constraints. Decision-makers are

not  always  sufficiently  sensitised  towards  dependencies  and  their  impact,  so  without

conscious  analysis,  immediate  economics  may  dictate  an  implementation  design  in

violation of risk appetite and at the expense of future economics and agility.

Logic Bundling

This principle pertains to the bundling of logical components.  Forcing unrelated logical

components  to  go  together  creates  bundling  dependencies  that  may  affect  their

independence, e.g., two independent pieces of logic bundled into a single deployable unit

(a software executable) may place constraints on each other's release cycles because of

the impact of new releases on their respective user groups. Conversely, two pieces of logic

that  do  belong  together  functionally  should  be  bundled  together  to  avoid  a  run-time

dependency, e.g., one may not work without the other. Any logistical convenience from

bundling decisions should be weighed against the rigidities introduced by such bundling.

State (“Stickiness”)

This general principle pertains to the association of logical components with physical ones.
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Fig. 117 – If A and B are bundled together, they must “belong” together in a functional 
sense. if C is unbundled from A and B, it must not “belong” with them.
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Fig. 118 – Association of pieces of data and logic with specific instances of physical 
components is another form of bundling, which can result in Stateful systems.



The term “stickiness” comes from a common example of such an association where data

elements get associated with specific processing “nodes” (“stickiness”), and not always for

good reasons.

At the Information Layer, we saw that qualifiers to the business logic of an Operation can

be transferred through the Context part of the Operation's Interface Data Model. When

Context is transferred  by reference, it takes the form of an identifier within the Context

element, and the actual context has to be retrieved from wherever it is stored based on

this identifier.

A key decision to be made at the Technology layer is where the actual context data is to be

stored. If it is stored in a separate persistence store and retrieved from there, it is said to

be a  Stateless design. If it is to be stored in the local memory of the node hosting the

Operation's internals, it  results in what is called a  Stateful design. Data then becomes

“sticky” with respect to that node. Stateful designs are not horizontally scalable and their

failure  recovery  characteristics  are  poor.  Hence  design  decisions  relating  to  State

management are crucial.

[Note  that  both  Stateless  and  Stateful  Operations  may be  Context-aware  or Context-

sensitive,  so  Context  and  State  are  very  different  concepts.  Context  applies  at  the

Information layer. State applies at the Technology Layer.]

Topology Hotspots

This  principle  deals with  the organisation  of  physical  components  with  respect  to  one

another (their “topology”), which is a common source of unwarranted dependencies. These

dependencies may arise due to non-functional considerations such as security, availability,

performance or  just  economics (extraneous constraints).  Topological  options are worth

enumerating  and  evaluating,  because  several  alternative  topologies  may  satisfy

extraneous constraints equally well but have vastly different dependency implications.
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Late Binding

There  is  a  well-known  concept  from  the  finance  and  investment  world  called  “Real

Options”, which simply means “putting off decisions until the last responsible moment.” It's

easy  to  see  that  exercising  Real  Options  reduces  unnecessary  dependencies  by  not

locking  in  decisions  any earlier  than  necessary,  thereby providing  an  extra  degree  of

agility. Applying this principle when designing a system leads to a nice use of the Type

Hierarchy to bind abstract interfaces to concrete implementations  at run-time. There are

specialised Technology layer components67 that can perform “late binding” and make this

flexible design feasible

67 In an earlier footnote, we mentioned a component called a “Broker” that can align the Interface Data

Model of COTS Products to an enterprise standard. That function is called Transformation. Routing or

binding to an implementation at run-time is called Mediation. Brokers can mediate as well as transform.
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Fig. 120 – Reference architecture of a system designed at the Business, Application 
and Information layers, ready for implementation at the Technology layer

Some Product 
Operations are 

externally exposed

Applying Dependency Principles

The Implementation-ready Application

What does the logical design of a system (i.e., a set of Applications) look like when it is

ready for implementation?

The reference architecture diagram below shows how the business logic and data models

dictated by the enterprise Vision and Mission are logically organised once we complete our

design at the Business, Application and Information layers.

Products are largely “black box” applications that hide most of their Operations, Processes

and Data behind a native interface. Their data models typically do not distinguish between

internal data and interface data. The more “service-oriented” Products do expose some

Operations  and  related  interface  data  to  be  consumed  and  orchestrated  by  external

Processes.

In contrast,  Services make Operations explicitly visible,  enabling external Processes to

orchestrate them (or through choreography, enable Processes to emerge), and they make

a clear distinction between “Data on the Outside” (interface data) and “Data on the Inside”

(internal data).

This is the generic model of a logical system consisting of multiple Products and Services. 
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ServiceProduct

Operation(s) Operation(s)

Interface DataInterface Data

External Process
(WS-BPEL)

Fig. 121 – Reference architecture of a system showing standards relevant to 
orchestrable Operations

Selecting standards

It is not the purpose of this document to teach designers the mechanics of SOAP and

REST design. We assume that the reader is already familiar with designing and building

systems using one or the other of these technology families.  Rather,  this document is

focused on sensitising designers to the notion of dependencies and to help them use

dependency-oriented analysis and design to build a SOAP- or REST-based system.

The diagram of the Implementation-ready Application suggests areas where the choice of

standards ought to be made.

The following diagram shows the set of SOAP-related standards that are more suitable for

orchestrable Operations.
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ServiceProduct

Operation(s)

Native Interface

Internal Data

Interface Data

Operation(s)

Internal Data

Interface DataInterface Data

Internal Process

Coordinating Client
(Hypermedia- and Semantics-aware)

Fig. 122 – Reference architecture of a system showing standards relevant to 
choreographable Operations

With choreographable Operations, the REST-based family of standards is more suitable,

and the following diagram illustrates the RESTian standards corresponding to elements of

the reference architecture.
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Service ContainerProduct Hosting Platform
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Interface Data
Product-Native
Interface Data

External Process

Fig. 123 – Reference architecture of a system showing tooling components

Native Interface

Operation(s)

Enterprise-Standard
Interface Data

Selecting tooling

The  reference  architecture  diagram  of  the  Implementation-ready  Application  suggests

areas where the choice of tooling ought to be made. This applies to both orchestrable and

choreographable Operations, because choreographed Processes in the RESTian model

resemble  orchestrated  ones,  with  the  only  wrinkle  being  that  they  are  receptive  to

suggestions from their constituent Operations that influence their subsequent coordination

logic.
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Fig. 124 – Reference architecture of a system showing deployment bundles

Native Interface

Transformation and Routing Logic

Product

Determining logic bundles

The reference architecture diagram also suggests areas where the choice of bundling

ought to be made.

Deployment  bundles  containing  specific  subsets  of  logic  are  deployed  onto  tooling

components, as shown below.
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Fig. 125 – Reference architecture of a system showing description bundles and their 
consumers
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Standardised
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In similar  fashion,  description bundles that  collate  interfaces of  related Operations are

exposed to service consumers as follows.
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Standardised Operation Signatures

We've seen that an Operation's “signature” consists of the following logical parts:

• The “predicate”  (the  verb  and the  object  it  acts  on),  qualified  by the  name of  the
Service the Operation belongs within

• The version of the Operation

• The input data structure (schema)

• The output data structure (schema)

• The set of exceptions that could be raised

All of these should preferably be at the most abstract level that still manages to convey the

intent of the Operation. This is what makes it a “Goldilocks Signature”.

Since it is not the purpose of this document to describe how SOAP or REST systems are

designed  and  developed,  we  will  merely  map  the  above  elements  of  an  Operation's

abstract signature to their technology-specific equivalents. A designer of SOAP- or REST-

based systems should be able to understand what this implies for their specific technology

standard.

Generic Element SOAP equivalent REST/HTTP equivalent

Predicate Verb

Merged into Operation name

E.g., getCustDetails

HTTP Verb

E.g., GET

Predicate Noun URI

E.g., /Customers/{id}

Service name Service name

E.g., Customer

Subdomain name

Host: customer.xyz.com

Operation Version

(Major Version number only)

Suffix  to  WSDL  Operation

name

e.g.,  <operation

name=”GetCustDetails-V1”>

Prefix to URI

e.g., /V1/Customers/{id}

Input/Output data structure XML Schema

E.g., Customer.xsd

Hypermedia Type

E.g., Customer+JSON

Exception Custom SOAP Fault

E.g., NoSuchCustomer

Status 

E.g., 404 Not Found

Table 6 – Translating the generic elements of an Operation's signature into technology-

specific ones
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Fig. 126 – The UML notation for an exposed Operation (an interface) is a “lollipop” 
shape. A Service Provider that exposes an Operation is a box with a lollipop sticking 

out of it. If we know nothing about its internals, then it's a “black box”.

Service ProviderService Interface

Service ConsumerService Consumer Interface

Fig. 128 – Legacy service consumers and providers may have compatible, yet non-
standard interfaces through which they interoperate.

Native Service Consumer Native Service Provider

A Standard Notation for Tooling

In order to talk about tooling more effectively, we need a consistent notation for different

components of tooling. UML helps us to a certain extent, as does Gregor Hohpe's set of

symbols68.

The most basic notation relates to the Operation, as shown below.

The similar notation describes Service consumers (below).

The “cup” and “lollipop” symbols can be imagined to fit together quite nicely, which shows

that Service Consumers and Providers work together. Their rounded shape also conveys

standardisation of the Operation's interface. But what about legacy systems (providers as

well as consumers) that do not support a standardised interface? UML is silent about these

systems, but by extending the symbolism, we could denote them as follows.

It's now time to peek inside some of these black boxes to see the broad categories of

tooling.

68 As documented in the book “Enterprise Integration Patterns”
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Fig. 127 – The UML notation for a consumer interface is a cup. A Service Consumer is 
a box with a cup sticking out of it, and when its internals are unknown, it's a “black box”.



Fig. 129 – A subset of the symbols suggested by “Enterprise Integration Patterns” 
that will be useful to us when describing tooling.

Process ManagerMessage Router/ 
Content-Based Router

Message Translator

Internal Logic

Fig. 130 – Notation for Internal Logic – this is different from a “black box” because it 
is meant to denote specific business logic that forms the internals of an Operation.

Gregor Hohpe, in his well-known book “Enterprise Integration Patterns”, provides symbols

for  various  capabilities,  some  of  which  will  be  useful  to  us  when  describing  tooling

components.

The Message Router or Content-Based Router is a component that makes decisions on

how messages must be routed (or bound) to a particular processing component that is the

most appropriate receipient.

The  Message  Translator  changes  the  way  data  is  represented,  to  better  suit  the

requirements of a particular recipient.

The Process Manager is a component that corresponds exactly to our standard tooling

component, the Process Coordinator.

The above are all message-oriented symbols, because “Enterprise Integration Patterns” is

primarily concerned with messages and the kinds of actions performed on them, not with

internal  implementations  of  business  logic.  However,  we  do  also  need  a  notation  for

internal computation, and we suggest the commonly understood “meshing gears” symbol

for this.
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Fig. 131 – The three core Technology layer components that constitute Tooling

Tools that
expose logic

(Service Containers)

Tools that mediate, 
transform and adapt

(Brokers)

Tools that
coordinate

(Process Coordinators)

A Generic Model of Tooling

There  are  three  generic  components  that  constitute  Tooling  at  the  Technology  layer,

regardless of the actual  approach or specific technology implementation (i.e.,  platform,

programming language, etc.) that is adopted.

• Remembering the Application layer dependency principle of Interface versus Internals,

we need tools that can host business logic (the internals) and also expose them as

Operations to other systems (interfaces). We call such tools Service Containers.

• We also need to create new interfaces for Operations that are within Products to make

them  externally  consumable  without  creating  unnecessary  dependencies  on  their

peculiar  interfaces.  This  may  involve  “mediating”  access  to  legacy  Operations,

providing “adapters” to native protocols and “transformers” to convert data formats. The

tools that can perform all these functions are called Brokers.

• A third  kind  of  tool  we  need  is  to  coordinate  the  execution  of  our  collection  of

Operations  in  accordance  with  the  Business  Processes  identified  at  the  Business

Layer. We call these tools Process Coordinators.

These are  now no longer  “black  box”  components  since their  generic  capabilities  are

known, so we need some unique notation for each. We will  build on the UML notation

discussed earlier as well as the functional notation popularised by Gregor Hohpe's book

“Enterprise Integration Patterns” to provide a unique and distinctive appearance to each of

these logical components of Tooling, as shown below.

We will come back to these components to study them in greater detail. Right now, we

need to consider what it is we have to implement. Very simply, we have to implement the

actual logic inside Processes, Products and Services, and we also have to describe the

interface of this business logic in a standard way.
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Fig. 132 – Notation for a Service Container 

Custom logic
Service 
interface

Service 
Container

Service 
Consumer

Fig. 133 – Hosting business logic in a Service Container and exposing it through a “service 
interface”

The Core Technology Layer Components

These  three  core  technology components (the  Service  Container,  the  Broker  and  the

Process Coordinator) are all that are needed to turn all the applications in the enterprise

into LegoTM blocks and compose them into processes.

The Service Container: When business logic does not already exist and is not available

off the shelf, it has to be developed in-house and must be hosted in a way that makes it

easy for other applications and systems to invoke its functionality. That calls for a Service

Container.

We depict a Service Container visually as follows:

How do we use a Service Container? Here's how.

The figure above shows that custom functionality, when hosted within a Service Container,

is exposed as a potentially reusable service to other components in the system.
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Fig. 134 – Notation for a Broker

The  Broker:  The  Service  Container  is  a  useful  component  when  we  need  to  host  a

particular piece of functionality that we had to develop ourselves. In practice, we do not

generally develop complete, end-to-end solutions from the ground up. The solution we put

together will usually be able to exploit pieces of logic or data that already exist somewhere

in the organisation,  within  some legacy system or  application,  i.e.,  a  Product.  We will

invariably come up against some complications that prevent us from readily accessing and

using such components.

• Perhaps the legacy component that hosts our required logic speaks a specialised or

proprietary protocol. To use an electrical analogy, we need an  adapter to let us plug

into this differently-shaped socket. An adapter can translate proprietary protocols into

more open ones.

• Perhaps the data that this legacy component provides is not in exactly the right format

that we can readily use. Again, to use an electrical analogy, we need a transformer to

step its voltage up or down. Transformers can enrich data and massage it into a form

that  is  more readily understood and usable.  Usually,  that  means an Interface Data

Model that conforms to a domain's Data Dictionary.

• And perhaps there are reasons why we do not want our solution to directly access this

legacy functional component. We may want to hide, proxy or throttle access to it. An

extension  block  or  power  board  lets  electrical  components  tap  into  power  without

directly accessing a wall  socket.  In  the SOA context,  we call  such a component  a

mediator.

There is something in common between the functions of an adapter, a transformer and a

mediator, and a single component can usually perform all three functions at once. We call

this combined component a Broker, and depict it visually as follows.
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Fig. 135 – Mediating access to a legacy “black box” component with a Broker, adapting its 
native interface and transforming data to create a more standardised interface data model

“Mediator” 
logic

This is how we use a Broker.
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Fig. 136 – Notation for a Process Coordinator

Service 
Consumer

Service interface 
for the process

Operations 
(Process steps)

Fig. 137 – Using a Process Coordinator to pull individual operations into a step-by-step 
process that implements a business function

Process Coordinator

Process logic

The Process Coordinator: LegoTM blocks are great for building solutions quickly, and a

Broker can even tie together services in a rudimentary way, but sometimes we don't know

the exact  steps of  the  logic  in  advance.  When we need to  pull  components  together

dynamically, based on a status that can only be evaluated at run-time, we need a Process

Coordinator. This is how we visually depict a Process Coordinator.

Here's how a Process Coordinator is used.
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Fig. 138 – A Process Coordinator orchestrates two operations, one of which is directly hosted within a Service Container and the other is 
actually implemented within a legacy “black box” application but made to appear like a standard operation through the use of a Broker

We can readily imagine situations requiring a combination of these three component types.
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Supporting Components at the Technology Layer

The  Service  Container,  the  Broker  and  the  Process  Coordinator  are  the  three  core

Technology layer components. If a designer understands when to use each and how to

apply dependency principles to avoid the bundling dependencies that are so often seen at

this layer, such knowledge is often sufficient for most solution designs.

However, there exist some minor components that perform certain tasks more elegantly.

These are not central in the way the three core components are, but they could be useful.

Rules

Logic can be specified in many ways. Procedural logic written in traditional programming

languages like Java or C# is appropriate in many situations, and a Service Container can

be used to host such logic. However, certain types of logic are best expressed as “rules”.

Rules engines are specialised Service Containers that are optimised to store rules and to

evaluate a hierarchy of sometimes conflicting rules to  arrive at decisions. As with any

Service  Container,  these  decisions  can  form  inputs  to  other  services.  Process

Coordinators often consult rules engines to decide on next steps.

Data Access

Data storage is an important component to integrate when building end-to-end solutions.

Brokers can certainly access data stores through specialised adapters. However, it is often

a convenience to expose a data store as a set of  “data services” that can be directly

consumed  without  the  need  to  understand  internal  data  schemas  or  special  access

protocols, even open ones like SQL. Data Access can be provided by dedicated Brokers.

Registry/Repository

Services and other SOA artifacts can be stored as well as referenced through a centralised

component  that  other  components  in  a  SOA ecosystem  can  look  up.  The  registry

component  holds  references to  artifacts.  The repository component  holds  the  artifacts

themselves.  A registry  is  a  SOA management  tool.  Managing  services  hosted  on  or

exposed  through  multiple  instances  of  Service  Containers,  Brokers  and  Process

Coordinators is no more difficult than managing them on a single node. As the number of

service artifacts and nodes grows, a registry/repository gradually turns from a luxury to a

necessity.

Activity Monitoring

Building a SOA ecosystem is one thing, but ensuring its health under load is another. Good

systems are often victims of their own success, and their popularity could increase the
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load placed on the supporting infrastructure. A SOA tool suite normally also provides the

means to monitoring whatever is happening within the system, both at a technical level

(e.g., the number of messages flowing through a Broker) and at a business level (e.g., the

number of customer enquiries converted into sales).

Complex Event Processing

As organisations become more mature at managing their SOA ecosystem, they feel the

need for greater sophistication in their ability to detect subtle or complex situations. These

could be in the areas of fraud detection, system health monitoring, changes in customer

behaviour, etc. Complex Event Processing refers to the ability to model combinations of

events and detect the occurrence of those patterns during the regular use of the system.

While Process Coordinators and Rules engines working together can often provide such

capability, dedicated CEP engines are better specialised for the task.

Identity and Access Management

Security is an important part of integration, which we normally gloss over in our discussion

of  services  that  are  universally  consumable.  Having  made business logic  functionality

readily accessible,  we also need to ensure that  it  can only be consumed by the right

actors. Identity and Access Management (IAM) tools, when well-integrated with other SOA

components, can help to ensure that only authorised users access certain functions and

data.
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Fig. 139 – Key design artifacts at the Technology layer

    Technology Layer

Deployment Bundles Description Bundles

Tools that
expose logic

(Service Containers)

Tools that mediate, 
transform and adapt

(Brokers)

Tools that
coordinate

(Process Coordinators)

Logic Bundles

There are two ways in which logical components are bundled at the Technology layer. 

• All business logic (including transformation and coordination logic) is deployed onto the

generic components above in what are called  Deployment Bundles. A “.jar” file in a

Java application is an example of a deployment bundle.

• All Operations that are externally exposed must be described in a standard manner that

enables other systems to consume them, and these descriptions are held in bundles

called Description Bundles. A WSDL file for SOAP-based web services is an example

of a description bundle.

The following diagram illustrates the inter-relationship between Tooling and Logic Bundles

at the Technology layer.
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Dependencies Introduced by Tooling Components

Dependencies introduced by Tooling components are exemplified by the Broker, which is

usually a relatively expensive software product called an ESB (Enterprise Service Bus). An

application of dependency principles highlights a couple of problems rightaway.

Logic Bundling and State (“Stickiness”)

Brokers are very powerful, but they must not be used in place of a Service Container or a

Process Coordinator. Such inappropriate deployment of logic, forcing a Broker to perform

beyond its normal role as a mediator, forces it to maintain State, with impacts to stability

and performance69. It also complicates release management. Designers and developers

should be equally proficient in the use of all  three core SOA components to avoid the

temptation of “hacking” the Broker to perform functions it is not meant to do.

Topology Hotspots

Perhaps  because  of  the  prohibitive  cost  of  many  commercially  available  Brokers  (an

extraneous constraint), there is a tendency to install just one instance of this component

for the entire organisation and push all traffic through it70. The obvious implications of such

a  centralised,  hub-and-spokes  topology  relate  to  performance  (i.e.,  scalability  of

throughput) and to availability (because of its emergence as a single point of failure).

However,  the Broker  is  inherently federated! Its  mediation,  transformation and adapter

functions are best performed closest to the endpoints where functionality is either exposed

or consumed. This decentralised or “federated” architecture is illustrated below. A better

solution than centralising the Broker may be a cheaper Broker implementation!

69 This is commonly referred to as ESB-itis.

70 This is another common symptom of ESB-itis.
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Fig. 140 – Broker deployment topology – Naturally federated, not hub-and-spokes



SOAP Operation

Fig. 141 – The Static Description, Bundling and Synchronisation dependencies 
introduced by SOAP-based Web Services technology.

SOAP Client

WSDL File

Dependencies Introduced by the SOAP and REST Models

Let us state our opinion right away that neither SOAP nor REST is inherently “superior”,

and neither of them is the “ideal” way to implement logic. They are simply the only major

standards of distributed computing we have,  so in the interests of  interoperability with

arbitrary counter-parties, we have to choose one or the other. But when we do so, it's

important  for  us  to  understand  the  kinds  of  dependencies that  these  technology

approaches introduce as a result of their very different assumptions and models of how

distributed components will interoperate, otherwise we will fail to derive the benefits of high

business agility, low operating cost and low operational risk that we're after.

SOAP-based Web Services involve the fundamental notion of a static description file for

Operations, expressed in a defined format, i.e., WSDL. A Service Consumer (whether it is

a simple client that needs to invoke a single Operation, or an orchestration-style Process

that needs to invoke more than one of them) has a dependency on the WSDL file. This can

be called a Static Description Dependency. This file contains comprehensive descriptions

of the interfaces of a group of Operations, with that grouping being decided on the basis of

some defined bundling criteria.

Clearly, the WSDL file needs to stay in sync with the actual interfaces of the Operations it

purports  to  describe! This  is  a Synchronisation Dependency.  Also,  the criteria  used to

bundle Operations together into a single description file should ideally be based on their

inherent Cohesion (but may not be). This is a Bundling Dependency.

The dependency diagram for a basic SOAP-based system is as follows.
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Subsequent Operation

Fig. 142 – The Semantic and Synchronisation dependencies introduced by the 
RESTian model.

Service Consumer

Earlier Operation

In contrast to the SOAP model, REST explicitly rejects the notion of static description files

between service providers and service consumers71, correctly identifying the dependency

as a problem to be avoided. With REST, service clients only depend on a static description

of  the  very  first  logical  Operation in  a  Process,  which  is standardised  as  an  IANA-

registered  “billboard  service”  to  be  hosted  at  “/.well-known/core”. All  subsequent

Operations are described to  the Service Consumer  at run-time as part  of  the Context

returned by each Operation invoked in turn. This model is referred to as “Hypermedia

Constraints” and does away with SOAP's Static Description dependency.

However, the Synchronisation Dependency that a describing entity has upon a described

Operation still remains, although it has just shifted from the WSDL file to every Operation

that returns hyperlinks. It also introduces a new type of dependency because the dynamic

description of an Operation, as returned by one invoked just before it, includes not just its

signature but also a description of the business intent72 that would justify its invocation.

The description of business intent has to be intelligible to the Service Consumer, and this

is by no means guaranteed. After all, the advantage of the static description file of SOAP-

based Web Services is that it is static. In other words, it is available at design time, and

any ambiguity about which Operation to invoke under what circumstances is a matter to be

resolved through discussions between human designers.

No such luxury is available to an automated system that is presented with a set of choices

that it encounters for the first time at run-time. While the signature of an Operation can be

specified  to  a  point  where  no  ambiguity  exists,  the  description  of  the  business  intent

behind it cannot be guaranteed to be understood. i.e., a Semantic Dependency now exists.

71 The ill-advised WADL standard was probably a result of REST advocates getting spooked by the criticism

about this missing “feature”. Fortunately, mainstream REST opinion has since recovered.

72 Popularly implemented as “relation names” or “rel names”.
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A human analogue of the Semantic Dependency that could occur in such situations is

illustrated below.

The RESTian model of hypermedia constraints can lead to situations where a client or

Service Consumer invokes an Operation, and in response, gets back a set of options for

subsequent  Operations to  invoke,  all  of  which are described in  unambiguous detail  in

terms  of  their  signatures,  yet  are  not  intelligible  in  terms  of  when  (i.e.,  under  what

circumstances) they may need to be invoked.

In terms of the figure above, callers are perfectly capable of following relatively complex

instructions (Operation signatures) such as “Enter your 8-digit customer reference number

followed by the hash or pound key”. However, if they wish to order a printed copy of their

invoice (their “business intent”) and are faced with options such as “If you are calling about

an invoice, press 1” and “To order a hard copy of a document, press 2”, they may not know

how to proceed because both options seem equally reasonable.
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Fig. 143 – The semantic gap, or ambiguity of meaning, can be eliminated from an 
Operation's signature (e.g., “Press 1”), but may not be possible to bridge in case of the 

business intent (e.g., What could “glorrk a willifet” mean to a caller?).



The Static Description Dependency Analysed 

We have seen that the SOAP model of a static description file (WSDL) leads to three

dependencies. The figure below is a simplified model.

The Static Description Dependency can be quite critical because more than one Service

Consumer may depend on a single WSDL file.

If a WSDL file changes, multiple Service Consumers are affected.

The  Synchronisation  Dependency  is  also  critical  because  any mismatch  between  the

interface (signature) of an Operation as it appears in the WSDL file and as it actually exists

can  result  in  unexpected  run-time  failures.  It  means  a  contract  has  been  breached,

because the way an Operation has been contracted to behave is not honoured. 

The Bundling Dependency exacerbates the Synchronisation Dependency. More than one

Service  may  be  described  in  a  WSDL file,  and  since  each  Service  is  a  bundle  of

Operations, a WSDL is in effect describing all those Operations. Each Operation also has

an  input  document  and  an  output  document,  each  of  which  conforms  to  a  schema

definition, so the WSDL file is specifying every one of those schemas.
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Fig. 145 – Multiple Service Consumers may have a dependency on an Interface 
Contract
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Fig. 144 – The three types of dependencies arising from WSDL: (1) The SOAP Client's 
design-time “Static Description Dependency” on the contents of the WSDL file, (2) the 
WSDL file's “Synchronisation Dependency” on the current version of all its Operations, 

and (3) the WSDL file's “Bundling Dependency” on the Operations within it.
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What happens to the WSDL file if even one of those schemas were to change? And what

impact would that have on Service Consumers?

The  following diagram shows the  dependency graph between  the  many schema files

specified by a single WSDL file, and the many service consumers that rely on the WSDL.
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Fig. 146 – In practice, SOAP-based Web Services technology is a rather poor 
implementation choice for SOA because of the large number of artificial dependencies 

introduced by WSDL. The most visible symptom of this is “version churn”, where WSDL 
files are updated frequently and service consumers are either forced to upgrade, or 

multiple versions of services must be maintained concurrently.



Let's do a simple calculation to see for ourselves how severe this dependency impact can

be. Consider a simple WSDL file that describes only one Service. Let's say the Service

consists  of  5  Operations,  each  with  one  input  (schema)  document  and  one  output

(schema) document. So the WSDL file has a dependency on 10 (i.e., 5 times 2) schema

files. [Compared to most WSDL files in the real world, our example file is on the lower end

of the scale in terms of its schema dependencies.]

Question: If the probability of any one schema file changing in a given period is 10%,

what is the probability that the WSDL file will have to change in that same period?

Answer: We need to first look at the opposite probability, i.e., what is the probability that

the WSDL file will  not have to change in this period? Obviously, that can only be when

none of the schema files changes in this period. The probability that any given schema file

does  not change in a given period is 90%, so the probability that all 10 of them remain

unchanged is (0.9 x 0.9 x 0.9 x 0.9 x 0.9 x 0.9 x 0.9 x 0.9 x 0.9 x 0.9), or 0.90 raised to the

power 10, or about 0.35.

Hence the probability that the WSDL file will change during that period is 1 – 0.35, or 0.65.

In other words, there is a 65% probability that the WSDL file will change in a given period

even if the probability of any one of its 10 schema files changing is just 10%! And since

Service consumers have a dependency on the WSDL file, they are likely to be impacted

with very high frequency.

WSDL is  such  a  “dependency  hotspot”  because  of  unwarranted  logic  bundling.  As  a

Technology  layer  artifact,  WSDL is  primarily  responsible  for  introducing  unnecessary

dependencies between systems, and this is why SOAP-based Web Services make SOA

look bad.
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Fig.147 – For a WSDL file to remain unchanged, not one of its constituent schemas 
should change. This makes it extremely brittle. If the probability of any single 

schema changing is 10%, the probability of the WSDL file changing is 65% even if it 
only references 10 schemas!



Strategies to Reduce Dependencies in SOAP-based Web Services

The good news is  that  the problems highlighted in  the previous diagrams themselves

suggest strategies that can be employed to avoid them. The following diagram illustrates

some common sense strategies that may be independently pursued.

In short, the application of the dependency principle of Goldilocks Signatures can single-

handedly reduce the impact of dependencies introduced by WSDL by a very great degree.

In addition, if designers follow the discipline of restricting a WSDL file to contain only one

Service, and if the Services are defined using the dependency principle of High Cohesion

(of Operation Interfaces), the negative impacts of WSDL can be largely neutralised.
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Synchronisation Dependency:
Use Goldilocks Signatures to 
hide implementation Variants, 
reducing the frequency of 
changing interfaces.

Static Description Dependency:
Goldilocks Signatures reduce the need to 
change interfaces when implementations 
change, minimising  large-scale disruption 
to Service Consumers.

Bundling Dependency:
Restrict a WSDL to describing just one 
Service (a cohesive group of 
Operations), reducing the likelihood of 
unrelated “side-effects”.

Fig. 148 – Strategies that may be pursued in parallel to reduce the negative impact of the 
dependencies introduced by WSDL.

Bundling Dependency:
Increase the Cohesion of Operations within a 
Service, so that changes to an Operation are 
likely to relate to the data model that it shares 
with other Operations, and thus Operations tend 
to change together and relatively infrequently.



Strategies to Reduce Dependencies in REST

To recapitulate, these are the major dependencies that arise from the REST model.

To deal with the residual Static Description Dependency on the signature of the very first

Operation  in  a  Process,  the  recommendation  is  to  use  the  IANA-registered  “billboard

service”,  which  is  defined  to  be  hosted  at  “/.well-known/core”  for  each  Service  (or

Application) and which returns the initial set of Operation descriptions when invoked.

The Synchronisation Dependency between Operations, where an earlier Operation needs

to stay up to date about the intent and signatures of all its possible successor Operations,

is  dealt  with  in  very  similar  fashion  to  what  was  discussed  with  SOAP.  Goldilocks

Signatures reduce the need to change interfaces when implementation Variants change,

so Synchronisation Dependencies are not often impacted in practice.

The  Semantic  Dependency  that  a  Service  Consumer  has  on  the  descriptions  of

Operations returned by an earlier one can be mitigated ... through a static file! Before the

reader panics, this is not a recommendation for WSDL. The static file required is called a

“profile”, and this covers the set of possible interactions that may occur during a Process.

From the perspective of the Dependency-Oriented design method, the exact format of the

profile is not as important as the fact that it constrains the subsequent “intent descriptions”

that an earlier Operation can spring upon an unsuspecting Service Consumer at run-time.

Think of a profile as a constraint upon hypermedia constraints. In other words, links to

subsequent Operations may only be chosen from a bounded or pre-defined set that the

Service Consumer already knows about.

The profile file's contribution is to move the decision about the appropriate next Operation

to invoke back to design time, where human designers can overcome the semantic gap

inherent in business intent descriptions (e.g., “rel names”).
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Fig. 149 – The three types of dependencies arising from WSDL: (1) The Service 
Consumer's design-time “Static Description Dependency” on the signature of the first 

Operation, (2) a prior Operation's “Synchronisation Dependency” on the current version 
of all its successor Operations, and (3) the Service Consumer's “Semantic Dependency” 

on the descriptions of Operations returned by the prior Operation.
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Odds and Ends of Design

We may seem to have glossed over some important aspects of implementing business

logic,  and these pertain  to  what  are  known as “non-functional”  requirements.  In  other

words,  “how”  something  is  done  is  as  important  as  “what”  is  done.  Our  functional

definitions of processes and operations deal exclusively with the “what”,  but the “how”

aspect isn't often stated as explicitly. Nevertheless, we need to deal with these “adverbs” in

our implementation just as we do with the “nouns” and “verbs”. 

Here's a quick overview of some of  the more important ones. They will  feature in the

dependency check-lists at the end of this section.

“Don't Boil the Ocean to Make a Cup of Tea”

Two  aspects  of  the  Dependency-Oriented  approach  could  potentially  be  taken  to

extremes, resulting in a negation of the very agility and cost benefits we are after.

Identifying Process Steps

One of these is the determination of Process Steps at the Business layer. Instead of doing

a comprehensive analysis to arrive at the exact number and signature of each step73, a

rough cut  will  suffice to  enable the tasks at the Application and Information Layers to

proceed. Refinements to Process Steps, provided they do not significantly vary from their

outline functionality, will then have little impact on either the Services or the Interface Data

Models that the lower layers develop.

Developing a Data Dictionary

The other activity is the creation of a Data Dictionary at the Information layer. Let this be

an iterative, bottom-up process based on an initial set of commonly-used Operations and

refined thereafter, resulting in smaller and smaller incremental changes. Vertical industry

models74 may be consulted to guide the broad outline of the data dictionary, but adopting

these industry data  models  wholesale  is  neither  feasible  nor  necessary.  Industry  data

models  are  only  required  when  interfacing  with  external  entities,  and  this  can  be

encapsulated and exposed at the organisation's external boundaries.

73 A Big Four Australian bank conducted this very exercise and arrived at a list of about 700 Services, each 

containing an average of 8 Operations, a total of about 6000 Operations in all. The cost of building the 

entire set was estimated at $500 million, which is an eloquent commentary on “best practice” SOA in the 

industry today!

74 E.g., IFW for Banking, IAA and ACORD for Insurance and SID/eTOM for Telecom.
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Pragmatism will pay better dividends than OCD75.

Clearly, a system with no standard vocabulary across its services would be chaotic and

incomprehensible. However, it  is hugely expensive to try and standardise a vocabulary

across an entire organisation. Both extremes lead to high cost, in development as well as

in operations. The pragmatic alternative is to standardise smaller groups of vocabularies

corresponding to logical business domains. For example, a bank has logical domains such

as  retail  banking,  institutional  banking  and  wealth  management,  each  with  its  own

specialised technical terms. Rather than attempt to create a standard vocabulary across

the entire bank, let each domain define its own terms. This works much better, logistically

as well as politically!

All  service-providing  applications  within  any  of  these  domains  must  speak  in  the

vocabulary  of  that  domain,  so  they  appear  consistent  from  outside  the  domain.  Any

application that consumes services from another domain is responsible for understanding

the vocabulary of that other domain.

A “canonical data model” is therefore unnecessary and a waste of effort. The federated

alternative is simpler and more practical. It also maps nicely to a federated broker model,

with data transformations done close to the end points (see following diagrams). A Broker

exposes local services to the outside world in a way that conforms to the local domain data

model. On the service consumption side, the same Broker converts the data models of

external services to the local domain data model before letting local service consumers

access the data.

The following diagrams contrast the single Canonical Data Model approach with the more

pragmatic Domain Data Model approach.

75 Obsessive-Compulsive “Dependency”
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The Ecosystem of Service Providers and Service Consumers

In what can be called the “SOA ecosystem”, there are entities that expose Operations, and

other entities that invoke them. These are referred to as Service Providers and Service

Consumers, respectively (since Services are groups of Operations). 

This is illustrated below.

It is useful to visualise the SOA ecosystem as a vast sea in which Operations may be

found, swimming about like fish. In this SOA sea, Service Providers make fish (Operations)

available, and Service Consumers are fisher-folk who catch them. The UML notation of

cups  and  lollipops  used  in  the  diagram  above  is  meant  to  be  evocative  of  such  an

interaction. Provided a Service Consumer has the means to discover where an Operation

is and knows how to invoke it, it can do so (subject to authorisation).

Remember that Processes are also Service Consumers, because they execute business

logic by invoking two or more Operations according to some coordination rules. This is

illustrated below. Processes generally want to catch more than one fish from the SOA sea.
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Processes as Operations

We know that the Operations defined at the Application layer are nothing but the Process

Steps determined at the Business layer. When Operations are composed into a Process,

the  composite  logic  encapsulated  within  the  Process  can  often  be  thought  of  as  an

Operation in its own right, as illustrated below.

A Process can behave as both a Service Consumer and a Service Provider within the SOA

ecosystem, and this can be illustrated (albeit clumsily) as follows. Think of a Process as a

fisherman who catches smaller fish to make a bigger fish that he then throws back into the

same sea for others to catch.

In other words, the logic of the Process is itself available as an Operation within the SOA

ecosystem  for  other  Service  Consumers  to  invoke.  These  Service  Consumers  could

include other Processes, which in turn could expose themselves as Operations. Obviously,

there  are  practical  limits  to  how  deep  this  “nesting”  can  go,  but  in  theory,  the  SOA

ecosystem is a “flat” space of Operations. It does not reflect the hierarchy of invocations.

Designing the right Service groupings is therefore the only way to classify and organise

Operations within a SOA ecosystem. This is why Cohesion of Services is so important.
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Patterns and Qualities of Service

Asynchronous Interaction

SOAP-based Web Services are based on the notion of messaging, and it is important not

to be trapped into the older and deprecated RPC style. Asynchronous capability is inherent

in the SOAP model.

REST  appears  to  be  intractably  synchronous  because  of  HTTP's  blocking  model  of

client/server interaction. However, this is only true of the “transport” side of HTTP. On the

logical  “message” side,  asynchronous messaging is relatively easy to model  using the

status code “202 Accepted”, which is an acknowledgement rather than a response. The

response can be returned at a later time either through polling or a callback mechanism

set up at the time of the original request.

Security

There are many aspects to security,  such as confidentiality (message encryption), trust

(authentication of the source), authorisation (access control), etc.

SOAP uses special headers to ensure all of these, and there are standards such as WS-

Trust, WS-SecureConversation and WS-Security to provide a measure of security around

interactions. It is also possible to specify security requirements declaratively using WS-

SecurityPolicy.

REST's security model for confidentiality is relatively clunky (TLS/SSL), in that it  is not

routable  or  capable  of  partially  encrypting  message  payloads,  but  it  is  simple.  For

authentication and authorisation, the newer web-based security standards such as OpenID

Connect  and OAuth 2.0 are elegant  mechanisms that  can be layered over  the actual

services themselves in an unobtrusive way.

Reliable Delivery

SOAP follows  the  TCP model  of  reliability  in  its  WS-ReliableMessaging  protocol.  The

mechanism of  message identifiers,  acknowledgements,  timeouts  and retries  is  exactly

analogous to TCP's sliding window protocol.

REST-based systems often adopt a different model of reliability based on idempotence.

The REST verbs (with the exception of POST) are all idempotent, which means they can

be retried without danger of (repeated) side-effects. Even POST can be made idempotent
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if  a one-time string is sent along with a request and the server checks for a duplicate

before acting on the message.

Availability

Services are meant to be stateless, and data is either transient (part of the message) or

persistent,  never  session-based.  This allows for  redundant  servers to  be used to  host

services, and this model works for both SOAP and REST. A load-balancer in front of these

servers can ensure availability of the service as well as performance.

Processes are a different kettle of fish. They are stateful by definition, and a WS-BPEL

process server in the SOAP world needs special measures to ensure availability. There

are many “session clustering” or “memory grid” style products to provide a measure of

availability to a cluster of process servers.

Performance

Latency and throughput are common measures of performance. Improvement of latency

requires detailed analysis and tuning that are specific to the nature of the operation, data,

network characteristics, etc. Throughput is relatively more standard in terms of available

mechanisms. Load-balancing a farm of servers hosting operations is a fairly standard way

to scale performance horizontally. Both SOAP and REST can exploit such mechanisms.

To improve the performance of process servers, it may be required to host high-overhead

processes on their own dedicated nodes.
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Part V – Worked-Out Examples of Dependency-Oriented 

Thinking

A Post-Mortem using Dependency Principles

Consider this real-life example of a “SOA” implementation. An organisation purchased a

line-of-business application in the form of a packaged product. The business process that

this  system  was  meant  to  support  required  that  related  documents  (files)  be  stored

alongside the application's structured data. (To make it tangible, consider a bank storing

income  certificates  as  part  of  a  loan  application,  or  an  insurance  company  storing

photographs as part of a claim lodgement.)

Since the packaged product did not itself support the storage of documents but could hold

references to their location, the organisation decided to use its existing Enterprise Content

Management (ECM) system for document storage. This is typical of the way organisations

work,  because  they  seek  to  leverage  the  assets  they  already  have.  The  business

application  was  expected  to  hold  references  to  related  documents  held  in  the  ECM

system, and as we know, this approach was supported by the product.

The ECM system had a native, proprietary API to check in documents and to retrieve

them. When a document was checked in,  it  returned a unique Document ID for it.  To

retrieve a document from the ECM system, its Document ID needed to be provided.

The business application, being an independent product,  obviously did not support  the

ECM's native API. From our knowledge of core SOA components, we can surmise that a

Broker with its built-in adapter functionality could be used to integrate these two systems.

And indeed, this is the way the two systems were integrated by the organisation's Solution

Architects.
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In this design, the business application calls a standard Operation exposed by the Broker

to  check  in  a  document76.  The  Broker  uses  its  adapter  to  invoke  the  ECM system's

corresponding proprietary Operation. The ECM system returns a unique Document ID for

the checked-in document, which the Broker passes back to the business application as the

Operation's response. The business application stores this Document ID reference as part

of its structured data.

When  the  business  application  wants  to  retrieve  a  document,  it  makes  a  call  to  the

appropriate Operation exposed by the Broker, passing in the Document ID reference that it

holds. The Broker invokes the corresponding proprietary Operation on the ECM system as

before and returns the document to the business application.

Any  data  transformations  required  to  translate  the  document's  metadata  from  the

application's own format to the format required by the ECM system are performed by the

Broker.

Most SOA designers would find this approach simple and straightforward.

The Impact of Dependencies Introduced by Implementation Design

Disappointingly, the organisation suffered from multiple operational issues on account of

this  design.  Why  was  this  the  case  when  their  Solution  Architects  had  seemingly

implemented a loosely-coupled integration mechanism between the two systems?

Let's look at the various Extraneous Constraints that exist in this design.

• State (“Stickiness”) and lack of Identifier Association

A  physical  instance of  the ECM system generates a unique Document ID when a

document is checked in. Hence the Document ID is only unique within that instance of

ECM,  and not  universally unique.  The organisation has several  instances of  ECM

serving various other applications as well.  This is an example of Stickiness that is

inherent in the design of the ECM system. A Document ID is tied to a specific instance

of the ECM system and can only be dereferenced within that instance, not any other.

76 The application probably passes in the location of the document within a local filesystem, and the 

checkin process copies this to a filesystem within the control of the ECM. However, for the purpose of 

this analysis, no harm is done if we consider the document itself to be streamed through the Broker to 

the ECM.
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• Topology Hotspots

Since the  Document  ID only  makes sense within  a particular  ECM instance,  it  is

obviously  not  enough  for  a  business  application  to  hold  a  reference  to  just  the

Document ID. It also needs to hold a reference to the ECM instance within which the

document is stored. At this juncture, it is discovered that an implicit assumption was

made that  each  business  application  would  be  associated  with  exactly  one  ECM

instance. This is a topology bundling decision. Each business application now holds a

global reference to an associated ECM instance as a configuration parameter. The

Broker only knows which ECM instance to go to because the business application

passes in the ECM instance ID with each Operation call.

• Logic Bundling

The  Broker  needs  to  apply  different  transformation  logic  for  document  metadata

depending on the business application that calls it.  But since the associated ECM

instance is now a surrogate for the business application (there is an assumed one-to-

one topological  mapping between the two in  the solution design),  the Broker  was

designed to use the ECM instance parameter to determine the transformation logic to

be used. Now the Variant of transformation logic is tied to the instance of ECM, even

though there is no logical connection between the two.

While this sequence of constraints and design decisions is perhaps understandable at a

certain level, the dependencies they introduce lead to many problems:

• Unnecessarily large number of ECM instances

The one-ECM-instance-per-application topology became entrenched because of the

customised transformation logic, and thereafter, every new application began to be

provisioned with its own instance of ECM. This had an operational support cost as well

as a software licensing impact. The SOA objective of lower operating cost thus could

not be met.

• Inability to load-balance across ECM instances

It  would  have been desirable to  provide  more than one ECM instance in  a  load-

balanced  configuration  behind  applications  that  had  a  high  document  throughput.

Unfortunately,  the  implicit  one-to-one  association  of  an  application  with  an  ECM

instance  made  that  impossible.  The  consequent  inability  to  harness  more  ECM

instances on demand made a key business process slower, impacting business agility.
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• Inability to share an ECM instance between applications

There were many applications that did not have high document volumes and could

easily have shared an ECM instance from a performance perspective. But the use of

the ECM instance as a surrogate for the business application in order to determine the

right  transformation  logic  to  use,  made  this  impossible.  Again,  this  wasteful

deployment of resources increased operating costs.

• Inability to move a document to another ECM instance once checked in

Some  rationalisation  of  instances  should  have  been  possible,  but  since  a  fresh

Document ID is generated when a document is moved to another ECM instance, the

corresponding business application would have to be updated with the new Document

ID. The design can be seen to violate the Identifier Association principle. The logistics

of such an update and the possibility of disruption to the work of the business user

made this  unviable.  Again,  this  impacted business agility  and increased operating

costs.

• Inability to implement innovative archiving solutions

Closely related to the use case of moving documents from one instance to another

was that of archiving documents off an ECM instance meant to hold a small number of

“current”,  frequently-accessed documents to one holding older and less frequently-

accessed ones. This was also rendered impossible  for the same reason – the lack of

Identifier Association meant visibility of such a move to the business application and

possible disruption to the business user, i.e., operational risk.

Quite clearly, the failure to consider dependencies has played havoc with the flexibility and

agility of the organisation, and has raised costs and risks significantly.
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A Dependency-Aware Design

In hindsight, more attention should have been paid to the bundling aspects of the design

(bundling of one piece of logic with another, stickiness of data to physical instances, and

topological  constraints  tying  one  physical  instance  of  a  component  to  another).  The

business applications should have been shielded from a knowledge of ECM instances and

instance-specific Document IDs, and instead been presented with “external” Document IDs

that were unique across all ECM instances. That would have neatly decoupled the ECM

instances from the business applications, allowing all  the optimisations and operational

housekeeping tasks that proved impossible with the current design.

Let's front-end the Broker by a process hosted on a Process Coordinator. When invoked,

the first step of this process should be to consult a Rule to determine the appropriate ECM

instance to use based on the calling application. This is to break the hard-wired one-to-one

topology bundling of business applications to ECM instances. Next, another rule should be

consulted to retrieve the appropriate transformation logic to be used based on document

metadata. This breaks logic bundling. Once the ECM instance and processing logic are

known, the document check-in Operation on the Broker can be invoked as before.

Once  the  document  is  checked  into  the  correct  ECM instance  using  the  appropriate

transformation logic, an instance-specific Document ID is returned by the ECM instance.

This ID should be mapped to a newly-generated, globally unique ID that is passed back to

the business application. The two-way mapping should be stored in a separate database

and optionally exposed as a Data Service. Now the business application is decoupled from

the ECM instance because of Identifier Association.

Document retrieval works in analogous fashion using the reverse mapping from globally

unique ID back to ECM instance ID and Document ID. The retrieval Operation on the

Broker is then invoked, giving it the ECM instance ID and Document ID.

All  of  the optimisations discussed earlier  are now possible.  The total  number of  ECM

instances can reduce. High-volume applications can use more than one ECM instance for

load-balancing, and low-volume ones can share an ECM instance, through appropriate

rules. Documents can be moved between ECM instances at will. Only the mapping held in

the mapping database will change and business applications will be unaffected. Similarly,

various archiving strategies can be implemented without impact to  applications.

This is solution is much more loosely coupled. See figure below.
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Designing a Simple Orchestrated Process

Here is a simplified description of a common process in retail banking.

When a potential customer walks into a bank branch to open an account, the first thing the

bank does is establish the person's identity. In these days of heightened security, laws in

many countries require “strong” identification, which precludes opening accounts online

and requires physical presence at a branch. It also often means two independent forms of

photo ID with signatures on them, such as a passport and a driving licence. In the absence

of  one  of  these,  the  person  will  have  to  provide  two  or  more  additional  pieces  of

identification that notionally add up to the same “strength”.

Once  the  person's  identity  is  established,  the  branch  staff  perform a  query against  a

customer database to see if the person is an existing customer, based on their name,

address and other attributes. Legacy banking systems are based on account numbers, but

banks today are focused on getting a “single view of the customer”, which requires the

generation of customer numbers. It's therefore important to ensure that a customer is not

assigned more than one customer number by mistake. The customer may not provide this

information reliably, so this check has to be foolproof.

If  the person is a prior customer, the customer number is retrieved from the customer

database. If not, a fresh customer number is generated. This customer number is then

associated with the new account number of the account that is to be opened. Accounts are

still held on thirty year old mainframe systems, which alone can generate fresh account

numbers.

A debit card is normally issued with the first cheque or savings account that is opened.

However, not all branches have the equipment to generate and issue them on the spot.

Hence cards are issued centrally and sent to the customer's address by snail mail. If this is

an existing customer, the new account is “linked” to their existing debit card on the spot.

For new cards, the PIN also needs to be disclosed to the customer in a secure manner.

Most  branches  are  unable  to  provide  secure  PIN  printing  facilities,  so  this  too  is

centralised. A special two-layered paper is used to print the PIN, such that the number is

not visible on the outer layer and any attempt to peel this layer to see the PIN on the layer

below is tamper-evident. The debit card and PIN are mailed separately to the customer.

The card is activated when the PIN is first used, and this must be done within a certain

period.
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The mainframe can only send and receive messages over a message queue, and uses a

COBOL copybook format to structure its data inputs and outputs. The card system is an

off-the-shelf product that supports web services, but these conform to a vendor-provided

schema that is different from the rest of the bank's systems.

As a Solution Architect, how will you design a solution for opening an account?
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Sequence Diagram
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Analysis

The entire process of verifying identity, elaborate as it is, is a purely manual function and

will  not  form part  of  the  process we  are  designing.  Our  process starts  only  after  the

customer's identity has been established.

There is only one Process (“Open Account”) that needs to be initiated, and this consists of

a number of steps, which would be natural points at which Operations are invoked. The

functions performed at these various steps are:

1. Check if existing customer: This is the first thing that needs to be done, because the

subsequent processing for prior and new customers is different. This query is to be

made against the customer database, which requires a Data Service in front of it to

turn it into a true service.

2. Create customer: This service is only invoked if the customer is new. This is once

again a function that needs to be implemented against the customer database, so

another Data Service is required to turn it into a true service.

3. Create account: This needs to be done regardless of whether this is an existing or

new customer. Accounts are maintained on the mainframe, and account creation

can only  be  invoked by passing  in  a  special  message formatted  as  a  COBOL

copybook sent  over  MQ.  A Broker  is  required  to  act  as  an adapter  to  the  MQ

interface as well  as a transformer to present the COBOL copybook syntax as a

more open XML document.

4. Link card to account: This is done for both existing and new customers, but invoked

at different points in the process. Again, this is performed on the mainframe, and a

Broker is required to mediate the interaction.

5. Issue card: This is for new customers who don't already possess a debit card. The

actual processing occurs on a card system that exposes a web service. However,

the data elements of this service don't conform to the data model of the retail bank.

A Broker is again required to transform the XML documents supported by the card

system to equivalent ones that conform to the bank's data model.
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The grouping of Operations into Services is done based on the interface data model. Let's

say there are 3 distinct data models that emerge, one each for Customer, Account and

Card. The Process, Services and Operations then look like this:

Process Service Operation

A. Open Account Customer 1. Check if existing customer

2. Create customer

Account 3. Create account

4. Link card to account

Card 5. Issue card

Table 7 – Processes and Process Steps for account opening, grouped into Services

Let's deploy each of these Services onto a separate Broker component, so as to avoid

needless  bundling  dependencies.  The  following  diagram  then  shows  how  these

components hang together.

Obviously,  there  is  much  more  detailed  design  that  is  required,  especially  at  the

Information  (Data)  layer.  This  example  is  to  introduce  the  approach  of  identifying

Processes and Process Steps (Operations) based on Business Intent and applying the

Domain Insight, Traceability and Minimalism principles, grouping Operations into Services

based on Cohesion, and choosing the right Technology layer components to deploy this

logic to, based on bundling considerations.

This example has been admittedly light on Information (Data) layer design, but our last

example will more than make up for that!
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Designing an Orchestrated Process with Workflow

In the General Insurance industry, there are many types of products such as Home and

Contents Insurance, Vehicle  Insurance, Workers Compensation Insurance, etc. 

Many of these products allow potential policyholders to ask for a quote online and then

purchase the policy if they find the quote acceptable.

A slightly more complex case is where the product is sold through a broker. The broker is

approached by a client who asks for quotes from various insurance companies and selects

the most suitable one. Looking at the process from the perspective of one of the insurance

companies providing quotes, these are the functions that need to be supported:

The broker enters their own account details into an insurance front-end application, so

they can be paid later.  They also enter the details of  the client and the details of  the

insurance product to be purchased. These details are sent to the insurance company's

underwriting  system. The underwriting system consults  a  rules engine and provides a

quote, which the broker's front-end application then displays. Sometimes the rules engine

refuses to quote, perhaps because the client represents too high a risk. Sometimes, the

client turns out to be a borderline case, in which case the underwriting system, on the

advice of the rules engine, refers the case to a human underwriter. The broker's system is

told that a response will be provided within a certain time.

The human underwriter at the insurance company has an inbox with borderline cases like

this. When the underwriter has finished deciding whether to quote or not, and how much,

this response is provided to the broker's system through the broker's inbox. The broker

then informs the client through a phone call or email.

If the company provides a quote and the client finds it acceptable, they may then purchase

the policy (using a payment gateway).  The underwriting system then gets  a back-end

policy system to convert the quote into a policy.

This process consists of a couple of human tasks in the workflow. The underwriter as well

as the broker have an inbox of tasks which drives their work. There is an escalation from

an automated process to a manual process that needs to be managed seamlessly.

The underwriting system could be a relatively recent and modern system supporting web

services, but the back-end policy system is probably a decades-old mainframe that only

supports a COBOL copybook-over-MQ interface.

What would the solution deisgn look like for the insurance company?
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Sequence Diagram
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Analysis

This is a more complex case than the account opening process of a bank. For a start, we

can readily see that there are two distinct processes - “Get quote” and “Purchase policy”.

Only some quotes provided in response to the first process result in a purchase request by

a customer, which then kicks off the second process.

The quote process is also complex because of the presence of manual processing as a

key part of it. However, when we recall our discussion of the generic model of a business

process, a simple way to visualise human tasks is to  see the interaction as occurring

through  store-and-forward  mechanisms,  because  it  is  unlikely  that  human beings  can

respond in the timeframes associated with automated systems. The standard store-and-

forward mechanism used for human actors is the “inbox”, which holds task items for them

to process. When they eventually process a task item, they initiate an Event Trigger so that

the controlling process can proceed to the next step.

The  Process Steps in the system should by now be easy to identify.

1. Get  quote  decision:  This  is  best  implemented  on  a  Rules  Engine,  which  is  a

specialised Service Container.

2. Make payment: This is a canned Operation provided by a payment gateway through

a proprietary interface. A Broker will be required to convert it to an Operation that

conforms to the insurer's data dictionary.

3. Register quote: The mainframe needs a record of every quote provided, and the

only way to access the mainframe is through a legacy COBOL copybook-over-MQ

interface. A Broker is required to act as an adapter and transformer to present a

standard interface for this Operation.

4. Convert  quote  to  policy:  This  is  another  mainframe  Operation  that  a  Broker  is

required to convert to a standard Operation.

The underwriter as a human actor participates in the quote Process through an inbox, and

a Data Service makes this inbox readily accessible to the quote Process as well as the

underwriter's  own  front-end  application.  The  following  Operations  are  required  on  the

underwriter's inbox:

1. Refer quote: When the Rules Engine fails to provide a clearcut decision, the quote

Process must escalate the decision to the human underwriter by placing the quote

request in their inbox.
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2. Get referrals: The underwriter's front-end application needs to query the inbox at

regular intervals to see the list of task items in it, and the Data Service provides this

view into the inbox.

3. Update decision: The underwriter's front-end application updates the status of the

task item (the quote request) with their decision.

4. Get decisions: The quote process periodically checks the underwriter's task list to

retrieve the decisions that have been made.

Similarly, the broker is also a human actor who needs an inbox. The Data Service that

wraps this inbox needs to provide two Operations:

1. Notify  quote:  When  the  quote  process  finds  that  an  underwriter  has  made  a

decision on a quote request, it places that quote (or the refusal to quote) into the

broker's inbox.

2. Get quotes: The broker's own front-end application will  need to query their inbox

periodically to see which quote requests have been responded to.

The Processes, Services and Operations in the system are listed below:

Process Service Operation

A. Get quote Quote Engine A1. Get quote decision

Underwriter Inbox A2. Refer quote

A3. Get referrals

A4. Update decision

A5. Get decisions

Policy A6. Register quote

Broker Inbox A7. Notify quote

A8. Get quotes

B. Purchase policy Payment B1. Make payment

Policy B2. Convert quote to policy

Table 8 – Processes and Process Steps for insurance underwriting, grouped into Services

This example is very similar to the previous one, but includes human workflow. Although

the asynchronous store-and-forward logic seems to make Processes more complex, the

provision of inboxes makes the design quite straightforward.

The  diagram below illustrates  one way to  deploy these Processes and  Operations to

Technology layer components, to produce the insurance quotation system design.
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Designing a Choreographed Process

In their book “RESTful Web APIs”, Leonard Richardson and Mike Amundsen explain the

RESTian model of choreographed processes using the example of a maze game. The

game is simple enough for a client application to play. It would begin at the Start position,

move from cell to cell by choosing one of the options provided at each stage, trying to find

the exit to the maze, and backtracking where necessary. The subtlety of the design comes

about because the Operation that moves to a new cell must provide a set of options back

to the client that constrains its subsequent moves, i.e., it must be choreographable.

A typical maze may look like this:

Navigation out of any cell is in four potential directions – North, East, West and South. But

movement in one or more of these directions could be blocked from a given cell.
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Fig. 160 – Layout of a typical maze game – this one is 5 cells across and 5 down
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Fig. 161 – Examples of allowed movements out of a cell



When a client invokes an Operation that takes them into a cell, the Operation may return a

response with information such as the following:

“You are now in cell XYZ. You can perform the following actions:

To go West, say “Go to PQR”.

To go South, say “Go to ABC”.

To see these options again, say “Options”.”

The part of the response “You are now in cell XYZ” can be thought of as the Content of the

response. The rest is Context, which primarily consists of navigational hyperlinks.

In the link element  “To go West, say “Go to PQR””, the part  “To go West” refers to the

business  intent,  and  “say  “Go  to  PQR”” refers  to  the  signature  of  the  Operation  that

achieves that intent. Since there are no options provided to go North or East, the client is

effectively constrained to move only West or South.

One of the cells will return an option such as, “To exit, say “Go to LMN””. The client knows

that  its  business intent  is  to  exit  the  maze77,  so  when it  receives such a response,  it

recognises that it has almost solved the game and can invoke the Operation (“Go to LMN”)

required to exit.

There are several technology standards78 in REST to express link constraints, but all of

them use some variation of the following generic format:

Link ID: …

Business Intent Description: …

Operation Signature: …

Operation Type: Safe / Unsafe-but-Idempotent / Non-Idempotent

As we can see, the RESTian model of choreography consists of returning valid sets of

actions at each stage to the service consumer, which can only select one of the provided

options.  The “Process”  emerges as  a  by-product  of  the  client  choosing  from a  set  of

provided options at each stage. There is no Process definition anywhere as would occur in

an orchestrated scenario.

77 The Shared Semantics principle is about describing business intent in a way the client can understand.

78 XMDP, ALPS, HAL, Siren, etc., are different standards that provide some subset of what is required of a 

link description language. There is no single standard that has emerged as the default, hence designers 

should apply logical design principles first and select a suitable technology standard later.
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Choreography logic is the main aspect of this solution design. Let us first apply the Identity

Association principle to provide random identifiers for cells so as to dissociate a cell from

its position and prevent a client from jumping to a random cell by inferring its identifier.

The response from the Operation (when the client invokes it in order to move to a cell)

includes not just a confirmation that this is now the current cell but also a set of possible

hyperlinks out of this cell. Each link is characterised by an intent (what the client may want

to do in logical terms) and an Operation signature (what the client must physically execute

to achieve that intent).

The Operation signature is something that can be mechanically executed, as in “Go to cell

9bac”. The more difficult  aspect of  the design is that the client has to understand  the

semantics of the business intent, i.e., what it means to “Start”, to go “East”, “West”, “North”

or “South”, and to “Exit”. With an understanding of these latter logical terms, a client can

mechanically invoke the appropriate Operations, muddle its way through the maze (even

in a random fashion), and still recognise when it has reached the cell from which it can exit

the maze and complete the game.

The following table corresponds to  the particular  maze shown above.  A generic maze

game would generate cells, paths and links dynamically for each new session.
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Fig. 162 – Cell identifiers as exposed to clients – clients cannot derive a position from 
the identifier or vice-versa. Traversing the maze is the only way to map it.
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Current cell

identifier

Hyperlinks
Comments

“Business Intent” Operation Signature

- Start GET /maze/ebc3 Link comes from a “well-known” location

/maze/ebc3 East GET /maze/1f4b 1 link

/maze/1f4b
East GET /maze/4d84

2 links
West GET /maze/ebc3

/maze/4d84
West GET /maze/1f4b

2 links
South GET /maze/50cd

/maze/bd0f East GET /maze/82b0 1 link

/maze/f8b8 East GET /maze/9a76 1 link

/maze/9a76
West GET /maze/f8b8

2 links
South GET /maze/3f28

/maze/50cd
North GET /maze/4d84

2 links
East GET /maze/8a3b

/maze/8a3b
West GET /maze/50cd

2 links
East GET /maze/8baf

/maze/8baf

North GET /maze/82b0

3 linksWest GET /maze/8a3b

South GET /maze/e7c8

/maze/6829
East GET /maze/3f28

2 links
South GET /maze/4802

/maze/3f28

North GET /maze/9a76

3 linksWest GET /maze/6829

East GET /maze/9bac

/maze/9bac West GET /maze/3f28 1 link

/maze/9a87
East GET /maze/e7c8

2 links
South GET /maze/bb60

/maze/e7c8
North GET /maze/8baf

2 links
West GET /maze/9a87

/maze/4802
North GET /maze/6829

2 links
South GET /maze/5489

/maze/8774
East GET /maze/046c

2 links
South GET /maze/0bb9

/maze/046c
West GET /maze/8774

2 links
South GET /maze/3eca

/maze/bb60
North GET /maze/9a87

2 links
South GET /maze/8917

/maze/9a66 South GET /maze/7664 1 link

/maze/54d9
North GET /maze/4802

2 links
East GET /maze/0bb9

/maze/0bb9
West GET /maze/5489

2 links
North GET /maze/8774

/maze/3eca
North GET /maze/046c

2 links
East GET /maze/8917

/maze/8917

North GET /maze/bb60

3 linksWest GET /maze/3eca

East GET /maze/7664

/maze/7664

North GET /maze/9a66 3 links. The Exit link cannot be derived. It
can only be accessed when the client reaches
this cell.

West GET /maze/8917

Exit GET /maze/a044

Table 9 - “hypermedia constraints” (allowed next steps) with intent and signatures

Unlike with orchestration, there is no Process defined anywhere. The “Process” emerges

when the invocations made by a client are guided by the constraints it receives.
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This is what the interaction with a client would look like at the time the game is started:

The client has only one choice at this stage, to go East. And if it chooses to do so, it must

invoke the Operation signature “GET /maze/1f4b”. But more options open up as the game

progresses, until finally an option to “Exit” is presented, which the client chooses.
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Operation

GET /maze/ebc3

200 OK

{
  “Current-location” : “/maze/ebc3”
  “Options” : [
    { “Intent” : “East”, “Signature” : “GET /maze/1f4b” }
  ]
}

Fig. 163 – Interaction at the start of the game

200 OK

{
  “Current-location” : “/maze/9a87”
  “Options” : [
    { “Intent” : “East”, “Signature” : “GET /maze/e7c8” },
    { “Intent” : “South”, “Signature” : “GET /maze/bb60” }
  ]
}

Operation

GET /maze/9a87

Fig. 164 – Interaction in the middle of the game

200 OK

{
  “Current-location” : “/maze/7664”
  “Options” : [
    { “Intent” : “North”, “Signature” : “GET /maze/9a66” },
    { “Intent” : “West”, “Signature” : “GET /maze/8917” },
    { “Intent” : “Exit”, “Signature” : “GET /maze/a044” }
  ]
}

Operation

GET /maze/7664

Fig. 165 – Interaction at the end of the game



Designing Stable Interfaces in the Face of Change

With these warm-up exercises, we are now ready to tackle a more elaborate one that

considers design at the Information (Data) layer and provides a detailed example of how

stable interfaces can be designed using Goldilocks Signatures and a Type Hierarchy.

Since the hardest SOA problems involve the integration of legacy systems from long ago,

let's start from a long time ago!

Many large commercial banks, even today, have their core banking systems running on

70s-vintage  mainframe  computers.  These  systems  are  typically  oriented  around  the

concept of “accounts”, and the most common products tend to be various types of deposits

and loans.

Credit cards began to get popular in the 80s, and so credit card systems used by banks

are often of that vintage, i.e., running on mid-range “minicomputers”.

From a customer perspective, the standard operations that could be performed on their

bank accounts were debits, credits and transfers. All of these were natively implemented

on  those  old  mainframe  systems,  and  even  the  atomic  requirement79 of  the  transfer

operation was ensured within the mainframe. Implementation of these requirements was

typically done using programs and interfaces native to the mainframe environment.

Later, it became a requirement to be able to pay a credit card from a deposit account.

Much later, innovative banks began to allow the reverse transaction as a form of “instant

loan”.

Let's study how these creeping requirements were traditionally met, and more importantly,

how they  should have been met,  because similar changes are happening today in  all

organisations, and will continue to happen80.

79 If either the credit or debit fails to go through, the entire transaction has to be cleanly aborted.

80 This worked-out example does not consider the wrenching change from account-oriented systems to 

customer-oriented systems, merely the change in dealing with various kinds of accounts and the 

Operations that are performed on them.
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The Mainframe Era of the 70s (Native Integration)

A native  client  understands the protocols  and data structures of  an implementation of

business logic and uses that knowledge to invoke the implementation. 

Now this is efficient and functional but not flexible in the face of change (e.g., new types of

clients, changes in business logic and data). As newer types of client applications arose, it

became necessary to  expose these mainframe operations to external  systems. At this

stage, we are not in the historical era of “SOA” yet, but the basic principles have already

begun to emerge, and we can see them in the nature of the implementations that followed.
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Standardisation of Protocols

The recommended way to reduce the dependency of a client on the idiosyncrasies of a

particular implementation is to decouple interface from implementation. The interface is

now standardised (in terms of both protocol  and data formats),  and now any client  is

capable  of  invoking  the  business  logic.  A  knowledge  of  the  idiosyncrasies  of  the

implementation  is  no  longer  required.  Clearly,  this  can support  newer  types of  clients

because of the absence of an implementation dependency. The dependency is shifted to

the interface. 

Now this is a definite improvement because the interface (protocol and data formats) is

more  compliant  with  industry  standards,  However,  without  careful  design,  this  kind  of

solution  is  still  not  flexible  in  the  face of  change (e.g.,  enhancements  to  functionality,

changes in data structures).

And indeed, change comes in the form of credit card transactions, which now require to be

consumed or invoked by external systems, just like regular account transactions.
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The Minicomputer Era of the 80s (the Emergence of Variants)

Extending this approach to implementations of other business logic, the landscape begins

to  resemble  the  following.  There  are  lots  of  highly  specialised  Operations,  but  their

interfaces tend to follow fairly standard protocols and data formats. However,  standard

data  formats  (e.g.,  XML or  JSON)  do  not  imply  standard  data  models,  and  so  the

appearance of even logically similar Operations could be wildly different81. Clients still have

a dependency on a knowledge of the specific implementation of an Operation that they

require. They cannot abstract themselves to the level of thinking about logical functions

instead.

With  this  landscape,  an  added  piece  of  complexity  is  to  transfer  funds  from  savings

accounts to  credit  card accounts.  This  is not  as simple as transferring funds between

savings accounts because the atomicity expected from a funds transfer operation cannot

be  guaranteed  by  simply  invoking  the  debitSavingsAccount  and  creditCCAccount

Operations one after the other.

81 E.g.,  the signature of  “debitSavingsAccount”  could  look very different  from that  of  “debitCCAccount”

because no attempt has been made to harmonise their input and output data using a common Interface Data

Model.
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A Detour through the Data Layer

Although  many  of  these  changes  occurred  in  the  pre-XML era,  let  us  see  what  the

equivalent  Web  Services  version  of  a  solution  design  may  have  looked  like  as  our

requirements changed from the 70s to the 90s.

Let's assume a SOAP/XML-based system and look at the details of the Interface Data

Model (i.e., a WSDL file in its naïve implementation).

Let's  start  with  a  WSDL file  pertaining  to  the  70s  mainframe  era  with  only  savings

accounts. Transfers are possible between two savings accounts on the mainframe, but

card systems are unknown.

<?xml version="1.0"?>

<!-- ************************ -->

<!-- * BankingNaive70s.wsdl * -->

<!-- ************************ -->

<wsdl:definitions xmlns:wsdl="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/"

  xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/"

  xmlns:myns="http://www.example.com/Service/"

  targetNamespace="http://www.example.com/Service/">

  <wsdl:documentation>

    Banking WSDL

    Rigid schema version

  </wsdl:documentation>

  <wsdl:types>

    <xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

      targetNamespace="http://www.example.com/Service/">

      <xs:simpleType name="SavingsAccountType">

        <xs:restriction base="xs:string"/>

      </xs:simpleType>

      

      <xs:complexType name="TransferSavingsToSavingsRequestType">

        <xs:sequence>

          <xs:element name="fromAccount" type="myns:SavingsAccountType"/>

          <xs:element name="toAccount" type="myns:SavingsAccountType"/>

          <xs:element name="amount" type="xs:decimal"/>

        </xs:sequence>

      </xs:complexType>

      

      <xs:element name="TransferSavingsToSavingsRequest"  

                  type="myns:TransferSavingsToSavingsRequestType"/>

      <xs:element name="TransferSavingsToSavingsResponse" type="xs:string"/>

    </xs:schema>

  </wsdl:types>
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  <wsdl:message name="transferSavingsToSavingsInputMessage">

    <wsdl:part name="transferSavingsToSavingsInputPart" 

element="myns:TransferSavingsToSavingsRequest"/>

  </wsdl:message>

  <wsdl:message name="transferSavingsToSavingsOutputMessage">

    <wsdl:part name="transferSavingsToSavingsOutputPart" 

element="myns:TransferSavingsToSavingsResponse"/>

  </wsdl:message>

  <wsdl:portType name="accountPortType">

    <wsdl:operation name="TransferSavingsToSavings">

      <wsdl:input name="transferSavingsToSavingsInput" 

message="myns:transferSavingsToSavingsInputMessage"/>

      <wsdl:output name="transferSavingsToSavingsOutput" 

message="myns:transferSavingsToSavingsOutputMessage"/>

    </wsdl:operation>

  </wsdl:portType>

  <wsdl:binding name="accountBinding" type="myns:accountPortType">

    <soap:binding transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http"/>

    <wsdl:operation name="TransferSavingsToSavings">

      <soap:operation soapAction="http://www.example.com/Service/TransferSavingsToSavings"/>

      <wsdl:input name="transferSavingsToSavingsInput">

        <soap:body use="literal"/>

      </wsdl:input>

      <wsdl:output name="transferSavingsToSavingsOutput">

        <soap:body use="literal"/>

      </wsdl:output>

    </wsdl:operation>

  </wsdl:binding>

  <wsdl:service name="accountService">

    <wsdl:port name="accountPort" binding="myns:accountBinding">

      <soap:address location="http://www.example.com/Service/Account/"/>

    </wsdl:port>

  </wsdl:service>

</wsdl:definitions>
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Now, as we enter the 80s and have to support card systems, we also need transfers from

savings accounts on the mainframe to credit card accounts on the cards system. This is

not a breaking change, since it's just an added Variant to an Operation, and we don't yet

have the requirement to support “instant loans”, i.e., transfers from credit card accounts on

the cards system to savings accounts on the mainframe. Yet, notice how many changes

are required in the WSDL file (in bold text) to support this simple additional requirement.

<?xml version="1.0"?>

<!-- ************************ -->

<!-- * BankingNaive80s.wsdl * -->

<!-- ************************ -->

<wsdl:definitions xmlns:wsdl="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/"

  xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/"

  xmlns:myns="http://www.example.com/Service/"

  targetNamespace="http://www.example.com/Service/">

  <wsdl:documentation>

    Banking WSDL

    Rigid schema version

  </wsdl:documentation>

  <wsdl:types>

    <xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

      targetNamespace="http://www.example.com/Service/">

      <xs:simpleType name="SavingsAccountType">

        <xs:restriction base="xs:string"/>

      </xs:simpleType>

      

      <xs:simpleType name="CreditCardAccountType">

        <xs:restriction base="xs:string"/>

      </xs:simpleType>

      

      <xs:complexType name="TransferSavingsToCreditRequestType">

        <xs:sequence>

          <xs:element name="fromAccount" type="myns:SavingsAccountType"/>

          <xs:element name="toAccount" type="myns:CreditCardAccountType"/>

          <xs:element name="amount" type="xs:decimal"/>

        </xs:sequence>

      </xs:complexType>

      

      <xs:complexType name="TransferSavingsToSavingsRequestType">

        <xs:sequence>

          <xs:element name="fromAccount" type="myns:SavingsAccountType"/>

          <xs:element name="toAccount" type="myns:SavingsAccountType"/>

          <xs:element name="amount" type="xs:decimal"/>

        </xs:sequence>

      </xs:complexType>
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      <xs:element name="TransferSavingsToCreditRequest" 

type="myns:TransferSavingsToCreditRequestType"/>

      <xs:element name="TransferSavingsToCreditResponse" type="xs:string"/>

      <xs:element name="TransferSavingsToSavingsRequest" 

type="myns:TransferSavingsToSavingsRequestType"/>

      <xs:element name="TransferSavingsToSavingsResponse" type="xs:string"/>

    </xs:schema>

  </wsdl:types>

  <wsdl:message name="transferSavingsToCreditInputMessage">

    <wsdl:part name="transferSavingsToCreditInputPart" 

element="myns:TransferSavingsToCreditRequest"/>

  </wsdl:message>

  <wsdl:message name="transferSavingsToCreditOutputMessage">

    <wsdl:part name="transferSavingsToCreditOutputPart" 

element="myns:TransferSavingsToCreditResponse"/>

  </wsdl:message>

  <wsdl:message name="transferSavingsToSavingsInputMessage">

    <wsdl:part name="transferSavingsToSavingsInputPart" 

element="myns:TransferSavingsToSavingsRequest"/>

  </wsdl:message>

  <wsdl:message name="transferSavingsToSavingsOutputMessage">

    <wsdl:part name="transferSavingsToSavingsOutputPart" 

element="myns:TransferSavingsToSavingsResponse"/>

  </wsdl:message>

  <wsdl:portType name="accountPortType">

    <wsdl:operation name="TransferSavingsToCredit">

      <wsdl:input name="transferSavingsToCreditInput" 

message="myns:transferSavingsToCreditInputMessage"/>

      <wsdl:output name="transferSavingsToCreditOutput" 

message="myns:transferSavingsToCreditOutputMessage"/>

    </wsdl:operation>

    <wsdl:operation name="TransferSavingsToSavings">

      <wsdl:input name="transferSavingsToSavingsInput" 

message="myns:transferSavingsToSavingsInputMessage"/>

      <wsdl:output name="transferSavingsToSavingsOutput" 

message="myns:transferSavingsToSavingsOutputMessage"/>

    </wsdl:operation>

  </wsdl:portType>

  <wsdl:binding name="accountBinding" type="myns:accountPortType">

    <soap:binding transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http"/>

    <wsdl:operation name="TransferSavingsToCredit">

      <soap:operation soapAction="http://www.example.com/Service/TransferSavingsToCredit"/>

      <wsdl:input name="transferSavingsToCreditInput">

        <soap:body use="literal"/>

      </wsdl:input>

      <wsdl:output name="transferSavingsToCreditOutput">

        <soap:body use="literal"/>

      </wsdl:output>

    </wsdl:operation>
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    <wsdl:operation name="TransferSavingsToSavings">

      <soap:operation soapAction="http://www.example.com/Service/TransferSavingsToSavings"/>

      <wsdl:input name="transferSavingsToSavingsInput">

        <soap:body use="literal"/>

      </wsdl:input>

      <wsdl:output name="transferSavingsToSavingsOutput">

        <soap:body use="literal"/>

      </wsdl:output>

    </wsdl:operation>

  </wsdl:binding>

  <wsdl:service name="accountService">

    <wsdl:port name="accountPort" binding="myns:accountBinding">

      <soap:address location="http://www.example.com/Service/Account/"/>

    </wsdl:port>

  </wsdl:service>

</wsdl:definitions>

This is quite a long description for a Service containing just two operations82!

But what makes it worse is how brittle this description is, i.e., how badly it is impacted by a

change. When the requirement for “instant loans” is to be supported, a new Operation has

to be added.

This impacts all clients of existing Operations, because the service interface (the WSDL

file) has been changed.

82 Verbosity could be another legitimate complaint against WSDL.
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The WSDL modified to accommodate yet another Operation (changes are shown in bold):

<?xml version="1.0"?>

<!-- ************************ -->

<!-- * BankingNaive90s.wsdl * -->

<!-- ************************ -->

<wsdl:definitions xmlns:wsdl="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/"

  xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/"

  xmlns:myns="http://www.example.com/Service/"

  targetNamespace="http://www.example.com/Service/">

  <wsdl:documentation>

    Banking WSDL

    Rigid schema version

  </wsdl:documentation>

  <wsdl:types>

    <xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

      targetNamespace="http://www.example.com/Service/">

      <xs:simpleType name="SavingsAccountType">

        <xs:restriction base="xs:string"/>

      </xs:simpleType>

      

      <xs:simpleType name="CreditCardAccountType">

        <xs:restriction base="xs:string"/>

      </xs:simpleType>

      

      <xs:complexType name="TransferCreditToSavingsRequestType">

        <xs:sequence>

          <xs:element name="fromAccount" type="myns:CreditCardAccountType"/>

          <xs:element name="toAccount" type="myns:SavingsAccountType"/>

          <xs:element name="amount" type="xs:decimal"/>

        </xs:sequence>

      </xs:complexType>

      

      <xs:complexType name="TransferSavingsToCreditRequestType">

        <xs:sequence>

          <xs:element name="fromAccount" type="myns:SavingsAccountType"/>

          <xs:element name="toAccount" type="myns:CreditCardAccountType"/>

          <xs:element name="amount" type="xs:decimal"/>

        </xs:sequence>

      </xs:complexType>

      

      <xs:complexType name="TransferSavingsToSavingsRequestType">

        <xs:sequence>

          <xs:element name="fromAccount" type="myns:SavingsAccountType"/>

          <xs:element name="toAccount" type="myns:SavingsAccountType"/>

          <xs:element name="amount" type="xs:decimal"/>

        </xs:sequence>

      </xs:complexType>
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      <xs:element name="TransferCreditToSavingsRequest" 

type="myns:TransferCreditToSavingsRequestType"/>

      <xs:element name="TransferCreditToSavingsResponse" type="xs:string"/>

      <xs:element name="TransferSavingsToCreditRequest" 

type="myns:TransferSavingsToCreditRequestType"/>

      <xs:element name="TransferSavingsToCreditResponse" type="xs:string"/>

      <xs:element name="TransferSavingsToSavingsRequest" 

type="myns:TransferSavingsToSavingsRequestType"/>

      <xs:element name="TransferSavingsToSavingsResponse" type="xs:string"/>

    </xs:schema>

  </wsdl:types>

  <wsdl:message name="transferCreditToSavingsInputMessage">

    <wsdl:part name="transferCreditToSavingsInputPart" 

element="myns:TransferCreditToSavingsRequest"/>

  </wsdl:message>

  <wsdl:message name="transferCreditToSavingsOutputMessage">

    <wsdl:part name="transferCreditToSavingsOutputPart" 

element="myns:TransferCreditToSavingsResponse"/>

  </wsdl:message>

  <wsdl:message name="transferSavingsToCreditInputMessage">

    <wsdl:part name="transferSavingsToCreditInputPart" 

element="myns:TransferSavingsToCreditRequest"/>

  </wsdl:message>

  <wsdl:message name="transferSavingsToCreditOutputMessage">

    <wsdl:part name="transferSavingsToCreditOutputPart" 

element="myns:TransferSavingsToCreditResponse"/>

  </wsdl:message>

  <wsdl:message name="transferSavingsToSavingsInputMessage">

    <wsdl:part name="transferSavingsToSavingsInputPart" 

element="myns:TransferSavingsToSavingsRequest"/>

  </wsdl:message>

  <wsdl:message name="transferSavingsToSavingsOutputMessage">

    <wsdl:part name="transferSavingsToSavingsOutputPart" 

element="myns:TransferSavingsToSavingsResponse"/>

  </wsdl:message>

  <wsdl:portType name="accountPortType">

    <wsdl:operation name="TransferCreditToSavings">

      <wsdl:input name="transferCreditToSavingsInput" 

message="myns:transferCreditToSavingsInputMessage"/>

      <wsdl:output name="transferCreditToSavingsOutput" 

message="myns:transferCreditToSavingsOutputMessage"/>

    </wsdl:operation>

    <wsdl:operation name="TransferSavingsToCredit">

      <wsdl:input name="transferSavingsToCreditInput" 

message="myns:transferSavingsToCreditInputMessage"/>

      <wsdl:output name="transferSavingsToCreditOutput" 

message="myns:transferSavingsToCreditOutputMessage"/>

    </wsdl:operation>
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    <wsdl:operation name="TransferSavingsToSavings">

      <wsdl:input name="transferSavingsToSavingsInput" 

message="myns:transferSavingsToSavingsInputMessage"/>

      <wsdl:output name="transferSavingsToSavingsOutput" 

message="myns:transferSavingsToSavingsOutputMessage"/>

    </wsdl:operation>

  </wsdl:portType>

  <wsdl:binding name="accountBinding" type="myns:accountPortType">

    <soap:binding transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http"/>

    <wsdl:operation name="TransferCreditToSavings">

      <soap:operation soapAction="http://www.example.com/Service/TransferCreditToSavings"/>

      <wsdl:input name="transferCreditToSavingsInput">

        <soap:body use="literal"/>

      </wsdl:input>

      <wsdl:output name="transferCreditToSavingsOutput">

        <soap:body use="literal"/>

      </wsdl:output>

    </wsdl:operation>

    <wsdl:operation name="TransferSavingsToCredit">

      <soap:operation soapAction="http://www.example.com/Service/TransferSavingsToCredit"/>

      <wsdl:input name="transferSavingsToCreditInput">

        <soap:body use="literal"/>

      </wsdl:input>

      <wsdl:output name="transferSavingsToCreditOutput">

        <soap:body use="literal"/>

      </wsdl:output>

    </wsdl:operation>

    <wsdl:operation name="TransferSavingsToSavings">

      <soap:operation soapAction="http://www.example.com/Service/TransferSavingsToSavings"/>

      <wsdl:input name="transferSavingsToSavingsInput">

        <soap:body use="literal"/>

      </wsdl:input>

      <wsdl:output name="transferSavingsToSavingsOutput">

        <soap:body use="literal"/>

      </wsdl:output>

    </wsdl:operation>

  </wsdl:binding>

  <wsdl:service name="accountService">

    <wsdl:port name="accountPort" binding="myns:accountBinding">

      <soap:address location="http://www.example.com/Service/Account/"/>

    </wsdl:port>

  </wsdl:service>

</wsdl:definitions>

Once  again,  verbosity  reigns  supreme.  This  is  a  fairly  substantial  set  of  changes  to

introduce a mere Variant of an existing Operation, not to speak of the wrenching Version

change of the WSDL that is now required. The new Version deprecates the old one and
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leads  either  to  (1)  legacy  clients  being  forced  to  upgrade  to  the  new  interface  by

conforming to the new WSDL (even if the Operations they consume are not impacted), or

(2) the service owners having to support two versions of the interface from that point on so

that old and new consumers may be supported.

This is a  fairly common consequence of  naïve interface design,  and this  is why SOA

technology gets a bad rap. Relatively minor changes (as in these non-breaking changes)

should not result in changes rippling through the SOA ecosystem, and yet  this design

practically invites such fragility.

To  make  the  service  interface  more  stable  in  the  face  of  change,  we  need  to  have

engineered it better to start with. Let's see how.
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Generic Interfaces

When we start  to think in generic terms about Operations, we are really talking about

abstracting Variants behind a common interface. We need to understand the level above

which the signatures of the Variants of an Operation's signature can appear the same, and

the level below which they start to look different. This insight then provides us the ability  to

design  common  interfaces  for  a  set  of  related  Variants.  With  this  approach,  the

proliferation of  Operations seen in  the traditional  situation becomes more manageable

because  the  Variants  get  hidden  behind  their  more  generic  (and  less  numerous)

interfaces.
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Routing from Abstract Interface to Concrete Implementation

A related topic at this point is that of Processes. Some generic Operations may now bind

to Variants that  are not  simple transformations of legacy Operations,  but  involve more

complex processing, such as a funds transfer between two physical systems necessitating

transactional logic (atomic operations with rollback capability) that does not exist in the

core back-end systems. A Process Coordinator is required to implement this process logic,

and this forms another Variant to be abstracted behind the generic Operation.

The following diagram shows how a Process that implements transactional logic can itself

be exposed as an Operation Variant and abstracted through an interface, just like simple

Operations are.
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Type Hierarchy added to the Data Model

Here's an approach to interface design that explicitly considers dependencies. We start by

creating Domain Models that later feature in the interfaces of Operations. Think of this as

listing a cast of characters before a play begins.

The following Domain Model defines the Type Hierarchy for accounts. In the 70s, we only

have deposit  (Savings) and loan (Lending) accounts,  which we model  as sub-types of

something  more  abstract  (i.e.,  an  “Arrangement”).  The  minor  Version  number  of  this

domain model  is  v1.1,  but  as we will  see,  any other  file  that  references this  will  only

reference it  by its major Version number (v1).  A symbolic link or similar mechanism is

expected to map the major Version number to the latest minor Version number at run-time

and return the appropriate schema file.

<?xml version="1.0" ?>

<!-- ************************************ -->

<!-- * DomainModel_Arrangement_v1.1.xsd * -->

<!-- ************************************ -->

<xs:schema targetNamespace="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Arrangement_v1/"

            xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

            xmlns:arr="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Arrangement_v1/">

  <xs:simpleType name="ArrangementType">

    <xs:restriction base="xs:string" />

  </xs:simpleType>

  

  <xs:simpleType name="DepositArrangementType">

    <xs:restriction base="arr:ArrangementType" />

  </xs:simpleType>

  

  <xs:simpleType name="LendingArrangementType">

    <xs:restriction base="arr:ArrangementType" />

  </xs:simpleType>

  

  <xs:simpleType name="SavingsAccountType">

    <xs:restriction base="arr:DepositArrangementType" />

  </xs:simpleType>

</xs:schema>

Note  that  this  particular  Domain  Model  only  defines  types  and  not  actual  elements

because the interface model of our “transfer” Operation will  need to create specialised

elements based on these types (i.e., “from” and “to” accounts rather than just accounts).

Other Domain Models may define both types and elements depending on need.
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Similarly,  we  can create  a  Domain  Model  for  money.  This  model  defines elements  in

addition  to  types  (elements  are  shown  in  bold  text),  because  they  can  be  directly

referenced in the Interface Data Model.

<?xml version="1.0" ?>

<!-- ****************************** -->

<!-- * DomainModel_Money_v1.1.xsd * -->

<!-- ****************************** -->

<xs:schema targetNamespace="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Money_v1/"

            xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

            xmlns:mon="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Money_v1/">

  <xs:simpleType name="CurrencyCodeType">

    <xs:restriction base="xs:string">

      <xs:pattern value="[A-Z]{3}" />

    </xs:restriction>

  </xs:simpleType>

  

  <xs:element name="currencyCode" type="mon:CurrencyCodeType" />

  <xs:element name="value" type="xs:decimal" />

  

  <xs:complexType name="AmountType">

    <xs:sequence>

      <xs:element ref="mon:currencyCode" />

      <xs:element ref="mon:value" />

    </xs:sequence>

  </xs:complexType>

  

  <xs:element name="amount" type="mon:AmountType" />

</xs:schema>
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And here is the “Context” Domain Model, which is always required because we will be

isolating every Operation's context (qualifying attributes) from its content (core attributes).

The top-level, abstract “ContextType” is always required, but the type hierarchy below it

could vary depending on the nature of an organisation's business. Some common sub-

types of “ContextType” deal  with location, time, special  commercial  considerations and

special access (authorisation) considerations.   

The context is what provides qualifying elements to generic operations, supporting multiple

Variants without necessitating API changes. 

<?xml version="1.0" ?>

<!-- ******************************** -->

<!-- * DomainModel_Context_v1.1.xsd * -->

<!-- ******************************** -->

<xs:schema targetNamespace="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Context_v1/"

            xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

            xmlns:ctx="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Context_v1/">

  <xs:simpleType name="ContextType">

    <xs:restriction base="xs:string" />

  </xs:simpleType>

  

  <xs:simpleType name="LocationContextType">

    <xs:restriction base="ctx:ContextType" />

  </xs:simpleType>

  

  <xs:simpleType name="TimeContextType">

    <xs:restriction base="ctx:ContextType" />

  </xs:simpleType>

  

  <xs:simpleType name="CommercialContextType">

    <xs:restriction base="ctx:ContextType" />

  </xs:simpleType>

  

  <xs:simpleType name="AccessContextType">

    <xs:restriction base="ctx:ContextType" />

  </xs:simpleType>

  

  <xs:simpleType name="OverseasContextType">

    <xs:restriction base="ctx:LocationContextType" />

  </xs:simpleType>

  

  <xs:simpleType name="AfterHoursContextType">

    <xs:restriction base="ctx:TimeContextType" />

  </xs:simpleType>

  

  <xs:simpleType name="DiscountContextType">
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    <xs:restriction base="ctx:CommercialContextType" />

  </xs:simpleType>

  

  <xs:simpleType name="ReadOnlyContextType">

    <xs:restriction base="ctx:AccessContextType" />

  </xs:simpleType>

  

  <xs:element name="context" 

          abstract="true"

      type="ctx:ContextType" />

  <xs:element name="locationContext" 

          abstract="true"

      type="ctx:LocationContextType" 

      substitutionGroup="ctx:context" />

  <xs:element name="timeContext" 

          abstract="true"

      type="ctx:TimeContextType" 

      substitutionGroup="ctx:context" />

  <xs:element name="commercialContext" 

          abstract="true"

      type="ctx:CommercialContextType" 

      substitutionGroup="ctx:context" />

  <xs:element name="accessContext" 

          abstract="true"

      type="ctx:AccessContextType" 

      substitutionGroup="ctx:context" />

  <xs:element name="overseasContext" 

      type="ctx:OverseasContextType" 

      substitutionGroup="ctx:locationContext" />

  <xs:element name="afterHoursContext" 

      type="ctx:AfterHoursContextType" 

      substitutionGroup="ctx:timeContext" />

  <xs:element name="discountContext" 

      type="ctx:DiscountContextType" 

      substitutionGroup="ctx:commercialContext" />

  <xs:element name="readOnlyContext" 

      type="ctx:ReadOnlyContextType" 

      substitutionGroup="ctx:accessContext" />

</xs:schema>
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Next  we create an Interface Data Model  based on the  business intent  of  the generic

Operation (which is to “transfer” an amount from one arrangement to another). This uses

elements  and  types  from the  various  Domain  Models  that  are  relevant.  Note  that  all

references to Domain Model Schema files only uses the major Version numbers. Symbolic

links or some similar mechanism will bind these to the latest minor Version number. This

example only covers the request side (i.e., what is used to invoke an Operation rather than

what the Operation returns). Note also that the Interface Data Model may need to define

elements of its own, in addition to those it can reference from the various Domain Data

Models,  such  as  the  “fromAccount”  and  “toAccount”  elements  shown  here.  These

elements only make sense in the context of the “transfer” operation and not in the context

of the Arrangement Domain Model itself.

<?xml version="1.0" ?>

<!-- ************************************************ -->

<!-- * InterfaceModel_MonetaryTransactions_v1.1.xsd * -->

<!-- ************************************************ -->

<xs:schema targetNamespace="http://www.example.com/InterfaceModel_MonetaryTransactions_v1/"

       xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 

       xmlns:mon="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Money_v1/"

       xmlns:arr="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Arrangement_v1/" 

       xmlns:ctx="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Context_v1/" 

       xmlns:mt="http://www.example.com/InterfaceModel_MonetaryTransactions_v1/">

<xs:import namespace="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" />

<xs:import namespace="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Money_v1/"

       schemaLocation="DomainModel_Money_v1.xsd" />

<xs:import namespace="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Arrangement_v1/"

       schemaLocation="DomainModel_Arrangement_v1.xsd" />

<xs:import namespace="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Context_v1/"

       schemaLocation="DomainModel_Context_v1.xsd" />

<xs:element name="fromArrangement" 

            abstract="true"

        type="arr:ArrangementType" />

<xs:element name="toArrangement" 

            abstract="true"

        type="arr:ArrangementType" />

<xs:element name="fromDepositArrangement" 

            abstract="true"

        type="arr:DepositArrangementType" 

        substitutionGroup="mt:fromArrangement" />

<xs:element name="toDepositArrangement" 

            abstract="true"

        type="arr:DepositArrangementType" 

        substitutionGroup="mt:toArrangement" />
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<xs:element name="fromLendingArrangement" 

            abstract="true"

        type="arr:LendingArrangementType" 

        substitutionGroup="mt:fromArrangement" />

<xs:element name="toLendingArrangement" 

            abstract="true"

        type="arr:LendingArrangementType" 

        substitutionGroup="mt:toArrangement" />

<xs:element name="fromSavingsAccount" 

            type="arr:SavingsAccountType"

        substitutionGroup="mt:fromDepositArrangement" />

<xs:element name="toSavingsAccount" 

            type="arr:SavingsAccountType"

        substitutionGroup="mt:toDepositArrangement" />

<xs:complexType name="TransferRequestType">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element ref="mt:fromArrangement" />

<xs:element ref="mt:toArrangement" />

<xs:element ref="mon:amount" />

<xs:element ref="ctx:context" minOccurs="0"/>

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:element name="TransferRequest" type="mt:TransferRequestType" />

<xs:element name="TransferResponse" type="xs:string" />

</xs:schema>

We need a similar Interface Data Model to cover the response of the generic Operation

and a set of defined exceptions or faults (not shown in this example), and then all we need

to complete the “signature” of the Operation is a name (“Transfer”). This “signature” is the

interface contract represented by a WSDL file.
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The WSDL file is completely generic for this kind of operation, since all variants have their

parameters defined within the type hierarchy of the various Domain Models, as referenced

in the Interface Data Model. Again, note that only major Version numbers of all files are

referenced  here.  The  appropriate  minor  version  numbers  will  be  determined  through

symbolic links or another mechanism. The elements of the Operation's “signature” shown

here in bold text are its name as well as the reference to the schema file describing the

inputs and outputs.

<?xml version="1.0"?>

<!-- ****************************************** -->

<!-- * Service_MonetaryTransactions_v1.1.wsdl * -->

<!-- ****************************************** -->

<wsdl:definitions xmlns:wsdl="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/"

  xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/"

  xmlns:mt="http://www.example.com/InterfaceModel_MonetaryTransactions_v1/"

  targetNamespace="http://www.example.com/InterfaceModel_MonetaryTransactions_v1/">

  <wsdl:documentation>

    Banking WSDL

    Flexible schema version

  </wsdl:documentation>

  <wsdl:types>

    <xs:schema 

            xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

            xmlns:mon="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Money_v1/"

            xmlns:arr="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Arrangement_v1/"

            xmlns:ctx="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Context_v1/"

            xmlns:mt="http://www.example.com/InterfaceModel_MonetaryTransactions_v1/">

<xs:import namespace="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" />

<xs:import namespace="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Money_v1/" 

schemaLocation="DomainModel_Money_v1.xsd"/>

<xs:import namespace="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Arrangement_v1/" 

schemaLocation="DomainModel_Arrangement_v1.xsd"/>

<xs:import namespace="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Context_v1/" 

schemaLocation="DomainModel_Context_v1.xsd"/>

<xs:import namespace="http://www.example.com/InterfaceModel_MonetaryTransactions_v1/"

schemaLocation="InterfaceModel_MonetaryTransactions_v1.xsd"/>

    </xs:schema>

  </wsdl:types>

  <wsdl:message name="transferInputMessage">

    <wsdl:part name="transferInputPart" element="mt:TransferRequest"/>

  </wsdl:message>

  <wsdl:message name="transferOutputMessage">

    <wsdl:part name="transferOutputPart" element="mt:TransferResponse"/>

  </wsdl:message>
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  <wsdl:portType name="monetaryTransactionsPortType">

    <wsdl:operation name="Transfer">

      <wsdl:input name="transferInput" message="mt:transferInputMessage"/>

      <wsdl:output name="transferOutput" message="mt:transferOutputMessage"/>

    </wsdl:operation>

  </wsdl:portType>

  <wsdl:binding name="monetaryTransactionsBinding" type="mt:monetaryTransactionsPortType">

    <soap:binding transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http"/>

    <wsdl:operation name="Transfer">

      <soap:operation soapAction="http://www.example.com/Services/MonetaryTransactions/Transfer"/>

      <wsdl:input name="transferInput">

        <soap:body use="literal"/>

      </wsdl:input>

      <wsdl:output name="transferOutput">

        <soap:body use="literal"/>

      </wsdl:output>

    </wsdl:operation>

  </wsdl:binding>

  <wsdl:service name="monetaryTransactionsService">

    <wsdl:port name="monetaryTransactionsPort" binding="mt:monetaryTransactionsBinding">

      <soap:address location="http://www.example.com/Services/MonetaryTransactions"/>

    </wsdl:port>

  </wsdl:service>

</wsdl:definitions>

Notice that there is now only one generic Operation described by this WSDL file (the name

in bold text above). At the interface level, all Variants that may be required (transfer from

savings to  savings,  from savings to  credit  card,  and in  the  future  from credit  card  to

savings) look the same.

Each  Variant  may  be  implemented  by  a  different  glob  of  business  logic  hosted

independently, and deal with different data elements. However, all of these data elements

are now harmonised to conform to the generic schema represented by the Interface Data

Model and its related Domain Models.
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In the 80s, when credit card systems have to be supported, the only changes required are

to the Domain Model dealing with Arrangements and the Interface Data Model.

This is the new minor Version of the Domain Model  (v1.2)  (since it  is  a non-breaking

change). Any other file that references the major Version number (v1) will now be bound to

this file through the updated symbolic link or similar mechanism. The change is shown in

bold text.

<?xml version="1.0" ?>

<!-- ************************************ -->

<!-- * DomainModel_Arrangement_v1.2.xsd * -->

<!-- ************************************ -->

<xs:schema targetNamespace="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Arrangement_v1/"

            xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

            xmlns:arr="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Arrangement_v1/">

  <xs:simpleType name="ArrangementType">

    <xs:restriction base="xs:string" />

  </xs:simpleType>

  

  <xs:simpleType name="DepositArrangementType">

    <xs:restriction base="arr:ArrangementType" />

  </xs:simpleType>

  

  <xs:simpleType name="LendingArrangementType">

    <xs:restriction base="arr:ArrangementType" />

  </xs:simpleType>

  

  <xs:simpleType name="SavingsAccountType">

    <xs:restriction base="arr:DepositArrangementType" />

  </xs:simpleType>

  

  <xs:simpleType name="CreditCardAccountType">

    <xs:restriction base="arr:LendingArrangementType" />

  </xs:simpleType>

</xs:schema>

The corresponding Interface Data Model is shown next.
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Note that  the change to the Interface Data model  is also a non-breaking change and

hence results in an incremented minor Version number only. The change is shown in bold

text as before.

<?xml version="1.0" ?>

<!-- ************************************************ -->

<!-- * InterfaceModel_MonetaryTransactions_v1.2.xsd * -->

<!-- ************************************************ -->

<xs:schema targetNamespace="http://www.example.com/InterfaceModel_MonetaryTransactions_v1/"

       xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 

       xmlns:mon="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Money_v1/"

       xmlns:arr="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Arrangement_v1/" 

       xmlns:ctx="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Context_v1/" 

       xmlns:mt="http://www.example.com/InterfaceModel_MonetaryTransactions_v1/">

<xs:import namespace="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" />

<xs:import namespace="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Money_v1/"

       schemaLocation="DomainModel_Money_v1.xsd" />

<xs:import namespace="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Arrangement_v1/"

       schemaLocation="DomainModel_Arrangement_v1.xsd" />

<xs:import namespace="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Context_v1/"

       schemaLocation="DomainModel_Context_v1.xsd" />

<xs:element name="fromArrangement" 

            abstract="true"

        type="arr:ArrangementType" />

<xs:element name="toArrangement" 

            abstract="true"

        type="arr:ArrangementType" />

<xs:element name="fromDepositArrangement" 

            abstract="true"

        type="arr:DepositArrangementType" 

        substitutionGroup="mt:fromArrangement" />

<xs:element name="toDepositArrangement" 

            abstract="true"

        type="arr:DepositArrangementType" 

        substitutionGroup="mt:toArrangement" />

<xs:element name="fromLendingArrangement" 

            abstract="true"

        type="arr:LendingArrangementType" 

        substitutionGroup="mt:fromArrangement" />

<xs:element name="toLendingArrangement" 

            abstract="true"

        type="arr:LendingArrangementType" 

        substitutionGroup="mt:toArrangement" />

<xs:element name="fromSavingsAccount" 

            type="arr:SavingsAccountType"

        substitutionGroup="mt:fromDepositArrangement" />
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<xs:element name="toSavingsAccount" 

            type="arr:SavingsAccountType"

        substitutionGroup="mt:toDepositArrangement" />

<xs:element name="toCreditCardAccount" 

            type="arr:CreditCardAccountType"

        substitutionGroup="mt:toLendingArrangement" />

<xs:complexType name="TransferRequestType">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element ref="mt:fromArrangement" />

<xs:element ref="mt:toArrangement" />

<xs:element ref="mon:amount" />

<xs:element ref="ctx:context" minOccurs="0"/>

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:element name="TransferRequest" type="mt:TransferRequestType" />

<xs:element name="TransferResponse" type="xs:string" />

</xs:schema>

The important fact to note is that there is no change required to the WSDL file at all!

Service  consumers  simply  do  not  need  to  see  a  change  to  the  Operation's  generic

interface. Hence there is no question of older Service Consumers having to upgrade to the

new interface, or of the Service Provider having to support two concurrent interfaces.
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Business Challenges of the 90s (Process Innovation)

Once mainframe and credit card systems are bedded down and working together nicely,

management starts to get ideas! An innovative idea from this era is the concept of an

“instant loan”. After all,  customers have been pre-approved for a credit limit when they

were issued with their credit cards. Why not allow them to withdraw cash against that limit?

In practical terms, it might involve a debit to the credit card and a corresponding credit to a

savings account, after which the funds are available to the customer to withdraw through

the usual channels. Now this is a transfer in the opposite direction, and it has never been

attempted before in this bank.

When faced with the requirement to support “instant loans” (i.e., the ability to debit a credit

card account), the change to the interface is even simpler. There is no change required to

the Domain Model because the credit card type is already known. Only the Interface Data

Model has to change to support credit card accounts as “from accounts”. The section in

bold text below is the only change. A new Variant of the generic Operation can then be

readily supported behind the same interface. The minor Version of the Interface Model is

incremented (to v1.3), but the major Version number remains the same (v1).

<?xml version="1.0" ?>

<!-- ************************************************ -->

<!-- * InterfaceModel_MonetaryTransactions_v1.3.xsd * -->

<!-- ************************************************ -->

<xs:schema targetNamespace="http://www.example.com/InterfaceModel_MonetaryTransactions_v1/"

       xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 

       xmlns:mon="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Money_v1/"

       xmlns:arr="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Arrangement_v1/" 

       xmlns:ctx="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Context_v1/" 

       xmlns:mt="http://www.example.com/InterfaceModel_MonetaryTransactions_v1/">

<xs:import namespace="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" />

<xs:import namespace="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Money_v1/"

       schemaLocation="DomainModel_Money_v1.xsd" />

<xs:import namespace="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Arrangement_v1/"

       schemaLocation="DomainModel_Arrangement_v1.xsd" />

<xs:import namespace="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Context_v1/"

       schemaLocation="DomainModel_Context_v1.xsd" />

<xs:element name="fromArrangement" 

            abstract="true"

        type="arr:ArrangementType" />

<xs:element name="toArrangement" 

            abstract="true"

        type="arr:ArrangementType" />
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<xs:element name="fromDepositArrangement" 

            abstract="true"

        type="arr:DepositArrangementType" 

        substitutionGroup="mt:fromArrangement" />

<xs:element name="toDepositArrangement" 

            abstract="true"

        type="arr:DepositArrangementType" 

        substitutionGroup="mt:toArrangement" />

<xs:element name="fromLendingArrangement" 

            abstract="true"

        type="arr:LendingArrangementType" 

        substitutionGroup="mt:fromArrangement" />

<xs:element name="toLendingArrangement" 

            abstract="true"

        type="arr:LendingArrangementType" 

        substitutionGroup="mt:toArrangement" />

<xs:element name="fromSavingsAccount" 

            type="arr:SavingsAccountType"

        substitutionGroup="mt:fromDepositArrangement" />

<xs:element name="toSavingsAccount" 

            type="arr:SavingsAccountType"

        substitutionGroup="mt:toDepositArrangement" />

<xs:element name="fromCreditCardAccount" 

            type="arr:CreditCardAccountType" 

        substitutionGroup="mt:fromLendingArrangement"/>

        

<xs:element name="toCreditCardAccount" 

            type="arr:CreditCardAccountType"

        substitutionGroup="mt:toLendingArrangement" />

<xs:complexType name="TransferRequestType">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element ref="mt:fromArrangement" />

<xs:element ref="mt:toArrangement" />

<xs:element ref="mon:amount" />

<xs:element ref="ctx:context" minOccurs="0"/>

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:element name="TransferRequest" type="mt:TransferRequestType" />

<xs:element name="TransferResponse" type="xs:string" />

</xs:schema>

Once again, no change to the WSDL file is required!

Let's look at what the actual input data documents could look like on the wire.
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The actual XML documents corresponding to the different variants of the Operation can all

validate successfully against the generic schema (the Interface Data Model).

This is the original Variant from the 70s that deals with transfers between two Savings

accounts.

<?xml version="1.0"?>

<!-- ******************************************************* -->

<!-- * MessageDocument_SavingsToSavingsTransferRequest.xml * -->

<!-- ******************************************************* -->

<mt:TransferRequest xmlns:mt="http://www.example.com/InterfaceModel_MonetaryTransactions_v1/"

xmlns:mon="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Money_v1/"

xmlns:ctx="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Context_v1/"

xmlns:arr="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Arrangement_v1/"

>

  <mt:fromSavingsAccount>89886666</mt:fromSavingsAccount>

  <mt:toSavingsAccount>5446655343</mt:toSavingsAccount>

  <mon:amount>

    <mon:currencyCode>AUD</mon:currencyCode>

    <mon:value>120.00</mon:value>

  </mon:amount>

</mt:TransferRequest>
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Here is the Variant from the 80s that deals with transfers from a Savings account to a

Credit Card account. Note that the major Version numbers of the included Domain Model

files are the same. However, now the actual Domain Model file for Arrangement is v1.2,

not v1.1, and any schema validation is done against this latter schema Version, but this is

transparent to the Service Consumer.

Also note the use of a Context in this Variant (in bold text). No change to the interface

(API) is required to support it, because Context has always been an optional part of the

Interface Data Model.

<?xml version="1.0"?>

<!-- ****************************************************** -->

<!-- * MessageDocument_SavingsToCreditTransferRequest.xml * -->

<!-- ****************************************************** -->

<mt:TransferRequest xmlns:mt="http://www.example.com/InterfaceModel_MonetaryTransactions_v1/"

xmlns:mon="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Money_v1/"

xmlns:ctx="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Context_v1/"

xmlns:arr="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Arrangement_v1/"

>

  <mt:fromSavingsAccount>89886666</mt:fromSavingsAccount>

  <mt:toCreditCardAccount>4444555566667777</mt:toCreditCardAccount>

  <mon:amount>

    <mon:currencyCode>AUD</mon:currencyCode>

    <mon:value>120.00</mon:value>

  </mon:amount>

  <ctx:overseasContext>US</ctx:overseasContext>

</mt:TransferRequest>

Let's now return to the Technology layer to see how the architecture typically evolves with

time as newer requirements are imposed.
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Supporting a New Variant Behind an Existing Interface

With this overhauled set of data structures in place, supporting a new requirement like

“instant  loans”  becomes  quite  simple.  The  routing  logic  now  recognises  this  input

document as valid and routes the request to the appropriate Variant.
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A new Message Data Model (but no change to the Interface)

When  faced  with  the  requirement  to  support  “instant  loans”,  the  “signature”  of  the

Operation doesn't  change, and older Service consumers can continue to use their  old

Interface Data Model.

The document shown below will then validate without error, and the request can be routed

or  bound to  a  special  Variant  dealing  with  “instant  loans”  (transfers  from Credit  Card

Accounts to Savings accounts), as seen in the section with bold text.

<?xml version="1.0"?>

<!-- ****************************************************** -->

<!-- * MessageDocument_CreditToSavingsTransferRequest.xml * -->

<!-- ****************************************************** -->

<mt:TransferRequest xmlns:mt="http://www.example.com/InterfaceModel_MonetaryTransactions_v1/"

xmlns:mon="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Money_v1/"

xmlns:ctx="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Context_v1/"

xmlns:arr="http://www.example.com/DomainModel_Arrangement_v1/"

>

  <mt:fromCreditCardAccount>4444555566667777</mt:fromCreditCardAccount>

  <mt:toSavingsAccount>5446655343</mt:toSavingsAccount>

  <mon:amount>

    <mon:currencyCode>AUD</mon:currencyCode>

    <mon:value>120.00</mon:value>

  </mon:amount>

  <ctx:afterHoursContext>22:30+04</ctx:afterHoursContext>

</mt:TransferRequest>
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Implementation (Deployment onto Technology Components)

And finally, the decision on which physical “nodes” these logical components should be

deployed to is a matter of applying Cohesion (i.e., “belonging”) principles again.
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The Versioning that Wasn't

It should now be clear how the Dependency-Oriented approach, applied scrupulously at all

levels from Business down to Technology, has enabled us to support changes to business

requirements without a change to the Service interface.

As a contrast, here's what the Technology landscape  might have  been without it,  i.e., a

single  ESB  hosting  “spaghetti”  logic  and  multiple  concurrently  supported  interface

Versions. Most organisations would find this disturbingly familiar!
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Summary and Conclusions

In this document, we have described what may seem to be a revolutionary new way of

doing SOA, but in reality, all we have done is return to first principles to do it right.

We  claimed  at  the  beginning  that  SOA was  all  about  dependencies,  supporting  the

argument with some case studies. 

We then went through each layer of the BAIT model, applying the relevant dependency

principles to arrive at the best possible design at that layer. Taken together, this is the

Dependency-Oriented  Design  method.  A solution  developed  through  the  use  of  this

method is a complete SOA solution, yet it neither suffers the overheads of traditional SOA

“best practice”, nor does it introduce fresh dependencies like traditional SOA technology

does.

After  describing the method in  detail,  we ended with  a few worked-out  examples that

applied those ideas and demonstrated that the Dependency-Oriented approach can really

work to reduce the time and effort required to deal with changing business requirements,

thereby meeting SOA's claimed benefit of improving an organisation's agility, cost and risk

profile.

What remains is for you to apply these principles in your own organisation to prove to

yourself that the science behind Dependency-Oriented Design works and delivers results.

“But what about governance?”  some of you will doubtless ask. We're glad you raised that

point.  The  companion  document  to  this  one  is  titled  “Dependency-Oriented  Thinking:

Volume 2 – Governance and Management”. It provides a similarly simplified, back-to-first-

principles approach to establishing and managing an organisation's control systems.
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Contributions of this Document

In all modesty, this document is a reboot of SOA practice, no less.

SOA as practised in the industry today is bloated, complex and focuses on the wrong

things, with the predictable result that it cannot meet its promised deliverables of improved

business agility, sustainably lowered operating costs and reduced operational risk.

Dependency-Oriented Thinking is a return to SOA's first principles based on the insight

that  dependencies hold  the  key  to  managing  agility,  cost  and  risk.  The  massive

investments in technology that SOA traditionally entails are not only unnecessary, but may

actually  increase  inefficiency  and  risk.  What  Dependency-Oriented  Thinking  offers  is

nothing  short  of  a   free  lunch,  because  it  removes  the  needless  burden  imposed  by

traditional “best practice”. Far cheaper technology solutions can now be employed with no

adverse effect  on the quality of  the final  solution,  because the secret  is the improved

quality of the design.

The  method  we  propose  is  simple  and  readily  understandable,  since  the  concept  of

dependencies is just common sense.

However, the subtlety of the concept could lead to practitioners falling back to their familiar,

bad old ways.  To combat potential  recidivism, this document uses the well-understood

BAIT model as its framework and provides a set of dependency principles to be applied at

each layer. With SOA analysis and design so converted from art to science, there is no

longer an excuse not to do it right!

Good luck!
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Appendix A – Dependency Principles at a Glance

Business Layer Principles

1.  Traceability – Enforce core governance;  ensure that  everything that  is  done makes

sense with respect to the organisation's Vision

2. Minimalism – Challenge assumptions, reject unwarranted constraints, do no more than

required, reuse functional building blocks

3.  Domain  Insight –  Understand  the  true  nature  of  the  business;  don't  be  misled  by

superficialities or conventional wisdom; re-imagine the business from first principles

4. Business Process Coordination Style – Choose a coordination style (orchestration or

choreography) based on whether tight control is possible and/or necessary. This influences

the choice of technology standard (SOAP or REST), but may also be influenced by a prior

choice of standard.

Application Layer Principles

5. High Cohesion (“Belonging”) – What belongs together should go together, with minimal

links between distinct systems; question instances of a single logical function split across

multiple systems, or multiple logical  functions combined within a single system. Group

operations that share a Domain Data Model and business logic into Products, those that

share an Interface Data Model into Services.

6.  Decoupling of  Interfaces from Internals – Ensure that  no external  system develops

dependencies  on  the  internal  aspects  of  a  system;  create  an  interface  to  isolate  the

systems from each other.

7.  “Goldilocks”  Signatures (Stability  versus  Precision) –  Identify  multiple  concurrent

flavours of each logical operation; establish a way to express the business intent common

to all of them; make sure that the interface doesn't change for minor variations in logic but

does change with the business intent.

8. Shared Semantics (Negotiation of Intent and Content) – In choreographed processes,

ensure that the service provider and service consumer understand the meaning of every

Operation as well as the mechanics of how each Operation should be invoked.

Information (Data) Layer Principles

9. Decoupling of Interface Data from Internal Data – Distinguish the Interface Data Model
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from the  Domain  Data  Model;  use this  to  guide  the  grouping of  Operations into  both

Products and Services

10. Isolation of Context from Content – Separate the core data elements of the Interface

Data Model from its qualifying elements; establish a separate Type Hierarchy for Context;

use Context to categorise Variants and minimise Versions

11. Low External Coupling (“Need to Know”) – Expose the minimum possible set of data to

service consumers; make the data as generic as possible but exposing the business intent

(i.e., conforming to the “Goldilocks” signature).

12. Type Hierarchy – Create a data type hierarchy for both Content and Context elements;

use this to expose multiple Variants as a single logical operation

13.  Identity  Association –  Ensure  that  entity  identifiers  do  not  leak  out  through  the

interface; provide a mapping between external and internal identifiers.

Technology Layer Principles

14. Extraneous Constraints – Avoid introducing fresh dependencies between unrelated

components in the process of implementing business logic

15. Logic Bundling – Avoid combining unrelated pieces of data or logic

16. State (“Stickiness”) – Avoid tight and unwarranted associations between instances of

data/logic and physical components

17.  Topology  Hotspots –  Avoid  associating  physical  components  together  in  specific

layouts and hard-wired connections unless warranted

18. Late Binding – Delay unavoidable dependencies till the last responsible juncture
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